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We derive, in an input-output setting, absolute stability results of Popov and 
circle-criterion-type for discrete-time non-linear feedback systems, where the lin­
ear part is the series interconnection of an /2-stable shift-invariant linear system 
pre-compensated by an integrator. We apply this discrete-time stability theory to 
obtain input-output results on low-gain integral control of discrete-time systems 
in the presence of actuator and sensor non-linearities. This discrete-time theory 
is in turn applied to develop a low-gain sampled-data integral control strategy for 
tracking of constant reference signals in the context of L2-stable shift-invariant lin­
ear systems subject to non-decreasing globally Lipschitz actuator non-linearities. 
It is shown that applying error feedback using a sampled-data integral controller 
ensures that the tracking error is asymptotically small in a certain sense, provided 
that (a) the transfer function of the linear system is holomorphic in a neighbour­
hood of 0 , (b) the steady-state gain is positive, (c) the reference value is feasible 
in an entirely natural sense, and (d) the positive-valued (possibly time-varying) 
integrator gain is ultimately sufficiently small and not summable. Generalised as 
well as ideal samplers are considered together with zero-order hold. In the case of 
ideal sampling sensor non-linearities can also be included. The discrete-time and 
sampled-data input-output results are applied to infinite-dimensional state-space 
settings. Applications of the discrete-time stability theory to numerical linear 
multistep methods are also discussed.
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The term absolute stability refers to the study of the stability of an entire family 
of systems. Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 1.1, where L is a linear 
shift-invariant system and AT is a (possibly time-varying) static non-linearity. For 
simplicity, we assume that L  and N  are ‘scalar’ systems, that is, L and N  have 
only one input and one output channel. A sector condition for N  is a condition 
of the form
a\V2 < N{t,v)v < CL2 V2, V (t, v) G K+ x R, (1.1)
where —00 < a\ < 0 ,2  < 00 and at least one of the sector bounds a\ and 02 is fi­
nite. Standard examples of sector-bounded non-linearities are given by deadzone 
and saturation (see, for example, Figure 1.2), both of which arise naturally in 
control engineering. An absolute stability result for the feedback system shown 
in Figure 1.1 is a stability criterion in terms of the transfer function or the fre­
quency response of the linear system L and the sector bounds a\ and 0 ,2  of the 
non-linearity N.  Given a linear system L and sector data a\ and a2, an abso­
lute stability criterion guarantees closed-loop stability for all non-linearities N  
satisfying the sector condition (1.1).
Absolute stability problems and their relations to positive-real conditions have 
played a prominent role in systems and control theory and permeate much of 
the classical and modern control literature, see Fliegner et al. [19], Haddad and 
Kapila [22], Halanay and Rasvan [23], Hu and Lin [28], Khalil [31], Szego and 
Pearson [58], Vidyasagar [62] for the finite-dimensional case, and Corduneanu 
[3], Curtain et al. [9, 10], Curtain and Oostveen [11], Desoer and Vidyasagar 
[15], Logemann and Curtain [33], Logemann and Ryan [38], Vidyasagar [62] and 
Wexler [6 6 , 67] for the infinite-dimensional case, to mention just a few references. 
In the finite-dimensional case there are a large number of results available in the 
literature, many of which have been obtained by Lyapunov techniques applied 
to state-space models with the so-called Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (or positive- 
real) lemma playing a crucial role. In the infinite-dimensional case the literature
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x>
Figure 1.1: Feedback system with non-linearity
N(v)
Figure 1.2: Non-linearity with saturation and deadzone
on absolute stability problems is dominated by input-output approaches.
Of particular importance in the context of static non-linearities, are absolute 
stability results of circle-criterion type and those of Popov-type, each applicable 
to the feedback system shown in Figure 1.1. In recent papers, Curtain, Logemann 
and Staffans [9, 10] presented continuous-time absolute stability results of Popov 
and circle-criterion type in infinite-dimensions. In [9] these results are applied 
in the context of integral control in the presence of input/output non-linearities. 
The conjunction of the series interconnection of a stable system pre-compensated 
by an integrator and non-linearities with possibly zero lower gain that is, ai =  0 
in (1.1) (so-called critical cases of circle and Popov criteria) is a distinguishing 
feature of [9] and [10]. The approach taken in [9] and [10] is the input-output 
approach as opposed to the state-space approach.
While most of the available absolute-stability literature is devoted to continuous­
time systems, there are still a considerable number of references which treat 
discrete-time systems; see, for example, [15], [23], [28], [58] and [62]. In this the­
sis we consider a discrete-time absolute stability problem for the feedback system 
shown in Figure 1.3. A unique feature of discrete-time integral control is the 
different choices of integrator J  and J q , where J  is a strictly causal integrator,
8
whereas integrator Jq has direct feedthrough. The input-output operator G is 
assumed to be i2-stable, linear, and shift-invariant. Consequently, G has a trans­
fer function G which is analytic and bounded on the exterior of the closed unit 
disc in the complex plane. The (possibly time-varying) non-linearity </? is sector 
bounded with potentially zero lower gain. Corresponding to the two integrators 
J  and Jo we consider slightly different positive real conditions. Let e > 0 and 
q > 0. For integrator J:
«G (e" )  +  +  9G *(e'e) + > e l ,  (1.2)
and for integrator Jq:
f + 5
pi0 p-iO
?G (e'9) +  - ^ Q G ( e ie) + gG*(e'8) + > el,  (1.3)
where (1.2) and (1.3) hold for a.a 6 E (0, 2 t t ) ,  P  : U —► U denotes a linear, 
bounded, self-adjoint operator, Q : U —♦ U denotes a linear, bounded, invertible 
operator and U denotes a Hilbert space.
In this thesis, the main motivation for studying discrete-time absolute stability 
problems is to develop an input-output theory of low-gain integral control of 
discrete-time systems and low-gain sampled-data integral control, in the presence 
of static input and/or output non-linearities.
The low-gain integral control problem has its roots in control engineering, where 
it is often required that the output y of a system tracks a constant reference 
signal r, that is, the error e(t) := y(t) — r should be small in some sense for 
large t. It is well-known (see, for example, Davison [14], Lunze [44] and Morari 
[46]) that, for exponentially stable continuous-time shift-invariant linear finite­
dimensional systems with positive steady-state gain (that is, G(0) > 0), this can 
be achieved by feeding the error into an integrator with sufficiently small positive
X> J/Jo
Figure 1.3: Discrete-time feedback system with choice of integrator
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gain parameter and then closing the feedback loop.
There is a wealth of recent research on low-gain integral control, see, for example, 
Fliegner et al [17,18,19], for the non-linear finite-dimensional case, Curtain et al 
[9], Fliegner et al [16], Logemann and Curtain [33], Logemann and Mawby [34], 
Logemann and Ryan [36, 37, 39], Logemann et al [40], for the non-linear infinite­
dimensional case and Logemann and Townley [42, 43] for the linear infinite­
dimensional case. With the exception of [9] and [39] the above references adopt 
a state-space approach. Whilst most of the above references are concerned with 
continuous-time systems, there are a number of references which consider discrete­
time and sampled-data systems, see for example, [17, 34, 37, 42].
We now give some additional details on the problems considered. Chapter 2 con­
sists of some preliminaries required for the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 3, we 
discuss three key notions; the convolution of two sequences, the ^-transform  of 
a sequence, and transfer functions of bounded, linear, shift-invariant operators 
on I2. We introduce the concepts of asymptotic steady-state gain, /2-steady-state 
gain and step error, in discrete-time. We conclude this chapter by proving exis­
tence and uniqueness results for the discrete-time closed loop systems considered 
in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, we derive discrete-time analogues of the continuous-time absolute 
stability results of [9] and [10]. Results of Popov and circle-criterion-type are 
presented for both a strictly causal discrete-time integrator J  and an integrator 
Jq with direct feedthrough. We also derive incremental versions of the circle- 
criterion-type results.
In Chapter 5, we apply the discrete-time absolute stability results of Chapter 
4 (with strict positive real condition, that is, e > 0 in (1.2) and (1.3)) to the 
low-gain integral control problem with input/output non-linearities and output 
disturbances, see Figure 5.3. In the case of constant gain and static input non- 
linearities it is shown that single-input single-output tracking of constant refer­
ence values is achievable, provided that, the reference value is feasible in some 
entirely natural sense, the steady-state gain is positive (that is, G (l) > 0), G(z) 
is “well-behaved” as z —> 1 for \z\ > 1 and the input non-linearity satisfies a 
local Lipschitz condition and is non-decreasing. TYacking of constant reference 
values is shown to persist in the presence of a large class of output disturbances, 
provided the integrator gain is in some interval (0 , k*), where k* is determined 
by the quantities
s u p L s m W ^ R e  ( ^  +  p ^ - j ; ) G ( e iS) J .
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for the J  integrator and
S>o { 6SSinf0G(O,27r)Re ( 9 +  e™ -  i ) G ^ ^  }* 
for the Jq integrator.
In the case of time-varying gain and static input and output non-linearities, it 
is shown that single-input single-output tracking of constant reference values is 
achievable, provided that, the reference value is feasible in some entirely natural 
sense, G (l) > 0, G (z) is “well-behaved” as z —► 1 for \z\ > 1 , the input/output 
non-linearities are non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous. As before, 
tracking of constant reference values is shown to persist in the presence of a 
large class of output disturbances, provided the time-varying integrator gain is 
non-negative, not summable and bounded above in terms of the quantity,
„  [ G(ei0)n 
essinf0G(o)27r)Re j>%0 _  i
for the J  integrator and
G(ei0)eidessinf0G(o,27r)Re
-  1
for the Jo integrator.
Chapter 6 is devoted to applications of the results in Chapters 4 and 5 to infinite­
dimensional discrete-time state-space systems. We introduce the concept of a 
power stable system and a strongly stable system. We provide a non-trivial 
example of a strongly stable system which is not power stable. The absolute 
stability results from Chapter 4 with strict positive real condition (that is, e > 0 
in (1.2 ) and (1.3)) are then applied to strongly stable state-space systems and the 
absolute stability results with non-strict positive real condition (that is, e =  0 in 
(1.2) and (1.3)) are applied to power stable systems. The results from Chapter 5 
are applied to strongly stable state-space systems.
To enable applications of the discrete-time integral control results (see Chapter 
5) to sampled-data systems, we study sample-hold discretisations of linear, shift- 
invariant, continuous-time systems. Previously, using an input-output approach, 
Helmicki, Jacobson and Nett [24, 25] studied sample-hold discretisations of dis­
tributed parameter systems belonging to the Callier-Desoer algebra. In Chapter 
7, the setting is more general than in [24, 25]. At the basis of our considerations 
are the algebra of continuous-time shift-invariant bounded linear input-output 
operators on L2 and the subalgebra consisting of all convolution operators with 
bounded measure kernels. We introduce the concepts of asymptotic steady-state 
gain, L2-steady-state gain and step error, in continuous-time. We give results for
11
GFigure 1.4: Sample-hold discretisation
continuous-time systems which, under certain natural conditions, guarantee the 
existence of the various steady-state gains. The main contributions of Chapter 
7 are results on the behaviour of the continuous-time steady-state under sample- 
hold discretisations as illustrated in Figure 1.4, where Gc is a L2-stable shift- 
invariant linear input-output operator, Ti is the zero-order hold operator and S  
is a generalised sampling operator. It is shown that the sample-hold discretisation 
of Gc, defined by G SGCH, is a Z2-stable shift-invariant linear input-output 
operator. Furthermore, we show that under a certain mild assumption on Gc, the 
L2-steady-state gain of Gc and the Z2-steady-state gain of G exist and coincide. 
Under suitable restrictions on Gc, namely that Gc is given by convolution with 
a (matrix-valued) Borel measure, it is shown that this result remains true if the 
generalized sampling operator S  is replaced by ideal sampling.
In Chapter 8 we apply the discrete-time theory of Chapter 5 in the context of 
sampled-data low-gain integral control. In the presence of a static input non- 
linearity both constant and time-varying gains are considered together with gen­
eralised sampling. With the additional inclusion of a static output non-linearity, 
we consider time-varying gain with idealised sampling, but restrict to continuous­
time systems given by convolution with measure. Results are presented which 
guarantee that the continuous-time tracking error is asymptotically small in a 
certain sense, provided that, the reference value is feasible in some entirely nat­
ural sense, the steady-state gain is positive (that is, Gc(0) > 0), G c satisfies a 
mild assumption, and the positive-valued (possibly time-varying) integrator gain 
is ultimately sufficiently small and not summable. The results in Chapter 8 allow 
for a large class of output disturbances. We briefly discuss how through various 
choices of weighting function, associated with the generalised sampling operator, 
we can weaken some of the technical assumptions imposed in the statements of 
the results in Chapter 8 .
Chapter 9 consists of applications of the input-output theory developed in Chap­
ter 8 to infinite-dimensional well-posed state-space systems.
In Chapter 10, we apply results from Chapter 4 in order to study an important 
area of research in numerical analysis, namely, the long term behaviour of solu­
tions of numerical methods. In particular, we discuss stability of a particular class
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of numerical methods, the so-called linear multistep methods. Stability analy­
sis of linear multistep methods has previously been considered in Dahlquist [13], 
Nevanlinna and Odeh [49] and Nevanlinna [47, 48]. We derive stability results 
for linear multistep methods by applying some of the discrete-time absolute sta­
bility theory contained in Chapter 4 to a convolution equation which represents 
a general linear multistep method.
In Chapter 11, we briefly discuss future research topics related to this thesis. 





The following notation shall be used throughout the thesis.
We define Z+ := {x G Z | x  > 0}, M+ := {x G E | x  > 0} and N  :=  Z+ \  {0}. 
Let X  be a Banach space and U be a Hilbert space. Let F{Z+,X)  denote the 
set of X - valued functions defined on Z + and let F(R+,X)  denote the set of 
X-valued functions defined on R+. For 1 < p < oo, let lp(Z+,X )  denote the 
Zp-space of unilateral X-valued sequences. In the special case X  =  C, we write 
lp(Z+) for lp(Z + ,C ), F(Z+) for F (Z + ,C )  and F(R+) for F (M + ,C ). For c G C  
and R > 0 define B(c,R) := {z G C | \z — c\ < i?}. We define B := B(0,1). 
For a > 0 define Ea := {z G C | \z\ > a} =  C \  B(0, a). For a  G R define 
C a := {s G C | Re s > a}. We denote by T the boundary of the set Ei which is 
also the boundary of B. A set S  C X  is called a sphere centred at z G X  if there 
exists r) > 0 such that S  =  {x G X  | ||a; — z\\ =  77}. For a function /  : Z+ —► X  
and a subset V  C X ,  we say that f(n)  approaches V  as n —► 00 if
For a set V  C X ,  we denote by cl(V) or V  the closure of V  in X  and by int(V') the 
interior of V. We say that V  C X  is precompact if its closure is compact. We use 
X 2 ) to denote the space of bounded linear operators from a Banach space 
X \  to a Banach space X 2 ; we write 38{X) for & (X ,X ) .  We define $ G F(Z+) 
by #(n) =  1 for all n G Z + and $c G FXK+ ) by $c(t) =  1 for all t G R+.
For r  > 0, the right-shift operator ST : F(R+, X)  —> F(R+,X )  is defined by,
dist(/(n), V) = inf || f{n) -  v|| -► 0 .
if t G [0, r) 
if t > t.
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We say that G : F(R+,X)  —► F(R+,X)  is (right) shift-invariant if GST = STG 
for all t  > 0 .
Let y  denote the integral operator given by
(.f u ) ( t )  =  f  u ( s ) d s ,  V u G t  G R+.
Jo
For any /  G L1(T, X), we define the Fourier coefficients of /  by the formula,
1 r2n
/ ( n ) = 2 W 0 /(e ' n e Z ■
We thus associate with each /  G L1(T,X) a function /  : Z  —> X.  The Fourier
series of /  is oo
E f(^eine-
n = —oo
The subspace of all functions w G F(Z+,X )  which admit a decomposition of the 
form w =  Wod 4- W\ where Wq G X  and u)\ G lp(Z+,X)  for p < oo is denoted 
by mp(Z+,X)  := X  +  lp(Z+iX )  (again in the special case X  = C we denote 
mp(Z+,C) by mp(Z+)). Endowed with the norm
I M I m P  : =  \\w o\\ +  I K I I / p ,
the space mp(Z+,X )  is complete. Let C°°(IR+,X ) denote the space of infinitely 
differentiable functions defined on R + with values in X.  A function /  G F ( R + ,  X)  
is called piecewise continuous if there exists a sequence 0 =  to < t\ < £2 < • • • 
such that lim^ootfc =  0 0 , /  is continuous on each of the intervals (£&,<*;+1) 
and the right and left limits of /  exist at each tk. We denote the space of all 
piecewise continuous functions /  G F(R +, X )  by PC(M+,X). For a  G R, we 
define the exponentially weighted ZA-space Z£(M+,X) := { /  G Lfoc(lR+,X ) | 
/(•) exp(—ex. •) G ^ (R + j X)} and endow it with the norm
\  i / p
a
 CXI  P
w e - ^ m r d t )  .
For /3 > 0, we define the weighted Zp-space lp(Z+,X ) := { /  G F(Z+, X ) | 
G lp(Z+,U)} and endow it with the norm
/  00 \  i / p
1/1? := E n/wnir •
^ n—0 J
We denote by W 1,P(M+,X), where p < 0 0 , the space of all functions /  G
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^ (R + j X )  for which there exists g G U>(M.+, X )  such that f ( t )  — f ( 0) =  f  J g(s) ds 
for all t G R+. We denote by J£ the Laplace transform.
We begin with several definitions of discrete-time operators that will be used 
throughout the thesis.
Discrete-time operators
Definition. We define the right-shift operator S : F(Z+,X)  —> F(Z+,X)  by,
(Sz)(n) := j ° ’ =
I x(n — 1), 11 n > 1.
The left-shift operator S* : F(Z+,X)  —> F(Z+,X )  is defined by,
(S*a;)(n) := x(n +  1), V n G Z+.
Remark 2.1.1. If we consider S : l2(Z+, U) —> l2(Z+, U) then the left shift S* is 
the adjoint of S on 12{Z+, [/). O
Definition. The forward difference operator A : F(Z+,X ) —► F(Z+,X)  is de­
fined by
(Ax)(n)  := x(n -f 1) — x(n), V n G Z+.
The backward difference operator Ao : F(Z+,X ) —► F(Z+, X )  is defined by
/a  w \ fx(°)> ifn  =  0 ,
( oa;)(n) ^ar(n) — a:(n — i), i f n > l .
We now define two discrete-time integrators.
Definition. The discrete-time integrator J  : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+,X)  is defined 
by,
0 , if n =  0 ,
E?=o S/O'), if n > 1.
The discrete-time integrator Jq : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+,X ) is defined by,
n
(Joy)(n) := V nG  Z+. (2 .1)
j=o
Let a; G F(Z+,X ). Define F  : F(Z+,X ) —► F(Z+,X ) by a; z (0)$. We now 
state some identities which will be used throughout the thesis.
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Lem m a 2.1.2.
(a) A0J  =  JAo — S and Ao«/o =  i/oAo — I.
(b) JA  = I  -  E  and A J  = / .
(c) Jo A =  S* — E  and A Jo =  S*.
The proof of Lemma 2.1.2 is routine and therefore omitted. 
Shift-invariance and causality
D efinition. We say that H  : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+, X ) is (right) shift-invariant if 
H S =  SH. Throughout the thesis ‘shift-invariant’ means invariant with respect 
to right shifts.
We aim to show that every linear, shift-invariant operator H  : F(Z+,X)  —> 
F(Z+, X )  is causal.
Definition. Let H  : F{Z+,X )  F(Z+,X).  Then we define H  to be weakly
causal if, x(n) =  0 for n < N  implies that (Hx)(n) = 0 for n < N,  for all
N e z+, xeF{ z +tx).
Definition. Let P n  : F(Z+,X )  —*■ F(Z+,X )  be the linear map defined by,
Then we say H  : F(Z+,X)  —► F(Z+,X )  is causal (non-anticipative) if and only
x(n) =  y(n), n < N  => (Hx)(n) = (Hy)(n), n < N, ViVG Z+.
Remark 2.1.3. We say that H  : F(Z+,X) —► F(Z+,X )  is strictly causal if, for 
all x, y € F(Z+,X) ,
x(n) =  y(n), n < N  => (Hx)(n) =  (Hy){n), n < N,  V N  G N.
if
PjviJPN =  Pjvff, V iV e  Z+. 
Equivalently, i f  is said to be causal if, for all x ,y  G F(Z+, X)
Note that, in particular, the discrete-time integrator J  is strictly causal, whereas
Jo is not. O
The following three results are an adaptation of arguments in [61].
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P roposition  2.1.4. I f  H  : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+,X) is linear and weakly causal 
then it is causal.
Proof. Suppose that x(n) =  y(n) for n < N,  where N  G Z +. Define z(n) := 
x (n) ~  y{n) — 0 for n < TV. Then by weak causality we have (Hz)(n) = 0 for 
n < N  and so (H(x  — y)){n) = 0 for n < N  by definition of z. Hence by linearity 
(Hx)(n) — (Hy)(n) =  0 for n < N  and so we see that (Hx)(n) = (Hy)(n) for 
n < N  and H  is causal. □
P roposition  2.1.5. I f  H : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+,X )  is shift-invariant, then it is 
weakly causal.
Proof. Suppose N  G Z+, x G F(Z+,X )  and that x(n) — 0 for all n < N.  
Define, y(n) = x(n 4- N)  for all n G Z+. Then it is clear by definition that 
y G F(Z+,X )  and that, x — SN+1y. Since H  is shift-invariant, it follows that,
Hx =  H S N+1y =  S N+1Hy.
By definition of S we see that, (Hx){n) =  (SN+lHy)(n) = 0 whenever n < N,  
so that H  is weakly causal. □
Combining Proposition 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, we have the following corollary.
C orollary 2.1.6. If  H  : F(Z+,X )  —► F(Z+,X )  is linear and shift-invariant, 
then it is causal.
A result on cj-limit sets
D efinition. For x  G F(Z+, X),  the u-limit set Cl of x  is defined to be 
Q := {£ G X  | x(nj) —> £ for some sequence Uj —► oo}.
We shall require the following result.
Lem m a 2.1.7. Let x  G F(Z+,X )  and suppose that (a;(n) | n G Z+} is precom­
pact. I f  (Aox)(n) —► 0 as n —► oo then, the u-limit set Cl of x is connected.
Proof. First note that since {x(n) \ n G Z+) is precompact, x  has a convergent 
subsequence. Consequently, we deduce that 0  is non-empty. It remains to show 
that Cl is connected. Suppose that Cl is not connected. Then Q is the union of 
two disjoint closed non-empty sets and Cl2. Since Cl is compact, so are Cli and 
Cl2. Hence, there exist open neighbourhoods U\, U2 of Cli, Cl2 in X , such that 
Ui fl U2 = 0 and
dist(£/i,£/2) > e, (2 .2)
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for some e  > 0. Furthermore, there exists sequences n j ,  n'- with rij  —► oo, n'- —► oo 
as j  —> oo such that
x (nj) -> £1 € fti, j  -> oo,
6  G ^ 2, j  -+ oo.
Hence for iV, A/7 sufficiently large, rc(TOjv+j) G C/i and a:(n^/+J) G 1/2 for all j.
Now consider the sequence rrij defined by
{ r ij, if j  is even,3 , j
n'j, if j  is odd.
By definition of rnj, for M =  m a x { N ,  TV7}, the sequence x(mjv/+j) jumps alter­
nately between the open sets U\ and U2 . However, by assumption, ( A 0x ) ( m j )  — * 
0 as j  —► 0 0 , contradicting (2 .2). □
Measure theory
The Borel cr-algebra on R+ is the cr-algebra generated by the family of open sets 
in R+ and is denoted by Br+ . Its members are called Borel sets.
Definition. Let m, n G N. We say that /z : Br+ —► Cmxn is a Cmxn-valued Borel 
measure on R+, if,
(i) /z(0 ) =  0mxnj
(ii) for any sequence {Ej}  of disjoint sets in Br+,
/ 00 \  00
^ ( U ^ )  =  !> (£ ,■ ) ,  (2-3)
Vj= 1 /  j=1
observe that the convergence of the series in (2.3) is part of the requirement.
If, in the above definition, m  —  n =  1 and n(E)  G R for all E  G B r + , then p is 
also called a finite signed Borel measure. If, in the above definition, m =  n = 1 
and p(E)  G R+ for all E  G £ r+ , then /z is also called a finite non-negative Borel 
measure.
Let E  be a set. We call {Ej}^=l a partition of E  if Uf=\Ej =  E  and E{ fl Ej =  0 
for all i ^  j.
Definition. Let /z be a Cmxn-valued Borel measure on R+. The total variation
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\fj\{E) of /x on a set E  G BR+ is given by
M(E) =  sup5 3 ||/i(£j )||
j=1
where the supremum is taken over all N  G Z+ and over all partitions {Ej} of E  
with Ej G BR+.
Theorem 2.1.8. Let n be a Cmxn-valued Borel measure on R+. Then the total 
variation |//| of (jl is a finite non-negative Borel measure on R+.
Proof. The proof of the non-negativity of \n\ is an exact copy of the proof of 
the scalar case, see, for example, [51], Theorem 6 .2 . It remains to show that \fi\ 
is finite. Define iiij : BR+ —► C by
liij(E) := (n(E))ij, 1 < i < m ,  1 < j < n ,  E  G BR+.
Then faj defines a complex Borel measure for 1 < i < m, 1 < j  < n. Hence it 
follows from [51], Theorem 6.4, that
|/Zjj|(R+) < oo, 1 < i < m, 1 < j  < n. (2.4)
Let {-E'fc}jfcLi be a partition of R+. Now
^ I K ^ ) | |  < « X ; k i (e +)
k=1 k=1 i,j i,j k=1 i,j
< anm\iiij\(R+), (2.5)
where a  depends on the choice of norm in Cmxn. Defining 7  := anm\fiij\(R+) 
we see from (2.4) that 7  < 00 . Hence by (2.5),
N
M(R+) =  s u p 5 > ( i s y i l  < 7 ,
k=1
showing that |/z| is finite. □
Corollary 2.1.9. Let n be a Cmxn-valued Borel measure on R+. Then 
M E )\ \  < |/i|(R+) < oo, V E e B R+, 
that is, fj, is bounded.
Proof. Since |//| is a non-negative measure, \fJ>\(E) < |//|(R+) for all E  G BR+
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and so
M E)\ \  < |/x|(£?) < M (R+) < 0 0 , v e  e  b r+.
□
The following result will be required in Chapter 7.
Theorem  2.1.10. Let n be a CmXn-valued Borel measure on R+. Let p G N and 
(p be a Cnxp-valued \fi\-integrable function on R+. Then
roo I /•oo
/  K ds)<p(s) < /  Ib(s)|||//|(ds).
Jo | Jo
A proof of Theorem 2.1.10 can be found in [21], see Chapter 3, Theorem 5.6, of 
[21].
D efinition. The convolution f i*v  of a Cmxn-valued Borel measure fi on R+ and 
v G L j^R + jC n) is the function
(/x*u)(£)= / fj,(ds)v(t — s),Jo
defined for those t for which the function s 1—► v(t — s) is locally |/z|-integrable. 
Note that it follows from [20] (see, [20], Proposition 2.12) that if v is Lebesgue 
measurable, then without loss of generality, we may assume that v is Borel mea­
surable in the following sense: there exists Borel measurable v such that v = v 
a.e. in the Lebesgue sense. Moreover, by Proposition 8.49 of [20], it follows that 
s v(t — s) is locally |/z|-integrable for a.e. t (here a.e. refers to the Lebesgue 
measure).
Limits of functions in L1oc(R+,X)
Each element of L1oc(R+, A) is an equivalence class of locally integrable functions 
that coincide almost everywhere on R+. For later purposes we need to make sense 
of the limit of ‘functions’ in L£h.(R+,«X’). Let /  : R+ —► X  be a locally integrable 
function and let [/] G Z/J^R+jX) be the corresponding equivalence class of all 
measurable functions in F(R+,X ) which coincide with /  almost everywhere.
Definition. We say that [/] G L\oc{R+,X) has a limit I G X  as t —> 00 if, there 
exists a representative g : R+ —> X  of [/] such that lim^oo g(t) — I (in the usual 
sense) and we write lim<_>00[/](t) =  I.
Remark 2.1.11. Note that this definition is independent of the choice of rep­
resentative from the equivalence class. If g\ , <72 were two representatives of [/] G 
L\oc{R+,X ), such that, limt_>oo£i(t) ^  lim*_>oo <7 2 then, g\ and <72 would differ
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on a set of positive measure contradicting the fact that gi and <72 are representa-
Definition. We say that a measurable function /  : R+ —► X  has an essential 
limit at infinity if there exists I £ X  such that esssupT>t||/(7 T) — f|| tends to 0 as 
t —► 00 and we write esslim^oof ( t )  =  I.
Proposition 2.1.12. Let f  : R+ —► X  be a measurable function such that [f] G 
L1oc(R+,X). Then limt_>00[/](t) =  I if and only z/esslim ^oo/^) =  I.
Proof. (=>) Suppose that limt_>00[/](t) =  I. Then, there exists a representative 
g : R+ —> X  of [/] such that lim^oo g(t) — 1. Hence, for all e > 0, there exists 
tQ > 0  such that, whenever t > to,
tives of the same equivalence class. O
lls(t) -  (|| <  e.
Consequently,
sup ||0 ( f)- /1 | <£,
showing that
Hence, esslimf_>00/( t)  =  I.
(4=) Suppose that esslimt_+00/(f) =  I. Then,
lim esssupr >t ||/(T ) — /|| =  0. # -
Hence, for all e > 0, there exists f 0 > 0 such that, whenever t > 10
esssupr >t ||/(T ) -  /|| < e.
That is,
|| f (T )  -  2|| < e, a.e. T > t > t 0. 
Consequently, there exists a sequence tn f 00 (n G N) such that
Define g : R+ —► X  by
/ ( f ) ,  f  ^  [0, f i ) ,
9(t) '= < / ( f ) ,  f  €  [ f n , f n + i )  and | | / ( f )  -  Z|| < 1/n,
I, t G [f„ , f „ + i )  and | | / ( f )  -  2|| > 1/n.
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Then g(t) = f(t )  a.e. and limt-+oo9(t) =  I. Hence limt_+00[/](t) =  I. □
Throughout the rest of the thesis we shall not use the notation [/]: we simply 
write /  E with the understanding that /  is the equivalence class of
all measurable functions which coincide with /  almost everywhere.
In later chapters we require the following results.
Proposition 2.1.13. Let f  E for some p E [l,oo). Then for all
e > 0, the Lebesgue measure of the set E  := {t > T  | ||/(t) || > s) tends to 0 as 
T  —► oo.
Proof. Let m  denote the Lebesgue measure. Since /  E for some
p E [1, oo) we have
7 (T ):=  r \ \ m \ \ pd t>  [  H /( t) | | '* > e 'm (B ) ,  V e > 0 .
J t  J e
Consequently, m(E) < ^{T)£~p for all e > 0. Since limr_*oo 7 (T) =  0 it follows 
that m(E) —> 0 as T  —> 0 0 . □
Proposition 2.1.14. Let f ,  f  E L2(M.+,U) where U denotes a Hilbert space. 
Then limt_>00 f i t )  = 0.
Proof. Note that,
| ( i i / w i i 2) =  ( m m ) + m / M ) = 2Re </(*). /(*)>-
Hence it follows that
ll/WII2 -  l|/(0)H2 =  2Re / “ ( /( r ) ,  / ( r)> dr. (2.6)
Jo
Since / ,  /  E L2(M+, U) we have
2Re [  ( / ( t ) , / ( t ) )  dr —* I, t —► oo.
Jo
Consequently, by (2.6) we see that lim^oo ||/( t) || =: f°° exists. Noting further 
that /  E L2(M+, £/), we deduce that f°° =  0. □
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Chapter 3
Convolutions of sequences, 
^-transform s and transfer 
functions of discrete-time 
operators
In this chapter we discuss three key notions; the convolution of two sequences, 
the ^-transform  of a sequence, and transfer functions of bounded linear shift- 
invariant operators on l2(Z+, U). We introduce the concepts of asymptotic steady- 
state gain, f2-steady-state gain and step error in discrete-time. This is done in 
the general context of the algebra of all shift-invariant bounded linear input- 
output operators on l2(Z+,U). We conclude this chapter by deriving existence 
and uniqueness results for the discrete-time equations which are to be considered 
in later chapters.
3.1 Convolutions of sequences
D efinition. Suppose x  G F(Z+,&(X))  and y G F(Z+,X).  Then their convolu­
tion x *y  G F(Z+, X )  is defined by,
The convolution product in the space F(Z+) is commutative and the sequence 5 
defined by
71 n
(x * y){n) = ^ 2 x ( n -  j)y(j)  = x(j)y(n -  j).
j=o
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is the unit element. A sequence a G F(Z+) is invertible (that is, there exists 
a-1 G FXZ+) such that a * a~l =  a-1 * a =  £) if and only if a(0) ^  0.
Note that Jqx of x G F(Z+,X )  can be represented by convolution with
n
(J0x)(n) := =  (# * x )(n) .
j=o
The following result is a standard result on convolution of sequences.
Lem m a 3.1.1. Assume that a G ll (fZ+) and let 1 < p < oo. The following 
statements hold:
(a) ||a * 6||/P < ||a||ii||fr||ip for all b G P»(Z+,X).
(b) I f b e F ( Z + ,X ) ,  then
lim b(n) =  0 =>  lim (a * b)(n) — 0.
n—»oo n—>oo
Proof. We refer to [15], p. 244, for the proof of part (a). To prove part (b), 
assume that b(n) —► 0 as n —> oo. For every n G Z+, let m n denote the largest 
integer less than or equal to n/2. Since
771n 71
(a * 6)(n) =  a(n — k)b(k) +  a(n — k)b(k) ,
fc=0 fc=mn+ l
we obtain
||(a*6)(n)|| <  M i-  ^ 2  |a(&)| +  ||a||,i sup ||6(fc)||.
fc>n/2 *=2 n / 2
By assumption 5(fc) —► 0 as k —*■ oo and since a G I1,
lim |a(^)| =  0.71—>00 ^ '
k>n/2
Consequently, (a * b)(n) —> 0 as n —► oo. □
We now show that every linear shift-invariant operator on F(Z +, A) is a convo­
lution operator.
P roposition  3.1.2. Let H  : F(Z+1X )  —► F(Z+, X) 6e /mear and shift-invariant. 
Then, 71
{Hy)(n) = ^ 2 h ( n -  k)y(k), V y G F(Z+,X ), n G Z+,
k=0
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where, for each n E Z+, h(n) : X  —* X  is defined by
h(n)£ := (H(Z5))(n), { E X
Proof. Let r/ E F(Z+,X).  By causality of H,
(Hy)(n) = v " s z *-
Using first the linearity of H , then the shift-invariance of H, and finally the 
definition of h, we see that,




=  ^2(Hy(k)S)(n -  k)
k=0 
n
=  ^ / i ( n  — k)y(k), V n E Z+.
k=0
□
Remark 3.1.3. Note that if dim X < oo and i f  E ^(Z2(Z+,X )) is shift- 
invariant, then the convolution kernel h of if, as defined in Proposition 3.1.2, 
is in l2(Z+,&(X)) .  To see that this is not the case if X  is infinite-dimensional, 
we consider the following example. Let X  =  l2(Z+,R) and {eJ}j€z+ be the stan­




Define fc(j) E &(X)  by
:= vj ejj v £ X.
Then, for each j  E Z+, ||fc(j)||x =  1> so that k £  Z2(Z + ,^(X )). Define T  : 
F (Z +, X ) ^ F ( Z +,X )b y
n
(Tu)(n) := £  %  -  JMJ) ,  V u e  F(Z+, X).
j=0
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Let u G l2 (Z+,X ).  Then,
oo oo n  2 oo n
£ | |C T u ) ( n ) |f t  =  £  £ * ( » » - . ? M j ) =  £  5 3 “n-jC ?V
n=0 n=0 j —0 X  n=Q j = 0
Since the {e,'}J-€z+ form an orthonormal basis of X ,  we have
£ « „ - iO V  =  5 3 k -3'0')):
j=0 j=0
Combining (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain,
oo oo n
£ i K T“ X")iix =  E £ K - i O / ) ) 2-
n=0 n=0  j= 0
Setting un-j( j)  := 0 if j  > n, we have,
oo oo oo oo oo
£  l l p v o w i l i  =  £ £ K - , ( j ))2 =  £ £ ( « n - j W ) :




=  £ M o ) ) 2 +  £ K - i ( i ) ) 2 +  
=  i “ ( 0 ) l l x  +  I K l ) l l x  +  - - -
oo
=  £ M " ) l l x
71= 0
—  I M I ? 2 ( Z + , X ) - (3.3)
Hence we see from (3.3) that, Tu  G l2 (Z+,X) and =  |M|/2(z+tx)> so
that T  G &(l2 (Z+,X)). O
C orollary 3.1.4. Let G, H  : F(Z+) —>• F(Z+) 6e linear shift-invariant operators. 
Then, GH  =  HG.
Proof. Let v G F(Z +). Since G, #  : F(Z+) —► F(Z+) are linear and shift- 
invariant it follows from Proposition 3.1.2 that there exists h,g  G F(Z+) such 
that
(Hv)(n) = (h* v)(n), V uG  F(Z+),
and
(G?v)(n) =  {g * v)(n), V v G F(Z+).
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Noting that the convolution product in F(Z+) is commutative it follows that, 
(HGv){n) = (h* g* v)(n) =  (g * h * v)(n) — (GHv)(n).
□
3.2 The transform
Definition. The 2 f  transform of a € F(Z+,X)  is defined by,
oo
a(z) = (3r{a))(z) = ^ 2 a ( j ) z - j , (3.4)
j =o
where z is a complex variable. We say that a is 2?-transformable if the series in
(3.4) converges for some z — zq G C \  {0}, in which case it converges absolutely
for all z G C with \z\ > \zo\.
R em ark  3.2.1. It is an elementary fact from the theory of power series, (see e.g.
[2] p.31), that a is JT-transformable if and only if
r0 := lim sup ||a(^) H1^ 71 < oo, (3.5)
n—* oo
in which case (3.4) converges absolutely if \z\ > ra and diverges if \z\ < ra. O 
For 77 > r0 we have that
00
a(rjei9) =  ^2(a(k)r]~k)e~ t k 0 , 6  G [0, 2tr),
k= 0
showing that the function 6  h-► d(r)et0) is the discrete Fourier transform of the 
sequence (a(k)r)~k)k£z+• If a € F(Z+,X)  is i2?-transformable, then, for every 
rj > ra, the function a is holomorphic and bounded on E,,. Conversely if 77 > 0 
and A : Ev —> X  is holomorphic and bounded, then a G F(Z+,X )  defined by
a(n) := - —■ [  A(z)zn~1 dz = [  A(i/et0 )et n 0  dO, where v > 77,27tz j \z\=v 27r J0
is the unique .^-transformable sequence (with r0 < 77) such that a(z) = A(z) for 
all z G E^ and we write a =  2 f- 1 (A).
Under the transform, convolutions become multiplications, that is, if a G 
F(Z+,&(X))  and b G F(Z+, X )  are ^-transformable, then a*b is ^-transformable
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and
(a * b)(z) = a(z)b(z), z e  C s.t. \z\ > max{ra, r*,} .
3.3 Transfer functions of d iscrete-tim e opera­
tors
In order to discuss transfer functions of bounded linear shift-invariant operators 
on Z2(Z +, U), we first need to define the Hardy-Lebesgue spaces H 2 and H°°. To 
this end, we have the following result; a proof of which can be found in [51] (see, 
Theorem 17.6 in [51]).
Theorem  3.3.1. If f  : C —► X  is holomorphic on Ei U {oo}, and if
Mz(/;r) := ( i / j l/(rei9)l|2dv ’
Moo(/;r) := sup ||/(rei0)||,
0 e[O ,27 r)
then M 2 and M0Q are monotonically decreasing functions of r for r > 1. 
D efinition. Let /  : C —> X  be holomorphic on Ei U {00}. Setting, 
ll/llh* := lim M2(/; r), ||/||/r~  := lim */«,(/; r),
rj.1 rj.1
the Hardy-Lebesgue spaces H 2(E i,X ) and i/°°(E i,X )  are defined to consist of 
all /  for which ||/ ||if2 < 00 and ||/||jj°o < 0 0 , respectively. Note that if /  G 
H°°(Ei,X), then ||/ ||h ~  =  supz€El ||/(^)||. Moreover, tf°°(E i,X ) C H 2(E i,X ) 
and ll/ll^a < ||/||ffoo for every /  G H°°(EUX).
The basic properties of H 2(E1}X) are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem  3.3.2. (a) A function f  : Ei —► X  is in H 2 (E i,X ) if and only if there 
exists x  G l2 (Ii+,X) such that x  =  / .  Moreover, | | / | | i j 2 =  ||^||/2.
(t>) I f  f  € H 2 (E i,X ), then f  has radial limits f*(e10) at almost all points of T 
and f* G L 2 (T ,X ). The nth Fourier coefficient of f* is x (—n) if n <  0 and 0 if 
n > 0, where x G l2 (Z+,X) is such that x  =  / .
(c)The mapping f  —► /* is an isometry of H 2 (E i,X ) onto the subspace of 
L 2 (T ,X )  which consists of those g G L 2 (Y ,X ) which have g(n) =  0 for all n > 0 
(where g(n) denote the Fourier coefficients of g).
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Proof. Using the fact that h G H 2(Ei,AT) if and only if the function g(z) := 
h(l/z )  is in H 2(B, X),  for all z  G ®, the proof of the scalar case, see, for example, 
Theorem 17.10 of [51], carries over word for word to obtain the claim. □
Now let u,v  G l2 (Z+,U) with associated ^-transforms u,v. By Theorem 3.3.2 
we know that u,v e  H 2(Ei, U) and that the radial limits,
u(e10) := lim u(re10)rl 1 v '
v(etd) := limi)(re10)rjl
exist for almost all 6  G [0, 27t). We now state a theorem we shall require in 
Chapter 4.
Theorem 3.3.3 (Parseval-Bessel). For u, v G /2(Z+,£/) we have that
1 f 2 n  .
(u(n), v(n)) = tt- (u(e’9), 0(e’e)) dB.
n=0 J »
Proof. A proof of the Parseval-Bessel Theorem can be found in [51], page 92. 
The above statement is slightly different, but follows from the version in [51] 
combined with Theorem 3.3.2 (a). □
Let G G &(l2 (Z+,U)) be shift-invariant. Then G has a transfer function G G 
H°°(¥ii,38(U)) in the sense that,
(3f(Gu))(z) = G{z){&{u))(z), V u e  l2{ Z+, U), z  G Ex.
We see this from the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let G G 3§{l2{Z+, U)) be shift-invariant. Then there is a unique 
G G H°°(Ei,&(U)) such that, for any u G I {%+, U), denoting y = Gu,
y(z) = G(z)u(z), V z e  Ei. (3.6)
Moreover, ||G|| =  ||G||#oo.
R em ark  3.3.5. A proof of Theorem 3.3.4 can be found in [50] (see [50], The­
orem B, p. 15). The statement of the result in [50] is rather different to the 
statement of Theorem 3.3.4 and requires the following translations. In the nota­
tion of [50], S, T  and A  are replaced by S, G and G, respectively. In [50], S  is 
given by multiplication by z  on H 2 (M,U) and corresponds to S via the isomet­
ric isomorphism between H 2 (M,U) and /2(Z+, U). The bounded linear operator 
T  : H 2 (M,U) —*■ H 2 (M,U) is assumed to be ^-analytic, that is, S  and T  com­
mute. Again via the isometric isomorphism between H 2(B, U) and Z2(Z+, U) this
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is equivalent in our terms to G £ 38(l2(Z+,U)) being shift-invariant. Finally, 
noting that h £ H°°(Eit3B(U)) if and only if the function g : z i—> h(l/z)  is 
in H°°(M,38(U)), it follows that A  in [50] represents the transfer function G as 
defined in the statement of Theorem 3.3.4. O
In the following set of examples we compute the transfer functions of the shift- 
invariant operators S, Ao, J  and Jo.
Exam ples 3.3.6. (a) Let x  £ F(Z+,U) and z £ Ei. We compute the JT- 
transform of Sx  as follows
OO OO 1 OO -
(Sz)(z) := x)( j )z~s =  ^ x ( j  -  1 )z~i = - ^ 2 x( j  -  I)*"0'"1* =  -x(z).. . z , „ z
3=0  3=1  3=1
In particular we note that the transfer function of S is given by 1 /z.
(b) Another routine calculation, using the fact that Ao =  I —S, shows the transfer 
function of Ao is given by (z — l)/z .
(c) Using the fact that by Lemma 2.1.2 part (a) Ao J  =  S, and (a) and (b), we
conclude that the transfer function of J  is given by \ /{ z  — 1).
(d) Using the fact that by Lemma 2.1.2 part (a) A0Jo =  / ,  and (b), we conclude
that the transfer function of Jq is given by z/{z — 1). O
3.4 D iscrete-tim e steady-state gains and step  
error
Let G £ H°°(Ei,38(U)) denote the transfer function of a shift-invariant operator 
G £ &(l2 (Z+, U)). By shift-invariance, G is causal, and therefore G extends to a 
shift-invariant operator from F(Z+, U) into itself as follows: Let u £ F(Z+,f7). 
We extend G to an operator F(Z+, U) —► F(Z+, U) by setting
(Gu)(n) =  (G(PNu))(n), n £ TV,
where TV := { 0 ,1 ,...,  TV} and TV £ Z+. By causality of G this definition yields 
a well-defined extension of G to F(Z+, U). We shall use the same symbol G 
to denote the original operator on l2 (Z+,U) and its shift-invariant extension to
F(Z+,U).
Definition. If there exists an operator T £ 38(U) such that
lim(G(0 O)(") =  re ,  V£ £ U,
n—*oo
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then we say that Y is the asymptotic steady-state gain of G. Moreover, if there 
exists an operator Y E 38(U) such that
G ( ^ ) - ^ € i 2(Z+,{/) ,  V £ e  u,
then r  is said to be the I2 -steady-state gain of G. If the asymptotic steady-state 
gain or the £2-steady-state gain of G exist, then, for £ E £7, the function
o* := G(0O -
is said to be the step error associated with £.
The asymptotic steady-state gain and the £2-steady-state gain may or may not 
exist. The existence of the £2-steady-state gain implies the existence of the asymp­
totic steady-state gain. The converse is not true. If they both exist, then they 
coincide.
Trivially, under the additional assumption that G is the input-output operator of 
a finite-dimensional £2-stable state-space system (i.e., G is rational), the asymp­
totic steady-state gain and the £2-steady-state gain exist and are given by G(l); 
furthermore, there exist M  > 0 and (3 E (0,1) such that ||cr^(n)|| < M/?n||£|| for 
all n E Z+ and for all £ E £7 =  Rm.
Throughout the thesis we shall often impose the following assumption on G.




R em ark  3.4.1. If G extends analytically into a neighbourhood of 1 (which in 
particular is the case if G E «f^ (£jg(Z+, £7)) for some (3 E (0,1)), then (A) holds 
with T =  G (l). Furthermore, if G is the transfer function of a strongly stable 
discrete-time state-space system (see Chapter 6) with the additional property 
that 1 is in the resolvent set of the generator of the discrete-time semigroup 
(which is trivially true for power-stable systems), then (A) holds. O
Note that, by assumption (A),
z I- 5«(z) =  -^ r (G (z ) -  r)£ e  SB(U)), V ( e U .
Z — 1
Consequently, by Theorem 3.3.2 part (a),
ll^llz2 =  II^W IU 2 < < 7llfll i E U,
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where 7  := supz6El \\(z/(z—l))(G(z) — r)||, showing that the operator £  : £ i-> or* 
is in &{U,l2 (Z+,U)). In particular, if assumption (A) holds, then T is the 12- 
steady-state gain of G. Using Remark 3.4.1, it can be easily shown that, if 
G G &(lp(li+,U)) for some (3 G (0,1), then £  G &(U,lp(Z+,U)), in which case 
we have
Il^(n)||rn < ^ IISIIIKII. V n  e Z+’ V { 6 U,
(where ||£ || denotes the operator norm of £), showing that
||a<(n)|| < ||E||jS"|K||, V n e Z +, V t € U .
The following result gives a time-domain characterization of assumption (A).
Lemma 3.4.2. Let G G &(l2 (Z+, U)) be shift-invariant with transfer function 
G and let T G &{U). Then (3.7) holds {i.e., G satisfies assumption (A)) if and 
only if G J - T J e  @{l2(Z+,U)).
Proof. (=>) Suppose that G satisfies assumption (A). Consider the operator 
G J —TJ. By shift-invariance of G and J  it follows that G J — TJ  is shift-invariant 
and its transfer function is given by
- i - ( G ( * ) - r ) ,  z e  E„
Z — 1
From assumption (A) and the fact that G G if°°(Ei, 38{U)), we conclude that, 
z (G(z) -  T)/{z -  1) G H°°(Ei,38{U)) C t f 2(E i,^(C /)) and so, by Theorem
3.3.2 (a), G J - T J e  3§{l2{ Z+, U)).
{<=) Suppose GJ — T J e  &{12 {Z+,U)). As before, since G and J  are shift- 
invariant, it follows that GJ — TJ  is shift-invariant. Consequently, G J — TJ  has 
a transfer function. Since this transfer function is given by
- J - ( G W  -  r ) , z e  E,,
Z — 1
it follows that assumption (A) holds. □
Remark 3.4.3. Note that Lemma 3.4.2 remains true if J  is replaced by Jo. O
Furthermore, we have the following result on the behaviour of Gu for converging 
inputs u.
P roposition  3.4.4. Let G G &{12 {Z+,U)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion G. Assume that (A) is satisfied.
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(a) I f  u G F (Z + ,£ /)  is such that u — Du0 0  G /2(Z + ,t / )  for some u°° G U, then 
G u-tiY u°°  G l2 (1+,U).
(b) I f  u G F(!*+, U) is such that A qu G i2(Z+, f/) and u°° := limn_>00 u(n) exists, 
then limn_>00(Gu)(n) =  Tu°°.
R em arks 3.4.5. (i) Note that if u — $it°° G /2(Z+,[/) for some u°° G U, then 
limn_voou(n) =  u°° and A0u G l2 (Z+,U). Furthermore, it is easy to see that 
there exist sequences u G F(Z+,C/) such that u°° := limn_ 00w(n) exists and 
Aou G l2 (Z+,U), but u — Du0 0  /2(Z+,C/), for example, with U =  R, u(n) =  
u°° +  l /y /n  +  1, for all n G Z+ and some it00 G M. This shows that the hypothesis 
on u in part (b) is ‘strictly weaker’ than that in part (a).
(ii) Noting that Aou =  SAu -f Su(0), Proposition 3.4.4 remains true with Ao 
replaced by A. O
P ro o f of P roposition  3.4.4. (a) Note that,
Gu -  tiru°° = G(u -  tiu°°) +  Gtiu°° -  $Yu°°. (3.8)
Since by assumption G G <^(i2(Z+, U)) and u — flu0 0  G i2(Z+, U) it follows that
G(u — G l2 (Z+,U). Furthermore, since assumption (A) holds, T is the
Z2-steady-state gain of G and so G'du0 0  — dYu°° G /2(Z+, U). Consequently, it 
follows from (3.8) that Gu — fiYu0 0  G l2(%+, U).
(b) Setting H  \= GJq — Y Jq, it follows from the shift-invariance of G that,
H A qu = Gu — Yu. (3.9)
By assumption (A) and Lemma 3.4.2 we have that H  G 3§{12 {'L+,U)). Conse­
quently, since by assumption Aou G /2(Z+, U), we have
lim (H(Aou))(n) =  0.
n—►oo
Hence it follows from (3.9) that
lim (Gu)(n) = lim Yu(n) =  Yu°°.
n—>oo n —*oo
□
Occasionally, it will also be necessary to impose the following assumption on G.
(A7) There exists T, T7 G 38{U) such that
1lim sup
z—►I.zGEi (* - 1):
(G(z) -  r  -  (z -  i)r') < oo. (3.10)
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R em arks 3.4.6. (i) Note that if G satisfies assumption (A') (i.e., (3.10) holds), 
then G satisfies assumption (A) (i.e., (3.7) holds).
(ii) If G extends analytically into a neighbourhood of 1 (which in particular is the 
case if G G &{lp{Z+, U)) for some G (0,1)), then (A') holds with T =  G (l) and 
T' =  G '(l) =  limz_>i(G(z) — G (l ) ) / ( 2  — 1). Consequently, if G is the transfer 
function of a strongly stable discrete-time state-space system (see Chapter 6) 
with the additional property that 1 is in the resolvent set of the generator of the 
discrete-time semigroup (which is trivially true for power-stable systems), then 
(A') holds. O
The following result gives a time-domain characterization of assumption (A7).
Lem m a 3.4.7. Let G G 3S{l2 (fL+,U)) be shift-invariant with transfer function 
G and let r , r 7 G 38{U). Then (3.10) holds {i.e., G satisfies assumption (A7)) if 
and only if {GJ -  T J)J  -  T'J  G 3§{l2{Z+, U)).
Proof. (=^) Suppose that G satisfies assumption (A7). Consider the operator 
{GJ—TJ) J —T'J. By shift-invariance of G and J  it follows that {GJ—T J )J —T7J  
is shift-invariant and its transfer function is given by
_ J _ ( G (z) - r - ( 2 - i ) r ' ) ,  * e E i.  (3.ii)
From assumption (A7) and the fact that G G H°°{Ki,&{U)), we conclude that,
2 M ( T r ip  ( g W  -  r  -  (* -  i)r ')  e  H™(Eu sg(u))  c  h 2(e 1, ^ ( U ) )
and so, by Theorem  3.3.2 (a), {GJ — T J)J  — T'J  G 38{l2{Z + , U)).
(«=) Suppose {GJ — T J)J  — T'J  G &{12 {Z+,U)). As before, since G and J  are 
shift-invariant, it follows that {GJ -  T J )J  — T'J  is shift-invariant. Consequently, 
{GJ — T J)J  — T'J  has a H°°{Ei,&{U)) transfer function. Since this transfer 
function is given by (3.11), it follows that assumption (A7) holds. □
R em ark  3.4.8. Note that Lemma 3.4 .7  remains true if J  is replaced by Jo- ^
3.5 Existence and uniqueness results
In this section we discuss existence and uniqueness results for general discrete­
time equations with non-linearities. Consider the following equation
u  =  r - J { G { < p o u ) ) ,  (3.12)
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where r : Z+ —► U is a given forcing function, G G «^(i2(Z+, £/)) is shift-invariant,
n i—► </?(n, u(n)). Recall that by shift-invariance, G is causal and therefore G 
extends to a shift-invariant operator from F(Z+,U) into itself. A solution of 
(3.12) is a function u G F(Z+, U) satisfying (3.12). Recall the following notation: 
for N  G Z+, let N_ := { 0 ,1 ,..., N}. We have the following result on existence 
and uniqueness of solutions of (3.12).
P roposition  3.5.1. Let G G 3S(l2 (Z+,U)) be shift-invariant, ip : Z+ x U —*■ U 
be a time-dependent non-linearity and r : Z+ —► U be a given forcing function. 
Then (3.12) has a unique solution u : Z+ —► U.
Then u solves (3.12). Furthermore, it is clear by the recursive construction that 
u is unique: if v is a solution of (3.12), then v(0) =  r(0) =  u(0), hence,
We now introduce a discrete-time integrator with direct feedthrough. Consider
tp : Z+ x U —► U is a time-dependent non-linearity and ipou denotes the function
Proof. For N  G Z+ we define Gn  : F(N_, U) -+ F(Nmi U) by
(Gifv)(n) := {GvN)(n), n G iV, v G F(N_,U) (3.13)
where
(3.14)
Hence, by causality of G , for each JVGZ+ and v G F(Z+, U),
{Gv)(n) =  (GNv\K)(n), n G A.
Define recursively,
u(0) := r(0)
u(l) := r(l)  — (Go(ip o u))(0)
i
u(2) := r (2 ) -^ ( G i(v ? o u ) ) ( j )
j=0
n
u(n +  1) := r ( n + l ) - ^ 2 ( G n{(pou))(j).
j=o
u(l) =  r( l)  -  (G0{ip o u))(0) =  r(l)  -  {G0{<p o u)){0) =  u( 1)
and so on iteratively. □
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the following discrete-time equation,
u  =  r  — Jo(G(ip o u )) ,  (3.15)
where ip, G  and r  are as before. A solution of (3.15) is a function u  G F ( Z + , X )  
satisfying (3.15)
Exam ple 3.5.2. The following example shows that an equation of the form
(3.15) does not always have a solution. Let U =  R. Define <p : R —> M by,
if { < -1 , 
if { € [ -1 ,1 ] , 
if { > 1,
set G  = —I  and let r  =  2$. Then, by (3.15),
n
u (n )  =  2 +  ^ 2  v W ) ) ’ V n  G Z+. (3.16)
j =o
Define /  : R —> R by /({) := { — <p(£) for all { G R, that is,
/(«) := <
¥>(() := < 0,
-1 , if € < -1 ,
£, if f  e  [-1,1],
1, if (  >  1.
It follows from (3.16) that
f (u ( 0 )) = u(0 ) - ( p ' . . ' : y / = 2 .
Noting that 2 ^ im f  we see that (3.16) does not have a solution. O
The following result gives a condition under which (3.15) has solutions and more­
over, provided it exists, when a solution is unique.
P roposition  3.5.3. Let G G 38(l2(Z+,U)) be shift-invariant, <p : Z+ x U —* U 
be a time-dependent non-linearity and r : Z+ —► U be a given forcing function. 
Define G(oo) := lim^i^oo G(z). Then, there exists at least one solution (a unique 
solution, respectively) of (3.15) if, for every n G Z+; the map f n : U ^ U  defined 
by
/«({) := { +  G (ooM n,{), V (n,{) G Z + x U, (3.17)
is surjective (bijective, respectively).
R em ark  3.5.4. Note that if G(oo) =  0 then f n = I  for all n G Z+ and (3.15) 
has a unique solution. O
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P ro o f of P roposition  3.5.3. Define M  : F(Z+, U) —> F(Z+, U) by M  JqG. 
It follows from (3.15) that
u +  M(ip o u) =  r. (3.18)
By linearity and shift-invariance of G and J0, M  is also linear and shift-invariant. 
Consequently, by Proposition 3.1.2, M  is a convolution operator with convolution 
kernel k E F(Z+,&(U)), that is,
n
(Mu)(n) =  (k * u)(n) =  k(n — j)u(j).
j =o
Defining M  := M  — k(0)I, (which is also a convolution operator) from (3.18) we
have, __
u(n) -I- k(0)(ip o u)(n) = r(n) — (M(ip o u))(n). (3.19)
Since r is given, the RHS of (3.19) can be determined by only knowing the values 
u(0),. . .  ,u(n — 1) but, u(n) could still explicitly occur in the term k(0 )(<pou)(n). 
Denoting the transfer function of M  by M  we have,
M(z) =  —^—-G(z), z S E j .
z  — 1
Clearly,
k(0) =  lim M(z) =  lim G(z) =: G(oo).
\z \—»00 |z|—KX)
It follows from (3.19) that
f n(u(n)) =  r(n) -  (M(tp o u))(n),
where f n is defined by (3.17). Suppose now that for all n E Z+, the map /„  is
surjective. Denoting the preimage of /„  by Z"1 for all n E Z+, we can construct
a solution of (3.15) as follows: We define u E F(Z+, U) recursively by,
w(0) € / 0_1(^(0) -  (Mo(<pou))(0))
w(!) € /i_1(r(l) -  (M i(^ou))(l))
u{n) E /„_1( r W - ( M n(^ou))(n)) 
where, for N  E Z+, MN : F(P£, U) —► F{N_y U) is defined by
{Mn v)(ti) := (M % )(n), n E AT, v E FQV, U), 
and uyv is given by (3.14). If, further, f n is injective for each n E Z+ then the
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preimage of /„*(£), £ G [/, consists of exactly one point and we see that the 
solution constructed above is unique. □
3.6 N otes and references
Most of the results in this chapter are well known. Whilst difficult to locate, the 
proof of Lemma 3.1.1 is standard and included for completeness. Proposition
3.1.2 is well known, however, in many cases in the literature it is stated for the 
special case X  = R. A proof of Proposition 3.1.2 in the general Banach space 
setting is difficult to locate in the available literature, consequently, we include 
a proof for completeness. We remark that the existence of a transfer function 
for a bounded linear shift-invariant operator on /2(Z+,C/) (see Theorem 3.3.4), 
is essential for the development of the thesis. We note that Lemma 3.4.2, which 
gives a time-domain characterization of assumption (A), is a key observation 
which will be required throughout the thesis. Proposition 3.4.4 is new and in 
the context of this thesis is important in studying low-gain integral control of 
discrete-time systems subject to input and output non-linearities, (see Chapter 
5). The existence and uniqueness results in §3.5 seem to be new, the proofs of 
which are fairly routine.
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Chapter 4
Absolute stability results for 
infinite-dimensional discrete-time 
systems
In this chapter we present input-output absolute stability results for discrete-time 
systems. We derive stability results of Popov-type and circle-criterion type.
We begin by considering an absolute stability problem for the feedback system 
shown in Figure 4.1. The input-output operator G is linear, shift-invariant and 
bounded from l2 (Z+,U) into itself, cp : Z+ x U —► U is a time dependent non- 
linearity and r  : Z+ —► U is the input of the feedback system (or forcing function).
From Figure 4.1 we can derive the following governing equations,
u = r — y , v = G(ip o u), y = J v ,
where <p o u denotes the function n i-» ip(n, u(n)). Equivalently,
u = r — (JG)(<p o u). (4.1)
It follows from Lemma 3.5.1 that there exists a unique solution u to (4.1). 
Throughout this chapter we impose assumption (A) on G, the transfer func­
tion of G, with T =  G (l) := limz_>i>zGEi G(2). Note that the existence of 
limz_>i>zGEi G(^) is implied by imposing assumption (A).
4.1 A bsolute stability results o f Popov-type
We require the following lemma the proof of which can be found in Appendix 1.
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Figure 4.1: Discrete-time feedback system with J  integrator
Lem m a 4.1.1. For v G F(Z+,U), we have the following formula,
fn j  ti—1 \ i m  2 m
Re ^ / u ( n ) , ^ v ( f c ) )  =  -  ^ u ( f c )  -  -  ^  ||t»(fc)||2, V r o e N
n = l ' k= 0  ' k=0 k= 0
Throughout the rest of this section we assume that U =  R, that ip is time- 
independent and consider the absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.1. 
The following result is a stability criterion of Popov-type in an input-output 
context.
Theorem  4.1.2. Let G G 38(l2(Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G satisfying assumption (A) and let ip : R —► R be a measurable non­
decreasing non-linearity. Assume that G (l) > 0 and there exists numbers q > 0 ,  
e > 0 and a G (0, oo) such that
<p(v)v > —p 2 (v), V v G R, (4.2)
and
1 „— |- Re a
Let r G m2(Z+,R) and let u : Z+ 
following statements hold.
> e, a.a. 0 G (0,2n). (4.3)
be the unique solution of (4.1). Then the
1. There exists a constant K  (which depends only on q, e, a and G, but not 
on r) such that,
M|foo +  ||A0u||j2 +  \\(pou\\i2 -I- (||(v?ou)u||/i)1/2
< K\\r\\n-I-sup
n> 0






u°° := lim u(n), lim o u)(j), (4.5)
n—+00 n —*oo « ^
j =0
exist, are finite and, if cp is continuous, ip(u°°) = 0.
Proof. We have,
u+{JG)(<pou) = r, (4.6)
or equivalently,
A0u +  SG(cp o u) =  A 0r. (4.7)
We now write (4.6) in a slightly more convenient form, namely,
u +  H((p o u) +  G (l) J{(p o u) =  r, (4.8)
where H  := J  o G — G(1)J. It is clear that this operator is shift-invariant with 
transfer function H given by,
H (z )  =  A t [G (*) -  <=(!)]. 2 6  (4 -9)z — 1
Prom assumption (A) and from the fact that G G i7°°(Ei), we conclude that 
H  G i f 00(Ei), and hence H  G @(l2{Z+,R)).
We multiply (4.7) by q and to this add (4.8) to obtain
q(A 0 u)(j) +  u(j) +  Gq(ip o u)(j) +  G(1 )(J(tp o u))(j)
=  q(A 0 r)(j) +  r(j), V j  G Z+, (4.10)
where we have defined the operator Gq by
Gq := gSG +  H.
Invoking (4.9), we see that the transfer function Gq of Gq is given by
G,(z) := -G (z) +  —^ [ G ( z )  -  G(l)], z € E,.z z — 1
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Multiplying through by (ip o u)(j) and summing from 0 to n in (4.10) yields,
n n
q o u){j){A 0 u)(j) +  o u)(j)u{j)
j =o j =o
j -1
+ ° u)y )(G9 ^  ° uW ) + G (!) ° u)U) ° u)(*)
3=  0 3= 1 fc=0
=  9 ° u)U)(&or)(j) +  ^2(<p O u){j)r(j). (4.11)
j = 0 j= 0
An application of Lemma 4.1.1 to the last term on the LHS of (4.11) yields,
n j —1
G ( i )  E ^  °  u ) U )  £ ( * >  °  « ) ( * )
j = l  fc=0
G (l) o u )(j))  -  ^  (y> o u)2(j)
j=0 '  j=0
(4.12)
Combining (4.12) with (4.11) gives,
n n n
9  °  u)(j)(A 0 u)(j) +  X ( ^  o  u ) ( j ) u ( j )  +  ^2(<p o  u)(j)(Gq(<p o  u ) ) ( j )
j=o j=o j=o
( t > o  « ) ( i ) ) 2 -  ^  X >  ° «)20 )
=  9 ^ (V ? ° w)(j)(A0r)(j) +  o u)(j)r(j). 
j —o j =o
(4.13)
We note that,
ReG ,(z) =  Re ( | g (z) +  j ^ j [G(2) -  G (l)])
=  Re -  H —7 )G(z)2 z — 1  J -  G(l)Re z - 1
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Taking z =  e10 with # E (0 ,2n),
Re — - =  Re (  Z~~ 1 ■) =  Re (  ~  M  =
z - 1  V b - l V  V e » - l V
cos 6  — 1
(cos 9 — l)2 +  sin2# 
cos 0 —1
and we obtain, 
ReG ,(eie) =  Re ei$ gifl +
G (l)
2(1 — cos#) 
_1  
2 ’
a.a. # E (0,27r).
Combining (4.14) with (4.3) we see that, 




Define v : Z —» M by
v(j) =
0, otherwise.
Applying Theorem 3.3.3 and taking real parts,
°° -I p2ir
U  2 n J o
v(et0 )(Gqv)(ei6) d9
i rvrr _______
=  TT-/ |w(ei9)| ReG„(e*9) d$2?r Jo
1 f 2n
= 7T |«(e")|2ReG,(e")d0.2?r Jo
Using (4.15) and applying again Theorem 3.3.3, we obtain,
±  j T  |6(e*)|2ReG ,(e«) ±  (e  -  1 +  [  |0(e")|2 *
)E-2w-






Invoking (4.16) and (4.17), we conclude that,
° u ) 0 ) ( G q( v  °  «))()) >  ( s  -  1 + J 2  (v> °  «)2(i)- (4.18)
j =o k '  j =0
Applying (4.18) to (4.13) gives,
q^2(ip o u)(j)(A 0 u)(j) +  o u){j)u{j)
j —0 j —0
+[ £ a j =0  ^ j —0
< Q ^ 2 ( ^ 0 u){j){AQr)(j)-\-^2(ipou)(j)r(j) .  (4.19)
j =o j =0
Define 4>(u) := f ” p(a) da for all v E R. Using the fact that ip is non-decreasing 
we can estimate the first term on the LHS of (4.19) as follows,
»u(j) ru(0)
22(<p ° u)(j)(A 0 u)(j) > 2 2  <p{a)da-\- / ip(a)da
j —Q j=l JO
ruin)





=  4>(u(n)), V nG  Z+.
Using this estimate in (4.19) we obtain,
n
q<f>(u(n)) +  ^ 2 (p o u)(j)u(J)
+ L  -  i )  £  ( , o  u m + ( £ >  o «)(,-))2
'  J j= 0 '  j=Q J
n n
< ° u )(j)(A 0 r)(j) +  ^ ( v ?  ° u)(j)r(j). (4.20)
j —0  j=o
By assumption r =  n  +  r2$ , where r \  E l2(Z + ,M )  and r-i E K. Using this 
decomposition of r  we can write the last term on the RHS of (4.20) as,
n n n
J2(<P ° u)(j)r(j)  =  o u)(j)ri(j)  +  o u)(j)r2. (4.21)
j —0  j—0  j=o
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Using (4.21) in (4.20) gives,
n /  1 \  n
q$(u(n)) +  o u)(j)u(j) +  ( e -  -  ) (<p o u)2 (j)
j — 0  '  '  j— 0
/  n V 2 n
( 0 «)C?) ) -  E ^  ° “ )W)r2
'  j=0 '  ,7=0
+  G(1)
< ° u)(j)(A 0r)(i) +  o u)(j)r i(j). (4.22)
j—0 j=0
Completing the square gives,
^ P ( E 0 p °  “ )(:/)) - ' f 2 (<P°»){j)r2
\  j=0 '  j=0
= ^ (X>°«)C*)-[G(l)rV,) - |[G(1)]-V|. (4.23)
So using (4.23) in (4.22) yields the following,
g$(u(n)) +  ]T(v? o u)(j)u(j) + f e - - ) j ^ ( < p o  u)2 (j) 
j=o '  a '  j=o
+^(X >°“)0 ) - [G(l)]-V2) 2 - i[G(l)]-V22
'  j = 0  '
n n
< ° u)(j)(&or)(j) +  5^(v? O u){j)nU)- (4.24)
j=0 j —0
Now the RHS of (4.24) can be estimated as follows (since ab < \ea 2 +  b2 /{2e) for 
non-negative numbers a and b)
X^l(¥>° u){j)[q(A0r)(j) + n(j)]|
j = 0
- 5 e E & ° + ^  E b(Aor)(j) + ri(j)]2. (4.25)2 t / v r  , w, ■ 2£.
3=0  3=0
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Combining (4.25) and (4.24) and simplifying we obtain,
q$(u(n))  +  ^ (< /5ou)(j )u( j )  -  - ^ ( i p o u ) 2(j)  +  f y ( p o u)2(j)  
3 = 0  °  i=o J j=0
+  ^ ( E ^ o « ) 0 - ) - [ g (i )]-s )*
 ^i  E w^oOO’)+nooi2 + [^G(i)r v.
j=0
The RHS of (4.26) can be estimated as follows,
^  £  k(A or)(;0 +  ri(j)]2 +  i[G (l)]-V 22
j =o
1 00 1
<  Ye E  w  +  r >(j)]2 +  | [ G ( 1 )]’ V 2 |2
j=0
1 ° °  1
< i  £ > 2(A„r)2(j) +  r2(j)] +  i[G ( l) ] -V 2|2
(4.26)
3=0
9 2 | | A  _ I | 2  , 1 | I _  II2 , 1  r<- > i ' i M - l l . _  12=  AIIAorll^ +  illn ll^  +  I I G a r ' H '
< ^ (2 ||n ||P + |r2|)2 + JlhU 2, +  i [ G ( l ) ] - > 2|2
< ^ I N &  + ^ h l 2 +  i||n ||?2 +  i[G (l)] -1|r2|2 
S L M l ? , (4.27)
where L depends only on q, e and G (l) and we have used the fact that A 0r  =  
r\ — Sri +  r2 $ and so ||Aor||i2 < 2 ||ri||i2 +  |r2 |. Combining (4.27) with (4.26) 
gives,
q$(u(n)) +  5 3
j=o
(<P ° u)(j)u(j) ~ “(<P ° U)2U) + ^ 2 2 (<Po u )2 U)
j=o
+ S2(iJ 2 ( i p o u ) ( j ) - [ G(l)] Vz") <L\\r\\2m2 , V n e z + .  (4.28) 
j=o '
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By sector condition (4.2) we have that,
j=o L
We also note that, by (4.2), is non-negative, as are all the other terms on the 
LHS of (4.28). Furthermore, the RHS of this inequality is entirely dependent on 
r and in particular does not depend on u. Inequality (4.28) is the key estimate 
from which we shall derive the theorem.
Proof of Statement 1 : In the following, K  > 0 is a generic constant which will be 
suitably adjusted in every step and depends only on q, e, a and G, but not on n , 
u or r. From (4.28) we obtain,
n
V n € Z + .
Hence
Again, by (4.28)












Again starting with (4.28) we obtain the following inequality,
<L||r|fo, V n € Z+.£
j =o
{<p o u)(j)u(j) --(</? O u)2 (j) a
It follows that
n 1 00
0 < ° u)(j)u(j) <  X ||r||^2 +  -  (v> ° “ )20')
j=0 j= 0
< A'||r|| ,^a, V n e  Z+,
where we have used (4.29). Consequently,
(ll(y>0 w)u||/i)1/2 < AT||r||m2. (4.31)





J / 3 \ l / 2  , j \  1/2
i(i/«oo)i =  1 fty  -  fc)V(fc)i <  ( 5 3  ift(fc)i2) ( 5 3  m*:)i2 )
fc=0 '  k=0 '  '  fc=0 '
< \\h\\P\\v\\p. (4.32)
Applying (4.32) with v = ipou and using (4.29) gives,
\(H{<pou)){j)\ < \\h\\i2 \\ip o u\\i2 < A ||r ||m2. (4.33)
Invoking (4.8) we have,
KOI < \{H{<pou))(j)\ + |G (l)||(7(^ ou))(j)| +  |r(j)|
<  \(H(V ou))U)\ + |G (l)||(7(V o U))(j)| +  ||r ||OT2. (4.34)
Taking the supremum and applying (4.30) combined with (4.33), we obtain from 
(4.34),
IMI(~ =  sup |u(n)| <  AT||r||m2. (4.35)
n >  0
By (4.7), we have that
Aou = Aor — SG(ip o u). (4.36)
Since (p o u G l2(Z+,R) by (4.29), G G 3§{l2{Z+,R)) and A qt G l2(Z+,R) we
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conclude that Aou G l2(Z+,R). Furthermore, by (4.29) the i2-norm of the RHS 
of (4.36) is bounded by i f  ||r||m2, and thus ||Aou||i2 < i f | |r | |ma. Combining this 
with (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) and (4.35) it is clear that (4.4) holds.
Proof of Statement 2: We note that by (4.13)
\  j =o /  j=0
= e  ° - q ° “ )(j)(a o u)u )
j —Q j=0
n n
~  ° « )0 > ( j)  -  E ^  ° o «))(j)
j=0 j=0
n n
+ 9  ° u)0’)(A or ) ( i ) + ° (4-37)
j=0 j=0
Completing the square on the LHS of (4.37) as in (4.23) we obtain,
^ ( E ( ^ « ) 0 ) - [ G ( 1 ) ] - V 2) 2
=  ^[G(l)]-Ir23 -  ° “) 0 > 0 )  -  E f a  ° u) t i ) (Gi(<P 0 U))C0
j —0 j=0
+ E (v? ° “)0')nc?)+ — E ^ 0
j=0 .7=0
n n
+ Q ^ ( v ° u ) t f ) (A o r ) ( j ) -q ^ 2 ( (p o u ) ( j ) (A o u ) ( j ) .  (4.38)
j=0 j=0
By statement 1, ipou G Z2(Z+,R), Aou £ Z2(Z+,R) and (<pou)u G ^(Z+jR). Since 
ri G Z2(Z+, R) and Gq G <^ (Z2(Z+, R)) it follows that, (y> o  u)Gq(<p o  w), (</? o  u )n , 
(y? o  t / ) 2 , [up o  u)(Aor) and (</? o  u){Aqu) are in 21(Z+,R), and the RHS of (4.38) 
has a finite limit as n —*• oo. Hence,
(p o ti)(j)  -  [G (l)]-‘r2)
exists and is finite. The problem now is that as n —► oo, could jump
between small neighbourhoods of the points [G(l)]_1r2 ±  y/X and not converge 
to either of them. To see that this is not the case, we set w{n) := Yt'j=^(<Pou)U)’
fA := lim I V sn—HX> V • J
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By statement 1, (p o u)(j) —> 0 as j  —► oo since p o u E l2(Z+,R). Hence,
(Aw)(ri) = (p o u)(n +  1) —► 0 and we see that w(n) =  X)"=0(<£ ° U)(J) must
converge to one of the points [G(l)]-1r2 ±  y/X. To prove that limn_^ oo u(n) exists,
it is sufficient to show that,
lim ( u(n) +  G (l)(J(p  o u))(n) ) = r , (4.39)
By (4.8), (4.39) is equivalent to the claim that limn_>00(ii/’((^  o u))(n) =  0. The 
later follows from the fact that, H  E 3S(l2(Z+,M)) and p o u  E Z2(Z+,R) by (4.4), 
showing that H(ip o u) E l2(Z+,E). Consequently, H(p o u)(n) —► 0 as n —► oo, 
implying that (4.39) holds. Therefore, u°° := limn^oo u(n) exists and is finite. 
Finally, noting that by statement 1, p o u  E Z2(Z+,R) and assuming that p  is 
continuous, it is clear that p(u°°) =  0. □
We now assume that e =  0 in the positive-real condition (4.3) and consider the 
absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.1.
Theorem  4.1.3. Let G E Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with trans­
fer function G satisfying assumption (A) and let p  : R —> R be a measurable 
non-decreasing non-linearity. Assume that G (l) > 0 and there exists numbers 
q>  0 and a E (0, oo) such that (4.2) holds and
i  +  Re
a
>  0, a.a. 0 e (O,27r). (4.40)
Let r E m 1(Z+,R), and let u : Z+ —* R be the unique solution of (4.1). Then 
there exists a constant K  > 0 (which depends only on q and G, but not on r) 
such that,
|u||ioo +  sup
n>0
j r ( p  O u)(j) +  (||(v? O u)(u -  I p  O u)||*i)1/2 < K\\r\\mu (4.41)
lvj = 0
R em ark  4.1.4. We claim that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1.3, (4.40) 
can not be satisfied for a =  oo. To this end consider the function Gq defined by,
G,(*) =  f  G(*) +  - h - [ G (* )  -  G (l)], ^ 6 Ei,
Z Z — 1
which has been used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2. From assumption (A) and 
the fact that G E i/°°(Ei), we have that Gq E H°°(Ei). Since
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we see that by the property of z i—► e Gg^  G
1 < sup |e G*(z)| =  esssup0G(o27r)|e G^ \  =  e G*,
zeEi
where Gq := essinf0e(o(27r)ReG9(et0). Hence Gq < 0 and, consequently, 
ess inf0G(Ot27r)Re Gq(etd)
= essinf0G(o)27r)Re (g e  +
Y  g . 1 M  , G (l)
\ e id eid -  1
4 -  +  - J — )eiO gid _  1 J G{ei0) < - G (l)
— ess inf0G(O,27r)Re 
Since G (l) > 0, it follows from (4.42) that 
ess inf0G(o,27r)Re 
This implies that if (4.40) holds, then a < 2 /G (l) < oo. 
P ro o f of Theorem  4.1.3. Defining,
<?(n ) :=  5Z(y?ow)0’)i V n G Z+, < j(-1 ):= 0 ,
j=o
and setting e = 0 in (4.20) we obtain,
q $ (u ( n ) )  +  ^ 2
3=0
( if  o u ) ( j ) ( u ( j )  -  - ( i f  o u ) ( j ) )
G (l) 2, , 
+  — (n)
<  g 5 3 (v » 0 “ )0 ') (A o r )(j)  +  ^ 2 (< f  O u ) ( j ) r ( j ) ,
j —0  j=0
(4.42)
(4.43)
where $ (v )  := </?(cr) dcr for all v G R. By assumption r = r\ +  where
r\ G Z^Z+jR) and r2 G R. Using this decomposition of r we can write the RHS 
of (4.43) as,
q o u){j){A 0 r)(j) +  ]T(v? o u)U)r U)
j=o j=o




Partial summation yields the identities,
Y l W U )  ~  <r(j ~  !)](Aor) (J)  =  ^ c r ( j ) ( ( A 0r)(j) -  (A0r)(j +  1))
j —O j=Q
+o-(n)(A0r)(n +  1) (4.45)
and
~  ~  1)lr iC7’) =  ~  n { j  +  1)]
j —O j =o
+cr(n)ri(n +  1). (4.46)
(tp o u ) ( j ) { u { j )  -  i(<p o w)(j)) 
a
G (l) . , ,
Combining (4.46) and (4.45) with (4.44) we obtain, from (4.43),
n
q<t>(u(n)) +  Y l  
}=0
n
< Q a O')((A or)U) -  (A 0r)(j +  1)) +  qa(n)(A 0 r)(n +  1)
3=0
n
+  5 > 0 - ) [ n W  -  n ( j  +  1)] +  a{n)r\{n +  1) +  a{n)r2. (4.47)
3=0
The RHS of (4.47) can be estimated as follows,
n
9^[o-0 ')((A or)(j) -  (A 0 r)(j +  1))] +  qa(n)(A 0 r)(n +  1)
3 = 0
n
+ '%2 a U)[riti)  -  n { j  +  1)] +  cr(n)ri(n + 1) +  a(n)r2  
j=o
< 2 q\\A0 r\\li max \a{j)\ +  q\a{n)\\A0 r{n +  1)| +  2||ri||/i max \a(j)\
0 <3 <n 0<j <n
+ |(7 (n ) ||n (n  +  1)| +  |o-(n)||r2|
-  l<T0 ' ) K 3 9 l l A o r l l i 1 + 3 l l r i | | i '  +  N )0 <3 <n
< 1^ 0)1(35(211^11,1 +  |r2|) +  3||ri||,i +  |r2|)
0 <3 <n
< L |o-(j)|||r||mi, (4.48)
0 <3 <n
where L > 0 is some constant depending only on q. Combining (4.48) with (4.47)
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gives,
? $ ( « ( n ) ) + ^
j=o
< L max |o’(j) |||r ||roi. (4.49)
0 < j< n
In the following, K  > 0 is a generic constant which will be suitably adjusted in 
every step and depends only on q and G, but not on u, r or n.
Since $  is non-negative, the first term on the LHS of this equation is non-negative 
and by sector condition (4.2), the second term on the LHS of (4.49) is also non­
negative. Hence, from (4.49) we obtain,
K " ) l  =
which in turn implies that
j=o





Using (4.50) in (4.49) shows that,
{\\(<pou)(u- -(ip o u))\\ii) 1 / 2  < K\\r\\mi. a
Since G is shift-invariant, it commutes with J , and hence, from (4.6),
|u(n)| =  |r(ra) -  (J(G(<p o u)))(n)|
< |r(n)| +  \{G(J(<p o u)))(n)|
<  I M | m *  +  | | G | | | M l i -
Taking the supremum and applying (4.50) we obtain,




Together with (4.51) and (4.50) it now follows that (4.41) holds. □
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4.2 A bsolute stability results o f circle-criterion- 
type
We now consider the absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.1 where ip is 
time-dependent. Recall that U denotes a (possibly complex) Hilbert space.
Theorem  4.2.1. Let G G 38(l2{Z+J U)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible, and let ip : Z+ x 
U —> U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there exist self-adjoint 
P  € &(U), invertible Q G &(U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and a number 
e > 0 such that
Re(ip(n,v),Qv) > {<p(n,v),Pip(n,v)), V n  G Z+, v G U, (4.52)
and
> el, a.a. 6  G (0,27r). (4.53)
Let r G m2(Z+, U), that is, r = r\ +  r2$ with n  G l2(%+, U) and r2 G U, and let 
u : Z+ —> U be the unique solution of (4.1). Then the following statements hold.
1 . There exists a constant K  (which depends only on e, P, Q and G, but not 
on r) such that,
IMIioo +  ||Au||j2 +  \\(pou\\i2 +  (||Re<(y?o w),Qit)||£i ) 1/2





lim ( u(n) +  G (l) Y^(y> o u)(j) \ = r2; (4.55)
n~*°° V  j —Q J
in particular, limn_ 00 u(n) exists if and only t/limn_ 00 $^j=o(^OM)0 ’) ex^ sJ 
in which case
lim u(n) — r2 — G (l) lim 7  (ip o u)(j).m— n.—►no ■ ^j=0
(4.56)
3. There exists a sphere S  C U centred at 0, such that
lim dist(u(n), G(1)[QG(1)]- 1/2S') =  0, (4.57)
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in particular, i fd im U  =  1, then lim ^oou(n) and lim^ooX)j=o(^ ° u)(j) 
exist
4. I f  we relax condition (4.52) and only require that for some no > 0 ,
Re (<p(n, v ), Qv) > (<p(n, v), P(p(n, v ) ) , V n > n0, v E U, (4.58)
then the LHS of (4.54) is still finite (but no longer bounded in terms of 
I MU2) and statements 2  and 3 remain valid.
5. Under the additional assumptions
(B) <p does not depend on time,
(C) <p- 1(0) fl B is precompact for every bounded set B  C U,
(D) infuG£ IUMII > 0 for every bounded, closed set B  C U such that
ip-'l0) D 5  =  0,
we have that limn_>oodist(ii(n),^- 1(0 )) =  0 .
6 . I f  the additional assumptions (B)-(D) of statement 5 hold and if  the in­
tersection cl(<£>- 1(0)) fl G (l)[Q G (l)]-1/25  is totally disconnected for every 
sphere S  C U  centred at 0 , then u(n) converges as n —► 0 0 .
R em ark  4.2.2. Note that if dim U < 00 then assumption (C) always holds. If 
dim U < 0 0 , (p is time-independent and ip is continuous, then assumption (D) is 
satisfied. O
Before proving Theorem 4.2.1, we state a slightly simplified version of this result 
(where P  and Q are scalars and P  > 0) in the form of a corollary which is 
convenient in the context of applications of Theorem 4.2.1 to integral control 
(see Chapter 5).
Corollary 4.2.3. Let G 6  3§(l2(Z+, U)) be a shift-invariant operator with trans­
fer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible, G (l) =  G*(l) > 
0, and let ip : Z+ x U —> U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there 
exists numbers e > 0 and a £ (0 , 00) such that
Re(<p(n,v),v) > -\\ip(n,v)\\2, V v G U, (4.59)a
and
l r 1 
o 2 si0 > el, a.a. 6  G (0,27r).
Then for all r E m2(Z+,[/); the conclusions of Theorem 4.2.1 hold with P  =  
(1 /a )/ and Q =  I.
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P ro o f of Theorem  4.2.1. We have,
u +  (JG)(ip o u) = r. (4.60)
We now write (4.60) in a slightly more convenient form, namely,
u +  H(ip o  u) +  G(l)J(y> o  u) =  r, (4.61)
where H := J  o G — G (l) J. It is clear that this operator is shift-invariant with
transfer function H  given by,
H(*) = -h r [G (* )  -  G(l)], « € Ex. (4.62)z — I
From assumption (A) and from the fact that G G if°°(Ei,«^(C/)), we conclude 
that H  G tf°°(E i,^ ([/)), and hence H  G @(l2 (Z+,U)).
Applying Q to (4.61) we obtain,
Qu(j) -I- (GQ{(p o u))(j) + QG(l)(J(y> o u))(j) = Qr(j), V j  G Z+, (4.63)
where we have defined the operator G q  b y  G q  := QH. Invoking (4.62) we see 
that the transfer function G q  of G q  is given b y
G q  : =    Q[G(z) — G(l)], z G Ei.z — 1
Forming the inner product with (<p o  u)(j), taking real parts and summing from 
0 to n in (4.63) yields,
n n
Re +  Re ] C ^ ow)W ’(Gs(v?°u))(.7))
j =o j =o
n j —1
+  Re 5^((y? o  u)(j), QG(1) o  u)(k))
j —1 k= 0
n
=  Re ^2(((pou)(j),Q r(j)).  (4.64)
j= o
Since, by assumption, QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0, the square root [QG(l)]1/ 2 of 
QG(1) exists and hence, an application of Lemma 4.1.1 to the last term on the
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LHS of (4.64) yields,
Rfi ° « )0 ), <?G(i) ° “)(fc))
j= 1 fc=0
=  Re ^<[Q G (1)]1/2(V o u ){ j ) ,  ^ [ q g (i )]1/2(¥> o u] ;■;;
j= 1 fc=0
= J  [0G(1)]V2 £ ( v O „ ) ( i )  2 -  1 J 2  ||[QG(1)]V2(¥J o  u ) ( j ) II2. (4.65)
j —0 * j=0
Combining (4.65) with (4.64) gives,
n n
Re U)U),QUU)) + Re 5^((^ow)(j),(GQ(v?ow))(j))
j —O j =o




-  ^ E ll[« G ( i) ]V 2(Vo „ )(j) ||2
j=0
n
= Re ^2((<pou)(j),Qr{j)). (4.66)
j =o
We note that,
G oM  +  G^(z) =  ^  Q[G(z) -  G(l)] +  ( ^  Q[G(z) -  G (l)])
- t^ OGW + f V W  - (A  + rh)00(1>'
Taking z = e%e with 0 G ( 0 ,27r) yields,
1 1 e~ie -  1 +  eie -  1 e~ie +  eie -  2 _
 iff 1 I ~iff 1 \  /  ——iff 1 N O ~iff ~—iff 5ei0  _  I e-i0  _  1 (ei0 _  I)(e-i0 _  1) 2 -  eiQ -  e~ i0
and we obtain,
Gg(e") + G (^eie) = - J - ^ Q G ^ )  + - J — CVW *
+ Q G (1), a.a. 0 € (0, 2tt). (4.67)
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^
Combining (4.67) with (4.53) we see that,
J[G Q( ^ )  +  Gp(e’s)] =  i +  ^ r = r G '(e'e)Q'
, qo(i)
2
Define v : Z —> U by
> eI - P + Q S l { 11. (4.68)
, w = { ^ o u ) w ’10, otherwise.
By Theorem 3.3.3,
00 -i /*2tt __
Re Y , m ,  (Gqv)(J)) =  —  jf Re <0 (ei9), ( < V ) ( e M ) >  <»
1 /*27r
=  —  j  Re (0(e ), G(j(e )fi(e )) d<?. (4.70)
Using (4.68), noting that QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and applying again Theorem 
3.3.3, we obtain,
—  I  Re (0 (e ) , G<3(e’s)ti(ei9)) d$
= ^  [ "  (v (e iB), \  ( g q ( # )  +  Gg(e'9)){i(e's) )  dd
~  ( e / - P + ^ ) 0 ( e - ) } ^
-I r2ir -I p2n
=  — jf e ||«(e* ) | | * « » - _ j f  (fi(e« ) ,P 6 (e -))<»
1 p2w
I  HKG (1)]1/2fi(e")ll2^
OO OO 1 oo
= e £  IK i)ll2 -  £ < « (* ), ■?»(;)> + 5  £  ll[<3 G (l)]1/2t)(j)||2.2j=0 j=0 j=0
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Invoking (4.69) and (4.70), we conclude that,
n
Re ° U)C?)’ ° “ ))0 ')>
j=0
^  £ X  IKv ° “ )0 ’)ll2 _  ° U)U)’ p (<p 0  U)U))
3=0 3=0 
n
+ j E l l [ Q G ( l ) ] ^ ( V o U)(j)|p . (4.71)
j= 0
Applying (4.71) to (4.66) gives,
Re ° u){j),Qu{j)) o P(v> o «)(j)) +  £ ^ 11(^0 «)(,•)II*
j=0  j = 0  j=0
[QG(l)]1/2 (X ^ (¥ ;o u )( i) )  <ReX^<(v>o«)C?).Qr(j)>. (4.72)
V  j=Q /  J = 0
1
+  2
By assumption r — n  +  r2tf, where ri G Z2(Z+,C/) and r2 G C/. Using this 
decomposition of r we can write the term on the RHS of (4.72) as,
n n n
Re ^ ( ( ^ ° “ )(i)»0’r*(i)> =  Re ^2{(<Po u )ti)>Qri(j)) +  Re 53<(v>o“ )(j)»Or2>-
j=0 j=0 j=0
(4.73)
Using (4.73) in (4.72) gives,
Re X^ ((¥’°«)0').<3“(j)> -  XI<(v’0“)(j).p(¥’ot‘)(i)> + eX^ II(V’ou)(j)llJ
J = 0  j = 0  j —O




< Re 5^((v> otz)(j),0n(j)) +  Re ^ ( (v ? o u ) ( j) ,Q r2).
j=0 j=0
Completing the square on the expression,
2 n
(4.74)
[QG(l)]1/2 5 > o »)(j) - R e  Y , ( ( V °u)U ),Q r2),
j = 0  j —O
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we obtain,
[QG(1)]1/2 ]T(<p o u)(j) -  Re o u)(j), Qr2)
j —O j =o
[<3G(1)]1/2 o u)(j)
3=0
■He ( [QG(1) ] '/ 2 o u)(j), [ Q G i l ^ lG i l ) ] - 1^
' 3=0
[QG(1)]V2 (  £ ( V o u)(j) -  [G (l)]-V 2)
V j =o /
-i||[QG(l)]V=[G (l)]-V 2||2. 




Re ° «)0'). Qu(j)) -  ° u)(j). ° “)0)> + eX) IKv ° “)(j)ll!
j = 0 j= 0  j= 0
[Q G (l)]^  ( £ ( „  o «)(#) -  [G(1)]-V2X " 2
v j —O
< Re £<(vou)(j),Qn(j)) + hllO G flJl^IG C l)]-1^ !!*. (4.76)
j = 0
Now the first term on the RHS of (4.76) can be estimated as follows (since 
ab < \ea 2 +  b2 / ( 2 e) for non-negative numbers a and b)
Re ^ ( ( ^ o u ) ( j ) ,Q r i ( j ) )  < Ufa ° *Otf)llllQn(j)||
j =o 3 = 0
< ^ E l l ( ¥ > ° « )a ) H 2 +  ^ E l l Q n ( j ) | | 2. (4.77)
j —O j= o
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Combining (4.77) and (4.76) and simplifying we obtain,
Re ^2((<pou)(j),Qu(j) -P{<pou){j))  +  |^ | | ( v > o t i ) y ) | |
3 = 0 3=0
1
+  2
[QG(l)]1/2/r W)0) -  [G(l)]-V2
3=0
1 °° 1
< H ^ i WII2 +  P K G (1 )]1/2[G(1)]-Ir2||2
3=0
< Z ||r f o ,  V n € Z+, (4.78)
where L depends only on e, G and Q. By the sector condition (4.52) we have 
that,
Re ({ip o u)(j), Qu(j) -  P{(p o u)(j)) > 0 , V j  e  Z+,
showing that the first term on the LHS of (4.78) is non-negative. We also note 
that all the other terms on the LHS of (4.78) are non-negative. Inequality (4.78) 
is the key estimate from which we will derive the theorem.
Proof of Statement 1: In the following, K  > 0 is a generic constant which will be 
suitably adjusted in every step and depends only on e, P , Q and G, but not on 




\\ipou\\p < K\\r\\m2 .
< i | | r |
(4.79)
V n G
Since Q G(1) is invertible (by assumption), [QG(l)]1/ 2 is invertible and therefore,








^ 2 (ip o u)(j)
3=0




Re ° u)(j)>QuU) ~  ° U)U)) < L \\r \\li*> v  n G Z+.
i= o




^ |R e ((y ?o u )(j) ,Q w (j)) | < L ||r | |^ 2 +  ||P || ^  IK^ ° u)2 (j)\\
j —O j=o
<K\\r\\ 2m2 , V n e Z +,
where we have used (4.79). Consequently,
( ||R e((^ou),Q u)||zi )1/2 < AT||r||m2.
Since H  G &(l2 (Z+,U))} we have that
\\(Hv)(j)\\ < \\HvWp < ||Jf|||M |,a, V j  G Z+, u G Z2(Z+,C/).
Combining this with (4.79) gives,





Invoking (4.61) we have,
m m  < iiwvott))a)ii+iiG(i)iiii(j(Voi.))cj)ii + iw)ii
< ||( i% o u ) ) ( j) || +  ||G ( l) ||||( .% o „ ))( j) || +  ||r||ro2. (4.83)
Talcing the supremum and applying (4.80) combined with (4.82), we obtain from 
(4.83),
INI*- =  sup ||u(n)|| < K\\r\\m2 . (4.84)
n>0
By (4.60) we have that,
A u =  A ri — G(tp o u)
and since ip o u G 12 {Z+,U) by (4.79), G G @{l2 (Z+,U)) and n  G l2 (Z+,U)
we conclude that Au G Z2(Z+, U). Furthermore, it follows from (4.79) that
||Att||ja < / f | |r | |m2. Combining this with, (4.84), (4.81), (4.80), (4.79), it is clear 
that (4.54) holds.
Proof of Statement 2: By (4.61), equation (4.55) is equivalent to the claim that
lim (H(ip o u))(n) = 0.
n—»oo
Since H  G &(l2 (Z+,U)) and <p o u G Z2(Z+,t/), we conclude that H((p ou ) G 
l2 (Z+, U). Thus H(<p o u)(n) —> 0 as n —► oo. It is now clear that if lim^oo u(n) 
exists, then, by (4.55), l im n_*oo ° U ) U )  exists and (4.56) follows trivially.
Proof of Statement 3: From (4.66) and (4.75) we have,
[ < 3 G ( i ) W £
\  j =o
=  1||[QG(1)]1/2[G(1)]-V2||2 -  Re £ < (* , o u)U),Qu(j))
j =0




+Re ^ ( (v ? o u ) ( j) ,g r i( j ) ) .
3=0
(4.85)
The RHS of (4.85) has a finite limit as n —► oo, since Re((</? o  u),Qu), ((<p o  







n—► oo j =o
(4.86)
Now using (4.55) and writing f(n )  := ° u)U) we have,
lim (u(n) -  r2 +  G (l)/(n )) =  0. (4.87)
Let g(n) [QG(l)]1/2(/(n )-[G (l)]  V2). From (4.86) we have Hindoo ||p(n)|| =  
A, that is, g(n) approaches the sphere S  of radius A centred at 0 as n —► oo. So 
by (4.87),
0 =  lim (u(n) -  r2 +  G (l)/(n )) =  lim (u(n) +  [G(l)][QG(l)]- 1/2#(n))
n—»oo n—*oo
and we see that u(n) approaches the set G (l)[Q G (l)]- 1/25. Finally if dim U — 1, 
then the sphere S  consists of just one or two points. To see that the sequence 
u(n) does not oscillate between small neighbourhoods of each of these two points, 
we observe that (Au)(n) —> 0 as n —> oo (since Ait (E l2(%+, U) by statement 1). 
Therefore we conclude lim^oo u(n) exists. It is then clear from statement 2 that 
lim^oo YTj=o{v ° U)U) exists.
Proof of Statement 4' In proving statement 4, we use (4.78), the only problem 
being that the sector condition now only holds whenever j  > no. Hence the first 
term on the LHS of (4.78) could have either sign. However, setting
no
r : = R e £
j=0
((ip o u)(j)tQu(j) -  P(ip O u)(j)) 
we see from (4.78) that for all n > no,
Re E  ((v ° u)ti)i Qu(i) -  p ( v ° U)(J)) + 1 E  ll(v ° “ )(i)ll:
i j —O





^  r  +  ^  E  ^ W I I 2 +  5 ll[Q G (l)]^[G (l)]-1r2f . (4.88)
j=o
Now by (4.58), the first term on the LHS of (4.88) is non-negative. Statements 
1-3 can be derived from (4.88) by arguments identical to those used previously in 
this proof with no further changes, except that the RHS of (4.54) is now bounded
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in terms of ||r | |m 2 and T.
Proof of Statement 5: Assume that the additional assumptions (B), (C) and
(D) are satisfied. Since u is bounded, there exists a closed bounded set B  C U 
such that u(n) E B  for all n E Z+. It follows from (C) that <^- 1(0) D B  is 
precompact. Let 77 > 0. Consequently, for given 77 > 0, <£- 1(0) fl B  is contained 
in a finite union of open balls with radius 7 7 , each ball centred at some point 
in cl(<^ _1(0) fl B). Denoting this union by Bv, we claim that u(n) E B^ for all 
sufficiently large n. This is trivially true if B  C Bv. If not, then the set C := 
B \ B v is non-empty. Moreover, C  is bounded and closed with </?_1(0)nCf =  0 and 
so infuGc ||<^(v)|| > 0 by (D). We know from statement 1 that p w E  l2{%+, U), 
hence limn_>00(</?ou)(7i) =  0, and so also in this case u(n) E Bv for all sufficiently 
large n. This implies that
lim dist(u(7i), </?- 1(0) fl B) =  0 (4.89)
n —* oo
and, a fortiori,
lim dist(u(7i), <£>- 1(0)) =  0, (4.90)
n —* oo
completing the proof of statement 5.
Proof of Statement 6 : To verify statement 6 , we note that, by (4.89) and precom­
pactness of <7?- 1(0)n B , the set {u(n) : n E Z+} is precompact. Consequently, the 
cj-limit set fl of u is non-empty, compact and is approached by 7/ ( 71) as n —> 0 0 . 
Invoking (4.90), we see that f l  C cl(<£- 1(0)). Furthermore, by statement 3, we 
know that u(n) approaches G (l)[QG (l)]_1/25  for some sphere S  C U  centred at 
0, hence f l  C G (l)[Q G (l)]- 1/2iS'. Hence,
fl C cl(</?- 1(0)) n  G (l)[Q G (l)]-1/25 . (4.91)
Since, by statement 1 , (Au)(n) —► 0 as n —* 0 0 , it follows from Lemma 2.1.7 that 
f l  is connected. On the other hand, by hypothesis, cl(</?- 1(0))DG(l)[QG(l)]- 1/25' 
is totally disconnected, implying via (4.91) that f l  is totally disconnected. As a 
consequence, f l  must consist of exactly one point, or, equivalently, 7/ ( 71) converges 
as 71 —► 0 0 . □
We now assume that e = 0 in the positive-real condition (4.53) and consider the 
absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.1.
Theorem  4.2.4. Let G E «^(i2(Z+, U)) fl U)) be a shift-invariant
operator with transfer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible, 
and let <p : Z+ x U  —► U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there exist 
self-adjoint P  E &(U), invertible Q E 38{U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 such
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that (4.52) holds and
p + s +  -p w z r xG ' ^ ) Q ' > 0 , a.a. 9 G (0,27r). (4.92)
Let r G m1(Z+, U) and l e t u : Z + —*U be the unique solution of (4.1). Then the 
following statements hold.
1. There exists a constant K  > 0 (which depends only on P, Q and G, but 
not on r) such that,




2. Under the additional assumptions (B), (C) (see Theorem 4.2.1) and
(E) inf^es Re (y?(v), Qv — P<p{v)) > 0 for every bounded closed set B  C U 
such that v?- 1(0) fl B = 0,
we have that limn_ oodist(«(n),<^- 1(0 )) =  0 .
3. I f  the additional assumptions of statement 2 hold and ip is continuous, 
then limn_>00(A«)(n) =  0. If, further, ip~l {0) is totally disconnected, then 
limn-.oo u{n) =: u°° exists with u°° G </?- 1(0).
Proof. Defining,
n
° (n) :=  ° u)(j), V n G Z +, a{ l) := 0,
j = 0
and setting e — 0 in (4.72) we obtain,
n ^
Re ° U)U)> QuU) -  p {v ° u){j)) + -
j=o
[gG (l)]1/V (n)
< Re 5 ~2({v°u){j),Qr{j)). (4.94)
j=o
By assumption r  =  r\ 4- r2$, where n  G Z1(Z+,Z7) and r2 G U. Using this
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decomposition of r we can write the right-hand-side of (4.94) as,
n  n
Re ] C ((<£0 u)(j),Qr(j)) =  Re -  a(j -  l),O n(j)>  +  Re((7(n),Q r2).
j=o j=0
(4.95)
Partial summation yields the identity,
-  a U - 1 ) , Q r i ( j ) )  =  ^ 2 W ) j Q r iU )  -  Q r i t i  + !)>
j—O j =0
+(cr(n),Q ri(n+  1)). (4.96)
Combining (4.96) with (4.95) and (4.94) we obtain,
n j
Re 5^((y> ° w) W ’ ° +  o
j=o
[QG(1)]1/V (n)
< Re ^2 (a ( j ) ,Q r i(j)  -  Q n (j +  1)) +  Re (<7(n),Q ri(n +  1))
j =o
+Re (o-(n), Qr2). (4-97)
The RHS of (4.97) can be estimated as follows,
n
Re Qri(j) -  Qri(j +  !)> +  Re (v(n),Qri{n +  1)) +  Re (<r(n), Qr2)
j=o
< 2 ||Qn|||i mmc ||a(j)|| + Mn)||||Qri(n + 1)|| + IkMIIIIQ^ II0 < j< n
^ IIQII lk(j)ll(2||nl|n + Ihllii + ||r2||)0<J<n
^  3IIQII mmc ||<r(j)||||r||mi. (4.98)
0 <3 <n
Combining (4.98) with (4.97) gives,
n  J
Re J2{(v ° «)0')> Qv(j) -  p (v> ° «)0')> + ^
j=o
[QG(l)]VV(n)
< 3 ||0 || m at ||<r(j)||||r||mi. (4.99)
0 < j< n
Proof of Statement 1: In the following, K  > 0 is a generic constant which will be 
suitably adjusted in every step and depends only on P, Q and G, but not on n 
or r.
By sector condition (4.52), the first term on the LHS of (4.99) is non-negative
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and so, from (4.99) we obtain,
||cr(n)|| =  







, 1 . (4.100)
Therefore, using (4.100) in (4.99) shows that,
( \\Re((ipou),Q u-P(ipou))\\ii ) 1 / 2  < t f | |r | |mi. (4.101)
Since G is shift-invariant it commutes with J , and hence from (4.60),
||u(n)|| =  ||r(n) -  (J(G(tp o u)))(n)||
<lk(n)ll + ll(G(J(Vo0)))(n)|| 
^  I M I m "  +  | | G | I | M I « - .
where we have used the fact that G E «^(Z°°(Z+, U)). Taking the supremum and 
applying (4.100) we obtain,
IMIioo =  sup ||u(n)|| < t f | |r | |mi.
n>  0
Together with (4.101) and (4.100) it is clear that (4.93) holds.
Proof of Statement 2: To prove statement 2 , assume that the additional assump­
tions (B), (C) and (E) are satisfied. Since u is bounded, there exists a closed 
bounded set B  C U such that u(n) E B  for all n G Z+. It follows from (C) that 
¥>- 1(0) n £  is precompact. Let tj > 0. Consequently, for given rj > 0, </?- 1(0 )fl£  is 
contained in a finite union of open balls with radius rj, each ball centred at some 
point in cl(<£>- 1(0) fl B). Denoting this union by we claim that u(n) G B v 
for all sufficiently large n. This is trivially true if B  C Bv. If not, then the set 
C := B \  Bjj is non-empty. Define \U  —> [0, oo) by
V»(u) := Re (ip(v),Qv — P<p(v) ) .
Since C is bounded and closed with </2- 1(0) fl C = 0, assumption (E) implies 
that infv£ci>(v) > 0. We know from statement 1 that rf> o  u G /1(Z+), hence 
limn_>00(^ o  u)(n) =  0, and so also in this case u(n) G Bv for all sufficiently large
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n. This implies that
lim dist(u(n), <£- 1(0) fl B) = 0, (4.102)
n—*oo
completing the proof of statement 2 .
Proof of Statement 3: Finally, to prove statement 3, note that, by precompactness 
of y?- 1(0) fl B  and (4.102), the set {u(n) : n E Z+} is precompact. This together 
with (4.102) and the continuity of p  shows that
lim (p o  u)(n) =  0. (4.103)
n—* oo
Applying A to (4.60) yields
A u =  A ri — (G(p o u)). (4.104)
To see that
lim (G(p o  u))(n) =  0, (4.105)
71—MX)
we observe the following. Set v := (p o  u. Let e > 0 and let N\ E N be such that,
V n ^ N i<
where we have used (4.103) and the fact that G € «^(i°°(Z+, £/)). Define V\ E 
F{ Z+,C/)by
/ 0, 0 < n < Ni,
Vi (77.) =  < , v
\ v ( n ), n > Ni,
so that IMIioo < e/(2||G||). Defining := v — v\ we have trivially that v<i E
l2(Z+, U), so that Gv2 G I {Z+, U). Consequently, there exists N2 E N such that,
||(G«S.)(n)|| < V n > N 2.
Finally, since Gv =  Gv\ +  Gv2, using the fact that G E Z+, U)),
||(Gu)(n)|| < ||(Gvx)(n)|| +  ||(G«a)(n)|| <  ||G«i||i~ +  ||(G«s)(n)||
< §  +  §.■ V n >  N2.
Hence we see that (4.105) holds. Furthermore, A ri E l1(Z+,U), and so, by 
(4.105) and (4.104),
lim (Au)(n) =  0 .
n—►oo
Consequently, by Lemma 2.1.7, the non-empty and compact o;-limit set Cl of u is
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connected. Since fic^>  *(0) and, by hypothesis, p  *(0) is totally disconnected, 
we obtain that fi is a singleton, or, equivalently, u(n) converges as n —> oo. □
Taking P = (l/a)7  (where a G (0, oo)) and Q = I  a result similar to Corollary
4.2.3 can also be obtained from Theorem 4.2.4.
4.3 The Jo integrator
We now change the integrator J  to an integrator with direct feedthrough. In 
this subsection we derive results analogous to those in §§4.1 and 4.2 for the Jq 
integrator (see, (2.1)). We consider an absolute stability problem for the feedback 
system shown in Figure 4.2 where </?, G and r  are as before.
Figure 4.2: Discrete-time feedback system with JQ integrator
From Figure 4.2 we can derive the following governing equations, 
u = r — y , v = G(ipou), y = JoV.
Equivalently,
u =  r  — {JqG){p  ° u). (4.106)
Lemma 3.5.3 provides a condition under which (4.106) has a solution.
Lemma 4.3.1. For v G E(Z+, U), we have the following formula,
771 / 71 \ 7Tb 2 ffb
Itel i \ v(n)>]C,,(fc) )  =  !  V m e  Z+.
71=0 fc=0 fc=0 k=0
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Proof. The case m — 0 is clear. For m  G N, noting that
the claim follows from Lemma 4.1.1. □
We begin by deriving results analogous to those in §4.1. We assume that U =  R, 
that (p is time-independent and consider the absolute stability problem shown 
in Figure 4.2. The following result is a stability criterion of Popov-type in an 
input-output context.
Theorem  4.3.2. Let G G &(l2 (Z+, R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G satisfying assumption (A) and let <p : R —► R be a measurable non­
decreasing non-linearity. Assume that G (l) > 0 and there exists numbers q > 0 ,  
e > 0 and a G (0, oo] such that (4.2) holds and
Let r G ra2(Z+,R) and let u : Z+ —► R be a solution of (4.106). Then the 
conclusions of Theorem 4.1.2 hold.
Proof. We have,
From assumption (A) and from the fact that G G H°°(Ei), we conclude that 
H  G i/°°(Ei), and hence H  G &(l2(Z+,M)).
We multiply (4.109) by q and to this add (4.110) to obtain
u +  (J0 G)(<pou) = r,
or equivalently,
Aou +  G(<p ou) — Aor.




where H := J0 ° G — G (l) J0- It is clear that this operator is shift-invariant with 
transfer function H  given by,
(4.111)
q(A 0 u)(j) +  u(j) +  Gq(<p o u)(j) +  G(l)(Jo(v? o u))(j)
= q(A 0 r){j) +  r(j), V j  G Z+, (4.112)
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where we have defined the operator Gq by
Gq := qG +  H.
Invoking (4.111), we see that the transfer function G q of Gq is given by
Gq(z ) := qG(z )-\ r[G(z) — G(l)], z £ Ei.z — 1
Multiplying through by (</? o u)(j) and summing from 0 to n in (4.112) yields,
n n
q ° u)(j)(A 0u)(j) +  u)(j)u(j)
j = 0 j = 0
n n j
+  °  u )U )( .G ,(v  °  «))0') + G(l) E (v  O u)(j) ^2(<p o u)(k)
j —0 j = 0 k=0
n n
= Q ° u)(j)(Aor)(j) +  ]T(v? o u)(j)r(j). (4.113)
j = o j = o
An application of Lemma 4.3.1 to the last term on the LHS of (4.113) yields,
n n n
q ^ 2 ((p°u)(J)( A 0 u)(j) +  ^ ( ip o u ) ( j ) u ( j )  + Y^(v°u)U)(Gq(<Po u ))U) 
j —0 j= 0  j = 0
+ ^  ( l > »«)(#))*+ ^ I > °  «02c*)
j= 0  j —0
n n
= Q ° w)(i)(Aor)(j) +  ^ (< p  o u){j)r(j). (4.114)
j = o j=o
We note that,
R eG f(z) =  Re ( 9G(z) +  ^ [ G W  -  G (l)]) 
=  Re ( 9  + j-^ - j- )g (z )  — G(l)Re-
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Taking 2  =  e%e with 9 G (0 ,2n),
z -  1
=  Re (-e%6 (eie — 1) \  _  cos 0(cos 9 — 1) +  sin2 6  ,ie _  i | 2 J (cos q _  1)2 +  s [ n 2 0  
_  cos2 6  +  sin2 9 — cos 9 
2(1 — cos0)
1 — cos 9




Re Gg(ei0) =  Re ( 9 + i ^ n ) G(e’9)
G(l) a.a. 6  6 (0,2?r). (4.115)
Combining (4.115) with (4.107) we see that,
ai0
R eG q(et0) = Re





Using (4.116) and arguments similar to those used to derive (4.18) in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1.2, it follows that,
52(v>0 “)0')(G,(v o “))(j) > (e  -  1 -  s  &  ° (4117)
j=0 '  '  j=0
Applying (4.117) to (4.114) we obtain (4.19). Arguments identical to those used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 can now be invoked to complete the proof. □
We now assume that e — 0 in the positive-real condition (4.107) and consider the 
absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.2.
Theorem  4.3.3. Let G G «^(Z°°(Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with trans­
fer function G satisfying assumption (A) and let ip : R —► R be a measurable 
non-decreasing non-linearity. Assume that G (l) > 0 and there exists numbers 
q >  0 and a G (0, oo] such that (4.2) holds and
1 „— h Re a ( « + i i r r i ) G (e‘9)
Let r G m1(Z+,R), and let u : Z+ -
> 0 , a.a. 9 G (0,27r). (4.118)
► R be a solution of (4.106). Then the
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conclusion of Theorem 4.1.3 holds.
Proof. Obtaining (4.19) as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2 and setting £ =  0 in 
(4.19), the claim can be proved by invoking the same arguments used in the proof
We now derive results analogous to those in §4.2. We consider the absolute 
stability problem in Figure 4.2 where <p is time-dependent.
T heorem  4.3.4. Let G G 38(l2(Z+, U)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible, and let ip : Z+ x
P  G &(U), invertible Q G 38(JJ) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and a number 
e > 0 such that (4.52) holds and
Let r G ra2(Z+, U), and let u : Z+ —► U be a solution of (4.106). Then statements 
1-6 of Theorem 4.2.1 hold.
Before proving Theorem 4.3.4, we state a slightly simplified version of this result 
(where P  and Q are scalars and P  > 0) in the form of a corollary which is 
convenient in the context of applications of Theorem 4.3.4 to integral control 
(see Chapter 5).
Corollary 4.3.5. Let G G «^(/2(Z+, U )) be a shift-invariant operator with trans­
fer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G(l) invertible, G(l) =  G*(l) > 
0, and let <p : Z+ x U —► U be a time-varying non-linearity satisfying (4.59) for 
some a G (0,oo]. Assume that there exists a number £ > 0 such that,
Then for all r G m2(Z+,i7), the conclusions of Theorem 4.3.4 hold with P  = 
(1 /a )/ and Q = I.
P ro o f of Theorem  4.3.4. We have,
of Theorem 4.1.3 with J  replaced by Jq. □
U —► U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there exist self-adjoint
u +  (J0 G)(ip o u) =  r.
We now write (4.121) in a slightly more convenient form, namely,
u +  H(<p ow) +  G (l) Jo((p o u) = r, (4.122)
(4.121)
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where H  := J0  o G — G (l) Jo- It is clear that this operator is shift-invariant with 
transfer function H  given by,
H(z) =  - ^ - [ G f z )  -  G(l)], z 6 Ej. (4.123)z — 1
From assumption (A) and from the fact that G G we conclude
that H  G and hence H  G @{12 {Z+, 17)).
Applying Q to (4.122) we obtain,
Qu(j) +  {GQ(ip o u))(j) +  QG(1)( J0(ip o u))(j) = Qr(j), V j  G Z+, (4.124)
where we have defined the operator G q  by G q  := QH. Invoking (4.123) we see 
that the transfer function Gq of G q  is given by
G q  := - ± -Q [ G ( z )  -  G(l)], z € E l  z  — 1
Forming the inner product with (y> o u)(j), taking real parts and summing from 
0 to n  in (4.124) yields,
n n
Re ^ ( f o o u W ^ Q u t i ) )  +  Re '52((<P ou)U)>(Gq(<Pou))U))
j =o j —0
n
+ ^  ’^ 2 ( ( tp o u )( j ) ,Q G (l) ’^ 2(ipou)(k))
j—Q k— 0
n
=  Re ^2((<pou)(j),Qr(j)). (4.125)
3 = 0
Since, by assumption, QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0, the square root [QG(l)]1/2 of 
QG(1) exists and hence, an application of Lemma 4.3.1 to the last term on the 
LHS of (4.125) yields,
Re 5^((y> o u)(j), QG(1) ^ (< p  o u){k))
j = 0  k=0
=  R e  ± ( [ Q G ( l ) ] y ^  o  u)(j), E [ Q G ( 1 ) ] ^ ( V  o  u ) ( * ) )
j=0 fc=0
«)(,•) 2 +  jE l l [ Q G ( l ) ] 1/2( ^ o U) ( j ) f .  (4.126)
j=0 j=0
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Combining (4.126) with (4.125) gives,
Re +  Re $^((¥ , ° w)C7)»(G!o(¥?ow))C7)>
j —0 j =o
[QG(l)]‘/ ^ ( V o U)(j)1






G q ( z )  +  G*q (z )  =  ~— ^Q[G(z) -  G(l)] +  ^  _  ^Q[G(z) -  G(l)]^
-  t^ « ° w + i ^ tg'W0- -  (717 + f^ )o o m -
Taking 2 =  exQ with 6  G (0,27r) yields,
,-id ei0 {e~ie -  1) +  e ' id{ei0  -  1) 2 -  e‘e10 e
e10 — 1 e_i0 — 1
and we obtain,
id gi0
(ei 0  — l)(e~ i 0  — 1) 2 — e10 — e~ t0
jo
G ^ e " )  +  Gg(e*8) =  +  -J j— G V W
-  QG(1), a.a. 6  e  (0,27r). (4.128)
Combining (4.128) with (4.119) we see that,
<?G( 1)5 [G<3(e«) +  G^(ei9) ] > £/ - P - (4.129)
Using (4.129) and arguments similar to those used to derive (4.71) in the proof
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of Theorem 4.2.1, it follows that,
n
3=0
^ 6 IKv ° u)0')ll2 -  ° “)(?)> p (<p ° «)(.?))
j=0 j=0
2
Applying (4.130) to (4.127), we obtain (4.72). Arguments identical to those used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 can now be invoked to complete the proof. □
We now assume that e =  0 in the positive-real condition (4.119) and consider the 
absolute stability problem shown in Figure 4.2.
Theorem  4.3.6. Let G G &(l 2 (Z+,U)) fl U)) be a shift-invariant
operator with transfer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible, 
and let ip : Z+ x U  —► U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there exist 
self-adjoint P  G 3§{U), invertible Q G 3§{U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 such 
that (4.52) holds and
P+J > 0 , a.a. 9 G (0,27r). (4.131)
Let r G m1(Z+,C/), and let u : Z+ —*■ U be a solution of (4.106). Then the 
conclusions of Theorem 4.2.4 hold.
Proof. Obtaining (4.72) as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4 and setting e = 0 in 
(4.72), the claim can be proved by invoking the same arguments used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2.4 with J  replaced by Jo- 1=1
As before taking P  =  ( l/a )J  (where a G (0, oo]) and Q — I  a result similar to 
Corollary 4.3.5 can also be obtained from Theorem 4.3.6.
4.4 Increm ental sector conditions
For ease of application (see Chapter 10), the results in this section are stated for 
the Jo integrator.
In this section we derive versions of Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.6 which yield stabil­
ity properties of the difference of two solutions of (4.106). In this context, the
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following incremental sector condition
Re(<£(n,fi) -<p(n,£2),Q (6  -& ) )
> {<p(n,*ii) ~  <p(n,t2 ),P{<p(n,£i) -  tp{n,£2))), V n E Z+, 6 , f 2 E *7 (4.132) 
is relevant. Note that if p  is unbiased, that is,
<p(n,0) =  0,  n E Z+, 
then trivially (4.52) is implied by (4.132).
C orollary 4.4.1. Let G E 38(I2{Z+, U)) be a shift-invariant operator with trans­
fer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible and let ip : Z+ x 
U —> U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there exist self-adjoint 
P  E 38(U), invertible Q E 38(U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and a number 
e > 0 such that (4.132) and (4.53) hold. Let r i , r 2 E F(Z+,U) and suppose that 
r\ — r 2 E ra2(Z+, U), that is, ri — 7*2 =  Vi +  V2 ,d with V\ E l2 (Z+, U) and V2 E U. 
Let ui : Z+ —> U, U2 : Z+ —> U be solutions of (4.106) corresponding to forcing 
functions r\ and r2 , respectively. Then the following statements hold.
1. There exists a constant K  (which depends only on e, P, Q and G, but not 
on r\ or r2) such that,
||i*i -  u 2||z°° +  II A ( u i  -  U2)\\l2 +  \\ip o Ui -  ip o U2\\l2 
-+-(||Re o 14! - < p o u 2, Q { u i  -  U2)) \\ i i)1/2
+  sup
n>0
°«1 )U) ~ (V°U 2 )(j)
j=0
< ^ | | r i - r 2||ma. (4.133)
2. We have,
lim ( ui(n) -  u2 (n) +  G(l) Y ]((^  o ui)(j) ~(<po u2 )(j)) ) =  v2\
n—>oo \  z '  /v j=0 '
in particular, limn_f00(ui(n) — u2 (n)) exists if  and only if
n
lim 5^(0? ° Ul) 0 ) -  fa ° U2 )(j))n—+oo '
j = 0
exists, in which case
n
lim {ui(n) -  u 2 {n)) = v2 -  G(l) lim ^ ( (v ?  o ux)(j) -  (<p o u2 )(j)).
n—*oo n—*oo z '
j=Q
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3. There exists a sphere S  C U centred at 0, such that
lim dist(ui(n) — u2 (n), G (l)[Q G (l)]-1/25) =  0,
n—► oo
in particular, if dim U = 1, then limn_>00(wi(n) — u2 (n)) exists.
4. I f  we relax condition (4.132) and only require that for some no > 0,
Re(v9(rc,fi) -</>(n,£2),Q(£i -  &)}
> ((p(n,(i) -  ¥>(n,6),P(v(n,{i) -  (p{n,&))), V n > n0, &,& G
£/ien i/ie LHS of (4.133) is still finite (but no longer bounded in terms of 
Ilr i — r2 ||m2) and statements 2 and 3 remain valid.
Proof. By (4.106)
u 1 — u2 = r 1 —r 2 — (JoG)(<p o ui -  cp o u2). (4.134)
Define ip : Z+ x U —► U by
ip(n,£) := ip(n,£ + u2 (n)) -  ip{n,u2 (n)), ( n ,£ ) e Z + x U .  (4.135)
Then ip is unbiased,
ip(n,ui(n) — u2 (n)) =  <^(n,ui(n)) — ip(n,u2 (n)), V nG  Z+, 
and it follows from (4.132) that,
Re(V>(n,£),Q£)
=  Re {<p(n, f  +  u2 {n)) -  <p(n, u2 (n)), Qf)
> (pfa, £ +  «2(n)) -  <p{n, u2 (n)), P((p{n, £ +  u2(n)) -  ip(n, u2 {n))))
=  (ip(n,Z),Pip(n,£)), (n>£) G Z+ x If. (4.136)
It now follows from (4.134), with r  := ri — r2 that,
ui -  u2 =  r  -  ( JqG)(ip o (m -  u2)). (4.137)
Since by assumption r  =  r\ — r2 G ra2(Z+, U) and, by (4.136), ip satisfies (4.52)
and, all the other assumptions of Theorem 4.3.4 are satisfied, we may apply
Theorem 4.3.4 to equation (4.137). Statements 1-4 now follow from statements 
1-4 of Theorem 4.3.4. □
Corollary 4.4.2. Let G G <^(/2(Z+, 17)) fl «^(Z°°(Z+, U)) be a shift-invariant 
operator with transfer function G satisfying assumption (A) with G (l) invertible
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and let (p : Z+ x U —► U be a time-varying non-linearity. Assume that there 
exist self-adjoint P  E &{U), invertible Q 6 3§{U) with QG( 1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 
such that (4.132) and (4.131) hold. Let r \ ,r 2 E F(Z+,U) and suppose that 
r\ — r2 E m1(Z+,t/). Let u\ : Z+ —► U, u2 : Z+ —► U be solutions of (4.106) 
corresponding to forcing functions r\ and r2, respectively. Then, there exists a 
constant K  (which depends only on P, Q and G, but not on r\ or r2) such that,
IK  -  W2||z~+(||R<e(v? o m  -  ipo u2 ,Q(ui -  u2) — P{ipo ui -  ip o u2))||zi)1/2
< K \ \ n - r 2 \\mi. (4.138)+  sup
n>0 j=0
Proof. By assumption r  =  n  — r2 E m1(Z+,C7). Consequently, ^  (as defined 
by (4.135)) satisfies (4.52) and, all the other assumptions of Theorem 4.3.6 are 
satisfied. Applying Theorem 4.3.6 to (4.137), we obtain (4.138). □
R em arks 4.4.3. (a) It is also possible to obtain versions of Theorems 4.2.1 and
4.2.4 with incremental sector conditions.
(b) Suppose that (p is time-independent. Then ip given by (4.135) is time-varying. 
Consequently, using the approach in this section, it seems difficult to obtain ver­
sions of Theorems 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 with incremental sector conditions.
O
4.5 N otes and references
While most of the available absolute-stability literature is devoted to continuous­
time systems, there are still a considerable number of references which treat 
discrete-time systems; see, for example, [15], [23], [28], [58] and [62].
In the finite-dimensional case there are a number of results available in the lit­
erature, many of which have been obtained by Lyapunov techniques applied to 
state-space models with the positive real lemma playing a crucial role, see, for ex­
ample, [23], [28] and [58]. In the infinite-dimensional case, often an input-output 
approach is taken. There are several distinguishing features of the stability re­
sults in this chapter. Firstly, the linear system is the series interconnection of 
an input-output stable linear system and an integrator (meaning, in particular, 
that the linear system is not input-output stable), such systems are often referred 
to as ‘marginally stable’. Furthermore, the non-linearities in this chapter satisfy 
a sector condition with lower-gain possibly zero, which, in particular, allows for 
saturation and deadzone effects. By contrast, in the discrete-time input-output 
absolute stability results contained in [15] and [62], if the lower-gain is allowed
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to be zero, the linear part is assumed to be input-output stable (in particular, it 
is not allowed to contain an integrator); see, for example, [15], pp. 99-108, 191- 
194, and [62], pp. 370-371 . Furthermore, we remark that in the discrete-time 
input-output absolute stability results available in the literature the assumptions 
imposed on the impulse response of the linear system (where it is usually assumed 
that the convolution kernel of G is in I1) are more restrictive than in most of the 
results in this chapter the only exceptions being Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.3.3. We 
note that in particular, small-gain arguments can not be used to prove the results 
in §§4.1-4.4.
The results in §§4.1-4.3 form the discrete-time analogues of the continuous-time 
absolute stability results contained in [9] and [10]. Note that in contrast to the 
continuous-time Popov-type results of [9] and [10], which were obtained in an 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space setting, the results in §4.1 are only stated for 
the special case U =  R. The reason for this restriction is we need to obtain a 
positive lower bound for the term J ^ =0((/?ou)(j)(Aou)(j), (see proof of Theorem 
4.1.2). To obtain this bound we assume that ip is measurable, so that <p is 
integrable, and non-decreasing and make use of the intermediate-value theorem. 
Consequently, it seems difficult to extend such an approach to a general Hilbert 
space setting. As a relatively minor point, the circle-criterion-type results in 
§4.2 are obtained in an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space setting, the 
analogous continuous-time results of [9] and [10] only being obtained for real 
Hilbert spaces. We observe that with q =  0 in the circle-criterion-type results we 
can consider time-varying non-linearities whereas, in the Popov-type results only 
time-independent non-linearities can be considered.
We now make some further comments on the results in §§4.1-4.3. The stability 
results in §§4.1-4.3 which impose a strict positive real condition (that is, e > 0) 
allow us to choose reference values r from the space m2(Z+, U). In contrast to this, 
the stability results in §§4.1-4.3 which impose a non-strict positive real condition 
(that is, e — 0) only allow us to choose reference values r from m1(Z+,C/), a 
smaller space than ra2(Z+, U).
In contrast to the results in §§4.1 and 4.2, the results in §4.3 (that is, results 
containing an integrator with direct feedthrough) hold for a larger class of sector 
bounded non-linearities. In particular, the Popov-type results in §4.3 hold for 
sector bounded non-linearities with upper sector bound a = oo, allowing us to 
consider cubic non-linearities, a situation which was not possible in §4.1.
The results in §4.4 provide us with versions of Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.6 with 
incremental sector conditions, yielding stability properties of the difference of 
two solutions of (4.106). In particular, if we consider the linear system in Figure 
4.2 as an operator r u, the results in §4.4 give us some kind of global continuity 
property of the system. The corresponding results in §4.3 only give us a continuity 
property at 0.
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Low-gain integral control of 
infinite-dimensional discrete-time 
systems in the presence of 
input/ output non-linearities
In this chapter we apply Theorem 4.1.2, Theorem 4.3.2, Corollary 4.2.3 and Corol­
lary 4.3.5 to derive results on low-gain integral control with output disturbances 
in the single-input-single-output setting.
5.1 Integral control in the presence of input non- 
linearities
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 5.1, where p £ R is a constant 
reference value, k £ R is a gain parameter, u° £ M is the initial state of the 
integrator (or, equivalently, the initial value of u), ip : R —> R is a static input 
non-linearity and G £ 3§{l2 {Z+,R)) is a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function denoted by G. The function g models the effect of non-zero initial 





Figure 5.1: Low-gain control problem with constant gain and J  integrator
From Figure 5.1 we can derive the following governing equations,
y = g +  d +  G(ip o u), e — p^ — y, u = u0,d + kJe, 
or, equivalently
u = u0,& +  kJ(p& — g — d — G(<p o  u)). (5.1)
Since u°, k , p, g and d are given, it is clear from Proposition 3.5.1 that (5.1) has
a unique solution. Trivially, (5.1) can be written as an initial-value problem,
(Au)(n) =  k[p — (g{n) +  d(n) +  (G(ip o  u))(n))], n > 1 , it(0 ) =  u° € R.
The aim in this section is to choose the gain parameter k such that the tracking 
error,
e(n) := p -  y{n) = p -  (g{n) +  d(n) + {G{<p o u))(n)) =  (Au)(n)/k  
converges to 0 as n —» oo. We define,
}j{G) := su p (ess in f9e(0,2^ R e ( j ^  +  ^ t -- )G (e a ) ) .  (5.2)
If the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption (A), then —oo < fj(G ) < 
—G (l ) /2  (see Appendix 2 , Proposition 12.1.3 (i), for more details).
For a G (0, oo) we let «^(fl) denote the set of all functions ip : E  —> R satisfying 
the sector condition
0 < ip{v)v < av2, V v G l .
We denote by y{p o )  the set of all functions <p : R —» E  satisfying,
0 < <p(v)v, V v G M.
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Lem m a 5.1.1. Let p  : E  —► R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. 
Let £ G K and define p  : R —> R by
p(w) :=p(w + £ ) -p ( € ) ,  V w e R .
Then p  G «5 (^oo) and, if  p  — p(0) G ai) for some a G (0, oo), then there exists 
b G (0, oo) such that p  G ^ (b ) .
Proof. It follows easily from the fact that p  is non-decreasing that
p(w)w > 0 , V w G M,
showing in particular that p  G c^(oo). Assume now that p  — p(0) G «S^(a) for 
some a G (0, oo). Write
p(w)w =  p{w +  £)w — p(£)w
=  {<p(w +  0  -  ¥>(0))(w +  0  +  ¥>(0)(w +  0  
-  ^(iy +  £)£ -  p(£)w, w e R .
It follows that
p(w)w < a(w +  £ )2 +  p(0)(w +  £) — v?(iu +  £)£ — wj G R.
Consequently,
+  M  +  ^  +  ^  +  w e R
\  w wz w wz wl w J
Noting that p  is linearly bounded, it follows that for all S > 0 there exists R  > 0 
such that
p(w)w < (a +  5)w2, \w\ > R. (5.3)
Now suppose that |iu| < R. Since p  is locally Lipschitz continuous and non­
decreasing it follows that there exists A > 0 such that,
0 < p(w)w =  \p(w)w\ < |p(w +  £) -  p(£)IM
< A|iu|2 =  Xw2, |w| < R. (5.4)
Combining (5.3) and (5.4) we see that there exists b G (0, oo) such that,
p(w)w < bw2, Vu/GR,
showing that p E S^(b) for some b G (0,oo). □
Theorem  5.1.2. Let G G &(l2 (lt+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer
function G. Assume that assumption (A') holds with G (l) > 0, that Jg G
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m2(Z+,R), d = d\ +  d2$ with Jd\ G m2(Z+,R) and d2 G R. Let : R —► 
R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. Let p G R, assume that 
(p — d2 )/G (  1) G im<£> and let u be the solution of (5.1). Under these conditions 
the following statements hold.
1. Assume that ip — <p(0) G 5?(a,) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists a 
constant k* G (0, oo) (depending on G , ip and p) such that for all k G (0, k*), 
the limit lim^oo u(n) =: u°° exists and satisfies p(u°°) =  (p — d2 )/G (\) ,
e =  A u /k  G Z2(Z+,R) and ip o u — ^(u00)# G Z2(Z+,R).
In particular, limn_>oo e(n) =  0.
2. Assume that ip is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant A >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1 are valid with k* = l/\Xfj(G)\.
R em arks 5.1.3. (i) Theorem 5.1.2 ensures that the tracking error is in Z2(Z+,R) 
and consequently, e(n) converges to 0 as n —► oo.
(ii) Note that in statement 2 of Theorem 5.1.2 the constant k* depends only on 
G and the Lipschitz constant of ip, but not on p.
(iii) Let /  G F(Z+,R). Then J f  G m2(Z+,R) if and only if (Jf)(n)  converges 
to a finite limit as n —> oo and n Y lk L n fW  (see Appendix 3
Proposition 12.1.5 for more details). Hence sufficient conditions for g and d\ to 
satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 5.1.2 are that (Jg)(n), (Jd\)(n) converge to 
finite limits as n —> oo and the functions n i—► n ^  YlkLn ^ i W  are
in Z2(Z+,R).
(iv) If /  G F(Z+,R) is such that j  i-» f ( j ) j a is in /2(Z+,R) for some a > 1 then 
f  G ^(Z+.R) and n 1/0)1 e  i2(Z+,R) (see Appendix 3, Proposition 
12.1.6 for more details). Hence sufficient conditions for g and d\ to satisfy the 
assumptions in Theorem 5.1.2 axe that, j  g(j)j^  is in Z2(Z+,R) and j  
d i ( j )p  is in Z2(Z+,R) for some > 1.
(v) In general d2 is unknown, but it is reasonable to assume that d2 G [a, b], where 
a and b are known constants. The condition
(p -  a)/G(  1), (p  -  6 ) /G ( l )  G imip
does not involve d2 and is sufficient for (p — d2 ) /G (  1) to be in im ip. Furthermore, 
if ip is continuous, lim^_oo </?(£) =  oo and lim ^-oo ip(£) =  —oo, the assumption 
(p — d2 )/G (  1) G i m p  is automatically satisfied. O
Theorem 5.1.2 gives an input-output point of view of the low-gain integral control 
problem with input non-linearities and output disturbances. We emphasize that 
Theorem 5.1.2 applies to strongly stable state-space systems (see Chapter 6 ).
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P ro o f of Theorem  5.1.2. Chose some up G R such that ip(up) = (p — d,2 )/G (l)  
(such a up exists, since, by assumption, (p — d,2 ) /G (l)  G imy?). For any k G R 
we know that (5.1) has a unique solution u defined on Z+. We define a function 
v : Z+ —► R by,
v := u — upd. (5.5)
Moreover, we define <p : R —> R by,
£ (0  :=  ¥>(f + uP) ~ v (uP)> V ( G l .  (5.6)
Then by (5.1),
u =  u°# — up,d 4- kJ(pd — g — d) — kJ(G(ip(u — up + up))
— u0,& — up,d +  kJ{p$ — g — d) — kJ(G((f(v +  up)))
= — up,& +  kJ{pd — g — d) — kJ<p(up)Gi& — kJ(G((p o v)).
Hence it follows that,
v = r — kJ(G((po v)), (5.7)
where the function r is given by
r = it0# — — kJ(g  +  d\ +  p{up)G'd — (p — cfa)*?)- (5-8)
In order to apply Theorem 4.1.2 to equation (5.7), we first show that r G 
m2(Z+,R), that is, r  satisfies the relevant assumption in Theorem 4.1.2. Since 
by assumption Jg , Jd\ G m2(Z+,R), we immediately see that
vPti — up,d — kJ(g  +  d\) G ra2(Z+, R).
Therefore by (5.8) it is sufficient to show that the function
n »-> (J(p(up)Gfi — (p — d2 )i?))(n) = <p(up)(J(G& — G(l)$))(n)
belongs to m2(Z+,R), where we have used that <p(up) = (p — d2 ) /G (l) .  Note 
that
J(G0 -  G(l)tf) =  J(Gd -  G(l)tf) -  G'(1)0 + G'(l)tf. (5.9)
By assumption (A'), J(Gd — G (l)$) — G '(l)$  G /2(Z+,R). Hence it follows from 
(5.9) that J(Gfi -  G(l)tf) G m2(Z+,R).
Proof of Statement 1: Since p  is non-decreasing and ip — ip(0) G «^(a) for some 
a G (0,oo), it follows from Lemma 5.1.1 that there exists b G (0,oo) such that 
<p G <y{b). Define k* := l/\bfj(G)\, let k G (0,k*) and set e := |(1  /b + kfj(G)).
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Then e > 0 and we can choose some q > 0 such that
essinf0G(o)27r)Re
Thus
7  +  Re o
y e i O e i 0  —  i  J
± + — )ei 0  eid — 1J
G(e‘9)
fcG(e") > £, a.a. 9 G (0,27r),
(5.10)
and (4.3) holds with a replaced by b and G replaced by kG. An application of 
Theorem 4.1.2 to (5.7) now yields that limn_+00u(n) exists and is finite, tp o v E  
l2(Z+,R) and AqV G l2(Z+,1R). Consequently, we have limn_>00u(n) =: u°° exists 
and is finite,
cp(u°°) =  <p{up) = { p -  d2 ) /G (  1),
and
(pou — ip(u°°) G l2 (%+,M).
We note that A v =  A u  and since Aov G l2(Z + ,R ) we have A u  G l2(Z + ,R ). It 
now follows that e =  A u /k  G l2(Z + ,R ) and hence, lim7l_+00e(n) =  0.
Proof of Statement 2: By hypothesis ip is globally Lipschitz. Denoting the Lips­
chitz constant of ip by A > 0, it follows that
{p(v)v = [p(v +  up) — ip(up)]v < AKu +  up) — up\\v\ =  Av2, V v GK.
Since ip is non-decreasing it is also clear that <p(v)v > 0. Consequently, it follows 
that ip G <^(A). Now the arguments in the proof of statement 1 apply with b 
replaced by A. □
We now change the integrator J  to Jo and consider the feedback system shown in 
Figure 5.2, where the function g models the effect of non-zero initial conditions 
of the system with input-output operator G and c G M is the initial state of the 
integrator.
g + d
Figure 5.2: Low-gain control problem with constant gain and Jq integrator
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From Figure 5.2 we can derive the following governing equations,
y = g +  d +  G(p o u), e = pfi — y , u =  cd +  kJ0 e,
or, equivalently
u =  c& + kJo(pd — (g + d +G(<pou)). (5-11)
For given c, k, p, g and d, it follows from Proposition 3.5.3 that (5.11) has at 
least one solution (a unique solution, respectively) if the map /  : R —► R defined 
by
/(€ ) :=  f  +  fcG( ooM O ,
is surjective (bijective, respectively). Since A 0 J0  = JqAq =  I, (5.11) is equivalent 
to
Aou =  c5 +  k[pd — (g + d + G(<p o it))].
We define,
f Jo{G) := sup jessinf0G(o)27r)Re ^  ^ G(eid) j .  (5.12)
If the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption (A), then —oo < f j 0 {G) < oo 
(see Appendix 2, Proposition 12.1.4 (ii), for more details).
Theorem  5.1.4. Let G G 38{l2(Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G. Assume that assumption (A') holds with G (l) > 0, that Jog G 
m2(Z+,R), d = d\ +  with Jodi G m2(Z+,R) and d2 G R. Let p  : R —► 
R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. Let p G R, assume that 
(p — d2)/G ( 1) G im</? and let u be a solution of (5.11). Under these conditions 
the following statements hold.
1. Assume that ip — <p(0) G a:) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists a 
constant k* G (0, oo] (depending on G , ip and p) such that for all k G (0, k*), 
the limit lim^oo u{n) =: u°° exists and satisfies p(u°°) =  (p — d2)/G ( 1),
e = y(AoU — c5) E l2 (Z+,M) and tp o u — </?(u°°)i? G Z2(Z+,R). 
k
In particular, limn_>00e(n) =  0. I f  f j 0 (G) = 0, then the above conclusions 
are valid with k* = oo.
2. Assume that <p is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant A >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1 are valid with k* = l / |A /j0(G)|, 
where 1 /0  := oo.
3. Under the assumption that f j 0 (G) > 0, the conclusions of statement 1 are 
valid with k* = oo.
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R em ark  5.1.5. Note that the range of gains guaranteed to achieve tracking 
(specified by k*) is potentially larger than in Theorem 5.1.2. In particular, k* =  
oo is feasible if f j 0 {G) > 0 . O
P ro o f of Theorem  5.1.4. Chose some up E K. such that <p(up) =  (p — d,2 ) /G (l)  
(such a up exists, since, by assumption, (p—G y/G (l) E im< )^. Let u be a solution 
of (5.11). Let v : Z+ —♦ R and p> : E  —► R be as defined in (5.5) and (5.6). A
In order to apply Theorem 4.3.2 to equation (5.13) we first show that r E 
ra2(Z+,R) that is, r satisfies the relevant assumption in Theorem 4.3.2. This 
can been shown in a similar way to the corresponding argument in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1.2.
Proof of Statement 1: Since <p is non-decreasing and (p — ip(0) E ^ { a )  for some 
a E (0, oo), it follows from Lemma 5.1.1 that there exists b E (0,oo) such that 
E ^ (b ) .  Define
We may assume that f j Q{G) < oo because the case f j 0 (G) =  oo is included in 
statement 3. Therefore k* E (0, oo]. Let k E (0,k*) and set e := \{ \ /b + h f jQ(G)). 
Then e > 0 and we can choose some q > 0 such that
and (4.107) holds with a replaced by b and G replaced by kG. An application of 
Theorem 4.3.2 to (5.13) now yields that lim^oo v(n) exists and is finite, <fpo v E 
l2(Z+,R) and Aov E l2(Z+,M). Consequently, we have lim^oo u(n) =: u°° exists 
and is finite,
straightforward calculation invoking (5.11) and similar to the argument leading 
to (5.7) in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, shows that v satisfies
v = r — kJ 0 (G((p o v)) (5.13)
where the function r is given by,
r  =  c& — up,& — k(Jo(g +  d\ +  ip(up)G'& — (p — ^2)$)- (5-14)
k. I W jo(G)\
OO,
ess inf9e(0,2»)Re (q  + e7 e ~ )  G(ew) > f h  (G) -  |  =  ^  fc ^ . (5.15)
Thus
ip(u°°) = ip(up) = ( p -  d2 )/G (  1)
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and
ipou — <p{u°°) G i2(Z+,R).
We note that A v  =  A u  and since Aov G Z2(Z+,R) we have A v  G Z2(Z+,R) and 
hence A u  G i2(Z+,R). It is then clear that Aqu G /2(Z+,R) and so
e =  -r(A0u — c5) G Z2(Z+,R), k
and hence, lim^oo e(n) =  0. It remains to show that if f j Q (G) =  0, then the 
above conclusions are valid with k* = oo. If f j 0 (G) — 0, then for every k > 0 
there exists q > 0 such that (5.15) holds.
Proof of Statement 2: As in the proof of statement 2 of Theorem 5.1.2, we can 
show that <p G ^(A ). Now the arguments in the proof of statement 1 apply with 
b replaced by A.
Proof of Statement 3: It is clear by the non-decreasing property of ip that <p(v)v > 
0 for all v G R and so ^  G <^(oo). Since f j 0 {G) > 0, we can choose some q > 0 
such that
ess inf0e(o,27r)R(i 
This implies that, for any k > 0,
oi0
( 9 + i i ^ r r ) G (e‘9) > 2 ^o(G).
Re 9 + ?i0 kG(eid) >  2 *fro(G)i a .a . 6 G (0,2?r).
Therefore (4.107) holds with a = oo, G replaced by A;G and e replaced by 
\ k f j Q{G). As in the proof of statement 1, the claim now follows from Theorem
4.3.2. □
5.2 Integral control in the presence o f input and 
output non-linearities
In this subsection we generalise the feedback scheme in § 5.1 to allow for a time- 
varying gain and non-linearities in the output as well as in the input.
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 5.3, where k : Z+ —► R is a 
time-varying gain, the operator G G ^(Z2(Z+,R)) is shift-invariant with transfer 
function denoted by G, ip : R —► R and ip : R —► R are static input and output 
non-linearities, respectively, p E R is a constant reference value, u° G R is the 
initial state of the integrator (or, equivalently, the initial value of it), the function 
g models the effect of non-zero initial conditions of the system with input-output 
operator G and the function d is an external disturbance.
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Figure 5.3: Low-gain control problem with time-varying gain and J  integrator
From Figure 5.3 we can derive the following governing equations,
w = g +  G(ip o u), y — ip(w) +  d, u =  u°d +  — y)),
or, equivalently
u = u°d +  J{n{fyd — d — ip(g +  G(<p o u)))). (5.16)
Since u°, «, p, g, d and ip are given, it is clear from Proposition 3.5.1 that (5.16) 
has a unique solution. Trivially, (5.16) can be written as an initial-value problem,
(Au)(n) =  «(n)(p — d(n) — ip(g{n) +  (G(p o u))(n))), n >  1, 
u(0) =  u° E M.
The objective is to determine gain functions « such that the tracking error 
e(n) := p -  y{n) =  p -  d{n) -  ip{g(n) + (G(p o u))(n)) 
converges to 0 as n —> oo. We introduce the set of feasible reference values 
&(G,<p,ip) := {^(G (l)v) | v E imp}.
It is clear that 3%{G, p, ip) is an interval provided that p  and ip are continuous.
The following result shows that if p  is continuous and ip is continuous and mono­
tone, then p E &(G, p, ip) is close to being a necessary condition for tracking 
insofar as, if tracking of p is achievable, whilst maintaining boundedness of p  o u 
and w, then p E 3%{G, <p,ip).
Anticipating the treatment in Chapter 6 we obtain the following proposition.
P roposition  5.2.1. Let G E 3§{l2{Z+,R)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion G satisfying assumption (A). Assume further, that G has a power stable 
state-space realisation. Let p  : R —► R be continuous and ip : R —> R be con­
tinuous and monotone. Let u E F(Z+,R) be such that p o  u E Z°°(Z+,R) and
J  (5.17)
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g G F(Z+,R) be such that g(n) —> 0 as n —► oo. I f  w £ F(Z+,R) given by 
w = g + G((p o u) is such that
(5.18)
then p G &(G, ip, -0).
The proof of Proposition 5.2.1 can be found in Appendix 4. 
We define,
fo,j(G) := essinf„€(0i2^ )Re (5.19)
If the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption (A), then —oo < foj(G)  < 
—G (l ) /2  (see Appendix 2 , Proposition 12.1.3 (ii), for more details).
Theorem  5.2.2. Let G G 38(l2(Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G. Assume that assumption (A) holds with G (l) > 0, g G l2(Z+,R), 
d = d\ 4 - d2# with d\ G /1(Z+,R), d2 £ ® and n  ^ 2^(^+>^)>
ip : R —► R and 'if) : R -h► R are non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous 
with Lipschitz constants Ai > 0 and A2 > 0, p — d2 £ «^(G, k  : Z+ —► R
is bounded and non-negative with
Let u : Z+ —*■ R be the unique solution of (5.16). Then the following statements
2. The signals w = g + G{<p o u) and y = 'ip o w +  d have finite limits satisfying
lim w(n) =  G(l)(</? o u)°°, lim y(n) =  ip(G(l)((p o u)°°) +  d2.
n—+oo n—»oo
3. I f  k  £ l1 (Z+,M), then lim^oo j/(n) =  p, or equivalently, limn_ 0O e(n) =  0. 
4- U p - < k  is an interior point of 3%{G,ip,*l)), then u is bounded.
lim sup K,(n) < 1/|AiA2/ 0)j(G)|. (5.20)
hold.
1 . The limit (ipou)°° := lim^oo (p(u(n)) exists and is finite and
A (<p o u) G Z2(Z+, R).
R em arks 5.2.3. (i) A sufficient condition for d\ to satisfy the assumptions in 
Theorem 5.2.2 is given in Remark 5.1.3 (iv).
(ii) Note that it is not necessary to know fo,j(G) or the constant A in order 
to apply Theorem 5.2.2. If k is chosen such that n{n) —» 0 as n —► oo and
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k ^(Z+jR) (e.g. k(ti) =  (1 4- n)~p with p G (0,1]), then the conclusions of 
statement 3 hold. However, from a practical point of view, gain functions « with 
lim^oo n(n) =  0 might not be appropriate, since the system essentially operates 
in open loop as n —► oo.
(iii) In general d2 is unknown, but it is reasonable to assume that d2 G [a,b], 
where a and b are known constants. The condition
p — a,p — b G &(G, ip, ip)
does not involve d2 and is sufficient for p —d2 to be in &{G, ip, VO- Furthermore, if 
ip and ip are continuous, lim^oo <p(£) =  oo, lim(r_._00 <p(£) = —oo, lim^oo V>(0  =  
oo and lim ^-oo ip(£) = —oo, 3%(G, ip, ip) is the whole real line and it is clear that 
p — d2 G &(G,ip, ip). O
Theorem 5.2.2 gives an input-output point of view of the low-gain integral control 
problem with input and output non-linearities as well as output disturbances. We 
emphasize that Theorem 5.2.2 applies to strongly stable state-space systems (see 
Chapter 6 ).
P ro o f of T heorem  5.2.2. Let u : Z+ —► R be the unique solution of (5.16). We 
shall prove Theorem 5.2.2 by applying Corollary 4.2.3 to the equation satisfied 
by the input signal
w = g +  G(<p o u)
of the output non-linearity ip, modified with an offset which depends on p and 
d2. Since p — d2 G &(G, ip, ip), there exists ipp G imy? satisfying
ip{G{l)ipp) =  p - d 2.
We define
(5.21)
w := w — G (1 )ippd = g + G(ip o u) — G(l)ippd,
Vte) := V>(f +  G(1 )</) -  P +  d2, V f  G R.
Note that ip(0) =  0. We observe that,
^(OC =  W e +  G ( i ) ^ ) - p  +  <feK
=  [V>« +  G ( l ) ^ )  -  V>(G(l)</)]£, v ^ g r .
By the non-decreasing property of ip we see that [ip(£+G(l)ipp)~ip(G(l)ipp)]£ > 0 
and hence ip(£)£ > 0 for all £ G R. Since ip is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz
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constant A2 ,
m s  =  m + c ( i)< /)  -  v-(g(i)</)]«
< A2|£ +  G ( l > / - G ( l ) ^ | |£ |
=  A2£2, V £ € R.
Hence we obtain,
0 < ^ ( 0 £ < A 2£25 V ( e R .  (5.22)
Using (5.17),
A u = K(p'd — d — ip(g+G((pou))) = K,(p,$ — d — ,ip(w + G(l)ipp)) = — K(di +ipow). 
Defining
{(A(you))(n) -r ( A u ) ( n ) +  0
0 , if (Au)(n) = 0 ,
it follows that,
(A(ip o u))(n) =  bu(n)(Au)(n) = —bu(n)K,(n)di(n) — &u(n)«;(n)V>(iu(n))
=  —di(n) — (N o w)(n), V n  E Z+, (5.23)
where the function N  : Z+ x R —► R is defined by
N( n , ()  := M n )* (n M 0 , V (n > 0  €  Z+ x R
and di : Z+ —► R is defined by
G?i(n) := bu(n)K,(n)di(ri), V n E Z+.
Since </? is non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Ai, we 
see that 0 < bu(n) < Ai. Combining this with (5.22) yields
0 < N(n,£)£ < AiA2«(n)^2, V (n,f) E Z+ x R. (5.24)
It follows from (5.23) that,
(p o u =  v?(u0)# — Jdi — J (N  o w). (5.25)
Applying G to both sides of (5.25), and using the fact that by shift-invariance, 
G commutes with J  we obtain
G(ip ou) = <p(u°)G# -  GJdi -  J(G (N  o w)).
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Invoking (5.21) yields
w =  r — J(G(N ow)),  (5.26)
where
r := g -  G (1 )<pP0 +  -  GJdx.
Proof of Statement 1 : Clearly, (5.26) is of the form (4.1) with u and <p replaced 
by w and N, respectively. Therefore we may apply Corollary 4.2.3, provided the 
relevant assumptions are satisfied. By (5.20) there exists a > 0 satisfying
AiA2 limsupK(n) < a < l/\fo,j(G)\. (5.27)
n —► oo
By the definition of fo,j(G), there exists e > 0 such that 
1 G(eie)
-  +  Re -T3— - > e, a.a. 0 G (0, 2tt). a eld — 1  ~
Moreover, it follows from (5.24) and (5.27) that there exists nQ > 0 such that
0 < N (n ,£)f < a£2, V n  G [n0, oo) fl Z+, V £ G R.
The above two inequalities show that (4.53) and (4.58) hold with </?, Q, and P  
replaced by N, / ,  and 1/a, respectively. In order to apply Corollary 4.2.3, it 
remains to verify that r G ra2(Z+, R). To this end note that
r = g +  G(l)(y>(«°)0 -  <pp#) +  tp(u°)(G# -  G(1)0) -  GJdv  (5.28)
Since bu, k are bounded and non-negative, d\ G ll {Z+,R) and by assumption 
n •-> Y^jLn Mi0)l ^ 2^(^+j^)> we deduce that d\ =  buKd\ G ^(Z+jR) and
oo
>t / ) | e*2(Z+.K)- (5-29)
j = n
Now since d\ G ZX(Z+,R) there exists a G R such that,
lim (Jdi)(n) = a.
n—*oo
From (5.29) we deduce that Jd\ — afi G i2(Z+,R). We have,
GJdi =  G(Jd! -  <rt?) +  aGti. (5.30)
By assumption (A), G (l) is the Z2-steady-state gain of G and so (G$ — G (l)$) G 
Z2(Z+,R). Consequently, G'd G m2(Z+,R). Using this, the fact that G G 
« (^Z2(Z+,R)) and Jd\ — wd G /2(Z+,R), we deduce from (5.30) that GJd\ G
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m2(Z+,R). Furthermore, since (Gd -  G (l)$) G Z2(Z+,R) and by assumption 
g G /2(Z+,R), we conclude from (5.28) that r G m2(Z+,R). An application of 
statement 4 of Theorem 4.2.1 to (5.26) combined with (5.23) now yields that
A ( y ?  o  u) =  — di  — (N o w)  g  Z2 ( Z+, R).
Furthermore, by the same theorem and (5.25),
lim (ip o u)(n) =  v?(w°) — a — lim (J (N  o w))(n)
n —* oo n —*oo
exists and is finite, completing the proof of statement 1.
Proof of Statement 2: By statement 1, A (</? o it) G Z2(Z+,R) and (y? o u)°° =  
limn_ 00(v? o u)(n) exists and is finite. Hence an application of Proposition 3.4.4 
(b) yields,
lim (G(ip o u))(n) = G(l)(y? o it)00.
n—»oo
Since w = g +  G((p o u) and g G Z2(Z+, R) we obtain,
lim w(n) =  G(l)(</? o i t ) 00.
n—► oo
Consequently,
y°° := lim y(n) =  lim (ip o w)(n) +  d2 = ip(G(\)(p o it)00) +  d2,
n —* oo n —*oo
where we have used that d\ G ^(Z+jR).
Proof of Statement 3: We know by statement 2 that y(n) —► y°° as n —► oo. 
Seeking a contradiction, suppose that y°° < p (the case y°° > p can be treated in 
an analogous way). Setting e := p — y°° > 0 and taking no > 0 large enough, we 
have p — y{n) > e/2 whenever n > no. Hence we see that,
£
(Au)(n) = ft(n)(p — y{n)) > « (n)-, V n > n0.
Summing the above inequality from no to m — 1 gives
£ m—*
it(m) > it(no) +  -  ^  «(fc) —> oo, m —> oo.
k=no
Consequently, since ^  is non-decreasing,
</? := sup </?(?;) =  (<£> o it)00.
Hence, by statement 2, t/°° =  ^>(G(1)^) +  d2. Since p — d2 G &(G,(p,ip) (by
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assumption) and using the fact that ip is non-decreasing and G (l) > 0 , we obtain 
p < sup^(G,<^,V0 +  d2 = ip(G(l)p) +  d2 =  y°°,
contradicting the supposition that y°° < p. Setting <p := infvGR < (^v), an anal­
ogous argument shows that if y°° > p, then necessarily y°° = ip(G(l)<p) +  d2, 
which likewise leads to a contradiction since p > ip(G(l)(p) + d2.
Proof of Statement 4•’ By statement 1, the limit (</? o u)°° =  limn_>00((^  o u)(n) 
exists and is finite. We consider the following cases:
CASE 1: k ^ I^Z + .R ) .
If k £ /1(Z+,M), then by statements 2 and 3, p—d2 =  ip(G(l)((pou)°°). Unbound­
edness of u would imply that there exists a sequence (vn) with lim^oo |vn| =  oo 
and such that,
p — d2 = lim ip(G(l)(p(vn)).
n —*oo
Since the function v i—► V;(G(l)v?(v)) is non-decreasing, this would in turn yield 
p — d2 = sup&(G,<p,ip) or p — d2 = ini&(G,ip,ip), showing that u must be 
bounded if p — d2 is an interior point of &(G, <p, ip).
CASE 2: k G P(Z+,R).
By statement 2 we know that (yd — y is bounded. With k G ^(Z+jR) it now 
follows that n(frd — y) G ^(Z+jR).  Since A u = n(pd — y), we conclude that u is 
bounded. E
We now change the integrator J  to Jo and consider the feedback system shown 
in Figure 5.4, where c G R is the initial state of the integrator.
cd g d
Figure 5.4: Low-gain control problem with time-varying gain and Jq integrator
From Figure 5.4 we can derive the following governing equations,
w = g + G(<pou), y = ip(w) + d, u = cd +  J0 (K,(pd — y)), 
or, equivalently
u = cd-\- Jo(n(pd  — d — ip(g -1- G(y? o u)))). (5.31)
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Note that if G(oo) =  0, then (5.31) has a unique solution. Since Ao«/o =  JoA0 =  
/ ,  (5.31) is equivalent to
A qu =  cS +  K,(fy& — d — xp(g 4- G(<p o u))). (5.32)
We define
f°,Jo(G) :=essinf9e(0,2»)Re - „ _ (5.33)
If the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption (A), then — oo < fo,j0 {G) <
G(oo) —G ( l ) / 2 , where G(oo) := lim^i^oo^Ei G(.z) (see Appendix 2 , Proposition 
12.1.4 (ii), for more details).
T heorem  5.2.4. Let G G 38{l2{Z+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with transfer 
function G. Assume that assumption (A) holds with G(l)  > 0, g G l2 (Z+,R),
ip : R —> R and if : R —> M. are non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous 
with Lipschitz constants Ai > 0 and A2 > 0, p — cfe £ &{G, <p, xp) and k : Z+ —► R 
is bounded and non-negative with
if f 0 ,j0 (G) < 0, where 1/0 := 0 0 . Let u : Z+ —> R be a solution of (5.31). Then 
the conclusions of Theorem 5.2.2 hold.
R em ark  5.2.5. Note that the range of gains guaranteed to achieve tracking 
(specified by (5.34)) is potentially larger than in Theorem 5.2.2. In particular, if 
fo,j0 (G) > 0 then condition (5.34) need no longer be imposed on the gain k. O
P ro o f of Theorem  5.2.4. Let u : Z + -> R be a solution of (5.31). We shall 
prove Theorem 5.2.4 by applying Corollary 4.3.5 to the equation satisfied by the 
input signal
w = g + G(<p o u)
of the output non-linearity xp, modified with an offset which depends on p and 
c?2* We invoke arguments identical to those leading up to (5.22) in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2.2. Using (5.32),
d =  d\ +  g?2$ with d\ G ll {Z+,R), cfo £ ^  and n  1—► S J l n |diO)| £ l2 (Z+,R),
lim sup «(n) < 1/|AiA2/o(j0(G?)| (5.34)
n—»oo
Aou = c5 + k(p$ — d — xp(g +  (G((p o u))) 
=  c5 +  — d — xp(w +  G(1 )ipp))
— c5 — K,(di +  xp o w),
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where w, ip are given by (5.21). Defining,
1 W : J W  if (A0«)(n) 7^  0 ,
\  0 , if (AQu)(n) =  0 ,
it follows that,
(A 0(ip o u))(n) = bu(n)(A 0 u)(n)
= cbu(n)6 (n) — bu(n)K,(n)di(n) — bu(n)K(n)ip(w(n))
=  cbu(n)5(ri) — d\(n) — (N o w)(n), V n G Z+, (5.35)
where the function N  : Z+ x M —> R  is defined by
7V(n,£) := 6u(n)«(n)^(0 , V (ra,£) G Z + x M
and di : Z+ —> R is defined by
di(n) := bu(n)K(n)di(n), V n G Z+.
Since ip is non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Ai, we 
see that 0 < bu(n) < Ai for all n > 1. Combining this with (5.22) yields
0 < N(n,£)€ < AiA2«(n)^2, V ( n , ( ) G N x R .  (5.36)
It follows from (5.35) that,
<pou = cbu( 0)d — Jodi — Jo(N o w). (5.37)
Applying G to both sides of (5.37), and using the fact that by shift-invariance, 
G commutes with J0  we obtain
G(<p ou) = cbu(0)Gd -  GJodi -  J0 (G(N o w)).
Invoking (5.21) yields
w = r - J 0 (G (Now)), (5.38)
where _
r := g — G{l)ppd +  cbu(0)Gd -  GJ0 dv
Proof of Statement 1 : Clearly, (5.38) is of the form (4.106) with u and <p replaced 
by w and N, respectively. Therefore we may apply Corollary 4.3.5, provided the 
relevant assumptions are satisfied. We first assume that fo,j0 (G) < 0. By (5.34)
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there exists a > 0 satisfying
AiA2 limsup«(n) < a < l/\fo,j0 (G)\. (5.39)
n—>00
By the definition of fo,j0 (G), there exists e > 0 such that 
1 G(eid)eid
— h Re —^— — > e, a.a. 9 E (0,2ir).a etQ - 1  ~  v > /
Moreover, it follows from (5.36) and (5.39) that there exists n0 > 1 such that
0 < N (n , f)£ < a f2, V n  E [no,00) nZ+,  V ( e R .
The above two inequalities show that (4.119) and (4.58) hold with y?, Q, and P  
replaced by N, I, and 1/a, respectively. Note that if fo,jQ(G) > 0, it immediately 
follows that there exists e > 0 such that
G(eiO)ei0R e—-tq— — > e, a.a. 9 E (0,27r).
Moreover, it follows from (5.36) that
0 < N (n , ( ) (  V ( n , 0  E N x R.
The above two inequalities show that for the case fo,j0 (G) > 0 , (4.119) and (4.58) 
hold with (p and Q replaced by N  and / ,  respectively, and a = 0 0 . In order to 
apply Corollary 4.3.5, it remains to verify that r E ra2(Z+,R). To this end note 
that
r  =  g +  G (l)(c6u(0)tf -  </#) +  cbu(0 ){Gti -  G(l)tf) -  GJ0d (5.40)
A similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 shows GJod\ E m2(Z+, R) 
By assumption (A), G (l) is the Z2-steady-state gain of G and so (Gfi — G (l)$) E 
l2(Z+,M). Consequently, since by assumption g E l2(Z+,M), we conclude from 
(5.40) that r E m2(Z+,R). An application of statement 4 of Theorem 4.3.4 to 
(5.38) combined with (5.35) now yields that
Ao(ip o u) =  cbuS — d\ — (N o w) E l2 (Z+, R).
Hence it in turn follows that A (p  ou) E Z2(Z+,R). Now since d\ E Z^Z +^J 
there exists a E R such that,
lim (Jdi)(n) = a.
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Furthermore, by Theorem 4.3.4 and (5.37),
n
lim (<£ o u)(n) = cbu(0) — a -  lim S ^ ( N  o w)(k)
n—» oo n —*oo ^fc=0
exists and is finite, completing the proof of statement 1.
The proof of statements 2, 3 and 4 are similar to the proofs of statements 2 , 3 
and 4 of Theorem 5.2.2 and therefore are omitted. □
5.3 N otes and references
The main results in this chapter, Theorems 5.1.2, 5.1.4, 5.2.2 and 5.2.4, form 
the basis of §4 of [5]. The aforementioned results are the discrete-time ana­
logues of results in [9]. We emphasize that the main results in this chapter apply 
to strongly-stable discrete-time state-space systems (see Chapter 6 ). Previous 
results on discrete-time integral control, see [17], [34], [37], [42], are obtained 
only for power stable discrete-time state-space systems using state-space meth­
ods. In this Chapter we adopt an input-output approach to the low-gain in­
tegral control problem. Note that in [42] results are obtained for power-stable 
infinite-dimensional state-space systems and in particular, tracking of vector­
valued reference signals is considered. However, [42] only treats the linear case 
not allowing non-linearities in the input or output channel. Moreover, in [34] 
and [37] only input non-linearities are considered, although in [34] the emphasis 
is slightly different and the input non-linearity is of hysteresis-type. Whilst the 
results in [17] allow for input and output non-linearities, these results only apply 
to finite-dimensional, power-stable state-space systems. We note that Theorems 
5.2.2 and 5.2.4 allow for both input and output non-linearities. Note that in the 
main results of this chapter, tracking of feasible reference values is still achieved 
in the presence of a large class of output disturbances. Proposition 5.2.1 is new as 
stated in the input-output setting, but is similar to the discrete-time state-space 
version contained in [34], (see [34], Proposition 3.2).
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Chapter 6
Absolute stability results for 
infinite-dimensional discrete-time 
state-space systems with 
application to low-gain integral 
control
This chapter is devoted to applications of the results in Chapters 4 and 5 to 
infinite-dimensional discrete-time state-space systems.
6.1 Power stable and strongly stable discrete­
tim e state-space system s
Consider the discrete-time system
x(n +  1) =  Ax(n) +  Bv(n), x (0 ) =  a:0 G X,  (6.1a)
w(n) = Cx(n) +  Dv(n), (6.1b)
with state-space X , input space U} and output space Y  — U and generating 
operators (A ,B ,C ,D ). Here X  and U are Hilbert spaces, A  G & (X), B  G 
38(U,X), C G &{X,U), and D G 3B(U).
We shall use the following notation. We write || • ||/P : =  || • \\ip(z + ,u ) and || • ||/P : =  
II * ||zp(z+,x) for the Zp-norm of A-valued sequences, where 1 < p < oo. We denote 
the spectrum and the spectral radius of A  by spec (A) and r(A), respectively. It
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is well known that
r{A) =  lim ||An||1/n.
n—+ oo
As usual the resolvent set of A  is defined by res(A) := C \  spec (A). 
From (6 .1a) we obtain for the solution x of (6 .1a),
x i A y  + Y r £ A ^ B v { j ) ,  „ > l ,
\x° , n = 0 . v '
Note that (6.1b) and (6 .2) yield the following formula for the input-output oper­
ator G:
(Gv)(n) = + D v {n )’ " - 1' v * 6  F (Z +, U). (6.3)I Dv{0), n = 0,
We denote by G the transfer function of the system (6.1), which, for \z\ > r(A), 
is given by
G (z) =  C (z l  -  A)_1B +  D.
We say that A E & (X )  is power stable if there exists an M  >  1 and 7  € (0,1) 
such that
||An| |< M 7n, V n e  Z+.
We say that A  G SB(X) is strongly stable if lim^oo Anx = 0 for all x G X .
The following lemma gives two simple characterisations of power stability.
Lem m a 6.1.1. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) A  G 3§{X) is power stable;
(ii) r(A) < 1;
(iii) z ^ ( z l -  A ) - 1 G H°°(Eu a (X ) ) .
A proof of Lemma 6.1.1 can be found in [32] (see, Lemma 1 in [32]).
It is clear that if A  is power stable then A  is strongly stable, however, the converse 
is not true as seen from the following example.
Exam ple 6.1.2. Let X  = f2(Z+,R) and define A  G «^(J2(Z+,R)) by
A  := diagneZ+(An),
where An G (0,1), n G Z+, with An —> 1 as n —► oo. We claim that A  is strongly 
stable, but not power stable. We have,
Ak = diagn€Z+(A„)fc 
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and r(A) =  1. Hence by Lemma 6.1.1, we see that A is not power stable. Let
x E Z2(Z+,R). Then,
oo
(Akx)(n) = Xkx(n), n e Z +  and ||A^r ||22 == A2fcrr2(n).
n=0
Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists N  E N such that, Y ^= N x2(n) ^  e/2 and 
so,
oo
£  X f  z 2(n) < | , V k € N.
n = N
Clearly there exists ko > 0 such that
N




l|Afcaf||?a =  ^nfca;2(n) < V k > fco,
n=0
showing that A is strongly stable. O
We say that system (6.1) is strongly stable if the following four conditions are 
satisfied:
(i) G is Z2-stable, that is, G E &(l 2 (Z+iU)), or, equivalently, the transfer 
function G E H°°(Ei,&(U)).
(ii) A is strongly stable.
(iii) There exists a > 0 such that,
Y , AjBv(j)
j=o
< a||u ||,2, V v E 12 {Z+, U). (6.4)
(iv) There exists (3 > 0 such that,
1/2✓ O O  v
( £ | | C ^ x | | 2) <0\\x\\, V x e X .
V j =o '
(6.5)
The system (6.1) is called power stable if A is power stable. It is easy to check 
that if system (6.1) is power stable, then system (6.1) is strongly stable. It is
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also clear that the converse is not true (trivial counterexample: A  as defined in 
Example 6 .1.2 , B = 0, C =  0 and D =  0). Non-trivial counterexamples also exist 
as seen from the following example.
Exam ple 6.1.3. We give a non-trivial example of a strongly stable system which 
is not a power stable system. Let X  =  Z2(Z+,R) and let A  G 3S{12{Z+,R)) be 
given by
A = diag„€Z+(A„)
for some A„ £ (0,1), re € Z+, with A„ —> 1 as re —* oo. Let B  € ^ (R , i2(Z+, 
be given by
/  6(0)^
6(1) V£ e R ,
: J
where
6(re) := (1 -  An)'7(re +  l ) - i , V re £ Z+,
and 7  > 1 /2  and 6  > 1/ 2 . Define C € ^ ( i 2(Z+,R),R) by
£ x(0 )
*(1) | , V x £ 12(Z+,R),
and set D = 0. Then for z £ E |,
Cx — (b,x) = (6(0) 6(1) . . . )
( z I - A )  1 =  diagn6Z+ f  ^  j
and so
G(z) = C (z l  -  A ) - 'B  + 1> = ' E ( Z ^ r b2(n) )  •
n=0 \ Z “  A" /
We first show that G is in 6f°°(Ei). Let z  £ Ej. We have,
!<=(*» s E ( p ^ f < " > >
Note that since z E Ei and An G (0,1) for all n G Z+,
|^ -  An| > |z| -  An > 1 -  An > 0, V nG  Z+.
Consequently,
1 1
<I z An| 1 An
V nG  Z+. (6.6)
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Hence it follows that
oo
=  X ) ( ( l -A „ ) 27- 1(n +  l ) - 2{).
Note that since 7  > 1/2 and An E (0,1) for all n E Z+, the function n •—> 
(1 — An )27-1 is bounded, taking values in (0,1]. Consequently, since 5 > 1 /2
showing that G is convergent and bounded for each z  G Ei. It remains to show 
that G is holomorphic on Ei. Define f n : Ei —► C by
As before, since 7  > 1/2 and An E (0,1) for all n E Z+, the function n i-> 
(1 — An)27-1 is bounded, taking values in (0,1]. Consequently, since 5 > 1/2 it 
follows that
converges uniformly on Ei to G. Noting that for each n E Z+, / n is holomorphic 
on Ei, it follows that the uniform limit of the / n’s, that is G, is holomorphic on Ei. 
Combining this with the fact that G is bounded on Ei we see that G E
Note that it follows from Example 6.1.2 that A  is strongly stable, but not power 
stable.
00
iG (z)i < E ^ 1) 2i < °°-
71= 0
Since z £ Ei was arbitrary it follows that
sup |G(z)| < 0 0 ,
z€ Ei
Using the definition of b and (6 .6), it follows that
0 < |/„(z)| < (1 -  X n f - ^ n  +  1)-2J, V z 6 Ei, n € Z+.
OO
5^(1  -  An)27 1{n + 1 ) 2 5  < 00 .
71= 0
An application of the Weierstrass M-test now shows that
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To see that (6.4) holds, we observe the following. Let v G l2{Z+,R). Then,
OO £ OO /  OO \  2 OO /  °o \  2
E ^ 0 ')  = E  E  #)»()) * E  iwi2 E  iA>o)i) •
j=0 X k=0 '  j=0 '  k= 0  '  j=0 '
(6.7)
E  * (E  iAii2) (Ew )!2)^  = (t^ ) 1/2||,ii,  (6.8)
Note that (for fixed k) by Holders inequality,
\ / 2 / o o   ^1/2
w»(7)i<i E l^ i2) i r
j=0 '  j=0 '  '  j=0
Combining (6.7) and (6 .8) we obtain,
b2 (k)
Si-DU\J) ^  y
j=o
Using the definition of 6, it follows that
2 oo
E ^ i M j )  < E f ^ N & .
x k=0 1 Al-
(6.9)
62(fc) ^  62(fc)E » w  ___
l -  XI (l -k=0 ^  1 Afc)(l +  Afc)
=  E ( 1  -  At)2' '- 1(l +  A k) ~ \k  +  l ) - 2i.
k= 0
Since 7  > 1/2 and A £ (0,1) for all A; G Z+, it follows that ( l - A ^)27 Vfl+A*) € 
(0,1). Consequently, noting that 5 > 1/ 2 ,
± T $ < ± W ~ « " -
(6.10)
k= 0 k=0
Combining (6.9) and (6.10) we obtain,
E ^ B w O )
3=0
< a ||u ||x  =  oc\\v\\i2
with a  =  ( £ Z o ( k +  1)"2<J)1/2- Hence, (6.4) holds.
Finally we show that (6.5) holds. Let x  G X  =  Z2(Z +,M ). Then,
00 00 00 2 o o / o o  \  2
E  = e  E  < E  (E  ia&*m*)i) •
j —0 j —Q k—0 j = 0 '  k= 0 '
Again (for fixed j )  by Holders inequality,
00 / 00 \ 1 / 2  /  0 0  \  */2
E i W * ( * ) i  ^ ( E i W ) i 2) Mi* = ( E i Ai 6« i 2) 11*11
k=Q '  A:=0 '  '  fc=0 '
(6 .11)
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Combining this with (6.11) yields
OO OO / OO \
£  IC ^ x l2 < 2  ( E  lAW fc)l2 ) 11*111- (6.12)
j =o j = 0 'f c = 0 '
N ote th at
oo /  oo \ OO OO OO l2/K\
E (E i w n  = EE = E r=%-
j= 0  '  fc=0 '  k =o j= 0  k=o
Using th is in (6 .12), it follows from (6.10) th at
( E i ^ i f ^ ( E ^ ) 1/2|NU^ iNU,
w ith  (3 =  a > 0 .  Hence, (6.5) holds.
W ith  (A, B, C, D) as defined above we have seen th at system  (6.1) is a strongly  
stab le discrete-tim e system  but not a power stab le system . O
R em ark  6.1.4. Let A := {An}nGz+ U{1}, where the {An}nGz+ are as in Example
6.1.3. We remark that the transfer function G constructed in Example 6.1.3 is 
holomorphic on C \  A. To see this, let i f  C C \  A be non-empty and compact. 
Then there exists e > 0 such that dist(if, A) > e. Consequently, for 2 € K  we 
have |z — An| > e. Hence it follows that |G(^r)| < (1/e) SSJlo &2(n)- Arguments 
similar to those in Example 6.1.3 show that G is holomorphic on K. Hence, 
we deduce that G is holomorphic on C \  A. Moreover, G has poles at each An, 
n G Z +, an essential singularity at the point 1 and is uniformly bounded on the 
exterior of the closed unit disc. O
To obtain  state-space versions of the results in Chapters 4 and 5, w e require 
the follow ing lem m as. T he proofs o f th e following three results can be found in 
A ppendix 5.
L e m m a  6 .1 .5 .  Assume that A is strongly stable and (6.4) holds. Then there 
exists K  >  0 such that, for all x° €  X  and v G Z2(Z+ ,C7), the solution x of 
(6.1a) satisfies
11* 11*- <  * ( 11*1 +  IMW-
Moreover, l im ^ o o  x(n) =  0.
L e m m a  6 .1 .6 .  Assume that A is strongly stable, 1 €  res(A ) and (6.4) holds. Let 
v G F(Z+, U) be such that A v  G J2(Z+, U). Then for all x° G X , the solution x 
of (6.1a) satisfies
lim  (x(n ) — (I — A)~lBv{n)) =  0.
n—+00
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Lem m a 6.1.7. Assume that A  is power stable. Then there exists K  > 0 such 
that, for all x° G X  and v G l°°(Z+, U), the solution x of (6.1a) satisfies
< K(\\x°\\ +  \\v\hoo).
Moreover, if l im ^ ^  v(n) =: v°° exists then
lim x(n) = (I -  A y ' B v 00.
n—*cx>
6.2 A bsolute stability results for discrete-tim e  
state-space system s
This section is devoted to applications of the results in Chapter 4 to discrete-time 
state-space systems.
Let ip : Z+ x U —► U be a (time-dependent) static non-linearity and consider 
system (6 .1), with input non-linearity v = <pou (where, slightly abusing notation, 
<pou denotes the function n i—► </?(n, u(n))), in feedback interconnection with the 
integrator A u =  — w, that is,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) +  B(ip o u)(n), x( 0 ) = x ° G X ,  (6.13a)
u(n +  1) =  u(n) — Cx(n) — D(ip o u)(n), u(0) =  u° eU .  (6.13b)
Then it is clear by iterating (6.13b), that
u = u°d — J(Cx  +  D(cp o u)).
We have the following lemma.
Lem m a 6.2.1. Define r G F(fL+} U) by
, V n > l ,r ln ) := < n J
n = 0 .
Then for u given by (6.13b),





Proof. We have by (6.2) and (6.3),
Cx(n) +  D(p  o u)(n)
_  j  CAnx° +  S"=o CA ^71 ^ o u)(j) +  D(p o u)(n), n > 1,
[Cx° + D(<pou)(0 ), 72 =  0 ,
=  CAnx° +  (G(p o u)){n), V nG  Z+.
Therefore by (6.14),
„(„) =  J “° _  E"=olC A i x 0  -  (G(<p°«))0')1. n  ^  1.
1 u°, n — 0 .
Hence with r as defined in (6.15), it is clear that (6.16) holds. □
R em ark  6 .2 .2 . Before stating the main results of this section, we remark that if 
system (6.1) is strongly stable, then G G H°°(Ei,&(U)) and hence G is analytic 
on Ei. If additionally 1 G res(.A), then G extends analytically to a neighbourhood 
of 1, so that
lim -^ -r(G (* )  -  G (l)) =  G '(l) =  —C(I -  A)~2 B,
Z-+1 Z — 1
and thus
G(*) -  G (l) -  (* -  l)G '( l)
£ 5 ------------- (J3T )2-------------- =  2 (1)’
showing that G satisfies assumption (A') and hence, in particular, assumption
(A). O
In the next two results we assume that <p is time-independent and that U = R.
Theorem  6.2.3. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A) and 
G(l)  > 0. Let ip : M —> R be a measurable non-decreasing non-linearity and let 
(x,u) be the unique solution of (6.13). I f  there exist numbers q > 0 , e > 0 and 
a G (0,oo) such that (4.2) and (4.3) hold, then there exists a constant K  > 0 
{which depends only on {A, B,C, D), q, e, a and G, but not on u° and x°) such 
that
||a;||/oo +  IMIjoo +  || A0u||i2 +  ||p o u\\i2 < A(||a:0|| +  |u°|).
Moreover, limn^oo x{n) =  0.
The proof of Theorem 6.2.3 follows from an application of Theorem 4.1.2. The ar­
guments used to prove Theorem 6.2.3 are similar to those used to prove Theorem
6.2.5 and so we omit the proof of Theorem 6.2.3.
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T heorem  6.2.4. Assume that system (6 .1) is power stable and G(l)  > 0 . Let 
ip : R —> M be measurable, locally Lipschitz and non-decreasing and let {x , u) be 
the unique solution of (6.13). I f  there exist numbers q >  0 and a G (0,oo) such 
that (4.2) and (4.40) hold, then, for each R >  0, there exists a constant K r > 0 
{which depends only on R, (A ,B ,C ,D ), q, a and G, but not on u° and x°) such 
that
IMIi°° +  \\u\\ioo < /f^(||a;0|| +  \u°\), (6-17)
for all (x°,u°) G l x R  with ||x°|| +  |n°| < R.
The proof of Theorem 6.2.4 follows from an application of Theorem 4.1.3. The ar­
guments used to prove Theorem 6.2.4 are similar to those used to prove Theorem
6.2.6 and so we omit the proof of Theorem 6.2.4.
Theorem  6.2.5. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A) and 
G(l)  is invertible. Let ip : Z+ x U —► U be a non-linearity. Suppose there exist 
self-adjoint P  G &{U), invertible Q G 38{U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and a 
numbers > 0 such that (4.52) and (4.53) hold. Let (x ,u ) be the unique solution of
(6.13). Then there exists a constant K  > 0 {which depends only on {A ,B ,C ,D ),  
G, Q, P and e, but not on u° and x°) such that
llxlli- +  ||U||,-  +  II Au||p +  \\<p O ullp < A-(||z°|| +  ||u°||). (6.18)
Moreover, limn_>00x(n) =  0.
P roof. Let {x,u) be the unique solution of (6.13). By Lemma 6.2.1, u satisfies
(6.16) with r given by (6.15). In order to apply Theorem 4.2.1 to (6.16), we need 
to verify the relevant assumptions. It is clear (see Remark 6.2.2), that G satisfies 
assumption (A). To show that r G m2(Z+, U), we first note that,
n—1
^  CA*x0  = C(I -  A ) - 1 ! 0  -  CAn(I -  A)~lxa, V n >  1.
3=0
Hence
r{n) = u ° -  CA{I -  A)~xxQ +  CAn{I -  A)~lx°, V nG  Z+.
We remark that since 1 G res(A), we have that {I — A ) -1 G 3§{X). By (6.5), the 
function n CAn{I — A)~lx° G l2{%+, U). Consequently, r G m2(Z+, U).
An application of Theorem 4.2.1 shows that there exists a constant K\ > 0 (not 
depending on r) such that
IMIioo +  || A u ||Z2 +  ||<p o u\\p < /ifi||r||TOa. (6.19)
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Since ip o u e  l2 (Z+,U), it follows from Lemma 6.1.5 that x  G l°°(Z+,U), 
lim^oo x(n) =  0 and
IMIjoo < K 2 (\\x°\\ +  \\<p o u\\i2 ), (6.20)
for some suitable constant K 2 > 0 (not depending on x° and u).
Using (6.5) we have
/ oo \  1/2
IML* =  £  WC A iV  -  ^ r 1*0!!2) +  ll«° -  CA(I  -
j=0 '
< P\\(I -  ^ ) -1*0|l +  ll«° -  CA(I  -  ^ ) _1x0||, 
for some /3 >  0 . Therefore,
llr l|m2 <  K 3 (\ \x°\\  +  ||«°||) (6.21)
for suitable constant Kz > 0 (not depending on x° and u°). Combining (6.19)-
(6.21) shows that there exists a constant K  > 0 (not depending on x° and u°), 
such that (6.18) holds. □
If ^(rijO) =  0 for all n G Z+, then for a;0 =  0 and u° = 0, the trivial function 
n i—► (0,0) is the unique solution of (6.13), called the zero solution.
Theorem 6.2.6. Assume that system (6.1) is power stable and G (l) is invertible. 
Let ip : Z+ x U —> U be a non-linearity and (x,u) be the unique solution of
(6.13). I f  there exist self-adjoint P  G &(U), invertible Q G 3§(U) with QG(1) = 
[QG(1)1* >  0 such that (4.52) and (4.92) hold, then the following statements 
hold.
1. We have x  G l°°(Z+,X )  and u G l°°(Z+,U). Furthermore, assume that 
(p : Z+ x U —* U is such that (n,v) •—► (p(n,v) is locally Lipschitz in v, 
uniformly in n. Then, for each R  > 0, there exists a constant K r > 0 
(which depends only on R, (A , B , C, D), G, Q and P, but not on u° and
such ihnf
Mil- + Mil- < -M in i + ll«°ll). (6.22)
for all (x°}u°) G X  x U with ||a;0|| +  ||u°|| < R.
2. I f  q) satisfies assumptions (B), (C) (see Theorem 4.2.1) and (E) (see Theo­
rem 4.2.4) and, additionally, ip is continuous and <p~l (0) is totally discon­
nected, then
lim u(n) G V?-1^ )  and x (n) = 0-
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I f  further ip x(0) = { 0 } ,  then the zero solution of (6.13) is globally attrac­
tive, that is
lim u(n) = 0 and lim x(n) =  0 ,
n—>oo n—+oo
for all (x°,u°) G X  x U.
Proof. Let (x,u) be the unique solution of (6.13). By Lemma 6.2.1, u satisfies
(6.16) with r  given by (6.15). In order to apply Theorem 4.2.4 to (6.16), we need 
to verify the relevant assumptions. Since system (6.1) is power stable we have 
G G H°°(Ea,38(JJ)) for some a  G (0,1) and hence G satisfies assumption (A). 
To see that r  G m^Z+j U), note that, as in the proof of Theorem 6.2.5, we have
r(n) = u ° -  C(I -  A)~lx° +  CAn(I -  A)~lxQ, V n G Z+. (6.23)
It follows from the power stability of A  that n •-> CAn(I — A)- 1x° is in P{Z+, U) 
and hence r G m ^ Z + j  U).
Proof of statement 1: An application of Theorem 4.2.4 now yields u G l°°(Z+, U) 
and that there exists a constant K\  > 0 (not depending on r), such that
H i -  (6.24)
Note that by power stability of A, it follows from (6.23) that
||r||mi < K 2 ( \ \x °\\ + \\u°\\) (6.25)
for some constant K 2 > 0 (not depending on x° or u°). Combining (6.24) and
(6.25) yields
H i-  <  K M \x ° \ \  +  M l ) ,  (6.26)
for some constant K 3  > 0 (not depending on x° or u°).
Since u G l°°(Z+, U) and <p is locally Lipschitz, it follows that ip o u G 1°°{Z+, U). 
Consequently, by Lemma 6.1.7, x  G l°°(Z+, X ) and there exists a constant K 4 > 0 
(not depending on x° and n) such that
H , o o  < K ' 4 ( l k 0 | |  +  | | ¥ > ° u | | i ~ ) -  ( 6 . 2 7 )
Let R > 0 and assume that ||a;0|| +  ||u°|| < R. By (4.52), </?(n, 0) =  0 (that is, cp is 
unbiased). Combining the fact that ip is locally Lipschitz with its unbiasedness, 
there exists a constant K$ > 0 such that
V n G  Z + , U \\< R .
Consequently, by (6.26), there exists a constant K q > 0 (not depending on x° or
/i/0\ Gnr»U +V1Q +
l l(v o « )(n ) || < 7 f 6 ( | | i 0|| +  ||«°ll). (6.28)
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By (6.28), together with (6.27) and (6.26), it follows that there exists a constant 
K r  > 0 such that (6.22) holds.
Proof of Statement 2: If ip satisfies assumptions (B), (C) and (E), ip is continuous 
and </?- 1(0) is totally disconnected, an application of Theorem 4.2.4 shows that 
lim^oo u(n) G y>- 1(0). Therefore, limn—«>(<£ 0 u)(ri) =  0 and so by Lemma 6.1.7 
we see that lim^oo x(n) =  0. It is clear that if <p~l (0) =  {0}, then limn_oo u(n) =  
0 and the last part of statement 2 follows. □
We now consider system (6.1) with input non-linearity v = ip o u in feedback 
interconnection with the integrator
z(n  +  1) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D{ip o u)(n), z(0) =  z° G U,
u(n) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D{ip o u)(n),
where 2 denotes the integrator state. Equivalently,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) +  B(ip o u)(n), z(0) =  x° G X, (6.29a)
z(n  +  1) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D(<p o u)(n), z(0) =  z° eU ,  (6.29b)
u(n) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D(ip o u)(n), u(0) =  u° G U. (6.29c)
Then it is clear by (6.29b) and (6.29c), that,
u = z0d -  Jq(Cx +  D{ip o u)). (6.30)
It can easily be seen that (6.29) has at least one solution (x , u) (a unique solution, 
respectively) if, for every n  G Z+, the map f n : U —*U  defined by
fn(0  := { +  Dip(n, 0 ,  v (n, 0  G Z+ x U,
is surjective (bijective, respectively).
We have the following lemma.
Lem m a 6.2.7. Define r G F(Z+,U) by
n
r(n) := z° — CA^x0, V nG  Z+. 
j=o
Then,
u = r — Jo(G(ipou)). (6.31)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6.2.7 is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2.1. □
In the next two results we assume that ip is time-independent and that U =  R.
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Theorem 6.2.8. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(^l) and 
G (l) > 0. Let p  : K —> R be a measurable non-decreasing non-linearity and let 
(x ,u ) be a solution of (6.29). I f  there exist numbers q > 0, e > 0 and a G (0, oo] 
such that (4.2) and (4.107) hold then the conclusions of Theorem 6.2.3 hold.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6.2.8 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2.3, but 
in this case an application of Theorem 4.3.2 to (6.31) is required. □
Theorem 6.2.9. Assume that system (6.1) is power stable and G(l) > 0. Let 
p  : R —► M be measurable, locally Lipschitz and non-decreasing. Suppose there 
exist numbers q > 0 and a G (0, oo] such that (4.2) and (4.118) hold. Let (x,u) 
be a solution of (6.29). Then the conclusions of Theorem 6.2.4 hold.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6.2.9 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2.4, but 
in this case an application of Theorem 4.3.3 to (6.31) is required. □
Theorem 6.2.10. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A) and 
G (l) is invertible. Let p  : Z+ x U U be a non-linearity. Suppose there exist 
self-adjoint P  G &(U), invertible Q G 3§{U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 and 
a number e > 0 such that (4.52) and (4.119) hold. Let (x ,u ) be a solution of 
(6.29). Then the conclusions of Theorem 6.2.5 hold.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6.2.10 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2.5, 
but in this case an application of Theorem 4.3.4 to (6.31) is required. □
Theorem 6.2.11. Assume that system (6.1) is power stable and G (l) is invert­
ible. Let (p : Z+ x U —* U be a non-linearity. Suppose there exist self-adjoint 
P  G 3B(U), invertible Q G @(U) with QG(1) =  [QG(1)]* > 0 such that, (4.52) 
and (4.131) hold. Let (x,u) be a solution of (6.29). Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 6.2.6 hold.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6.2.11 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2.6, 
but in this case an application of Theorem 4.3.6 to (6.31) is required. □
6.3 Low-gain integral control of discrete-tim e  
state-space system s subject to  input/ou tp ut  
non-linearities
In this section we present ‘state-space’ versions of the results in Chapter 5. We 
assume throughout this section that U =  R. Let <p : R —► R be a static non- 
linearity, |5 ,fcG R  and d be an external disturbance. Consider the discrete-time
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system (6 .1), with input non-linearity v = p o u  in feedback interconnection with 
the integrator A u =  k(pd — d — w), that is,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) +  B(p  o u)(n), x(0) = x° E X ,  (6.32a)
u(n +  1) =  u(n) +  k(p — d(n) — Cx(n) — D(p o u)(n)), u(0) =  u° E R.
(6.32b)
Then it is clear by (6.32b) that
u =  u°d +  kJ{p& — d — Cx — D(p o u)). (6.33)
We now have the following lemma.
Lem m a 6.3.1. Define g E F(Z+,R) by g(n) := CAnx° for all n E Z+. Then for 
u given by (6.32b),
u =  iPfi +  kJ(p$ — (g -1- d +  G(p o it))). (6.34)
Proof. With g(n) := CAnx° we have by (6 .2) and (6.3),
Cx(n) -I- D(p  o u)(n)
_  f CAnx° +  YZjZo CA^n~^~j B(p  o u)(j) 4- D(p  o u)(n), n > 1,
I^Ca;0 +  D(p o it)(0), n = 0,
=  CAnx° +  (G(p o u))(n)
= g(n) +  (G(pou))(n), V nG  Z+.
Therefore by (6.33),
Jn° +  fc Z]Zo\P ~ (9(j) +  d(j) +  (G(p o u))(j% n > 1 ,
~  n  =  0,
or equivalently, (6.34) holds. E
T heorem  6.3.2. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A) and 
G (l) > 0. Let tp : R —► R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing.
Suppose that d = d\ + with Jd\ G ra2(Z+,R) and d2 £ R. Let p G R, assume
that (p — d2) /G (l)  G imp and let (x ,u ) be the unique solution of (6.32). Under 
these conditions the following statements hold.
1. Assume that p  — p(0) £ 5?(a,) for some a G (0,00). Then there exists a 
constant k* G (0,00) (depending on G, p  and p) such that for all k G (0, k*), 
the limits limn_ 00 x(n) =: x°° and limn_,.oo u(n) =: u°° exist and satisfy
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x°° = i(p -  d2)/G {l)){I -  A)~lB  and <p(u°°) = ( p -  d2)/G (l) ,
e =  A u /k  G l2(Z+,M) and ^ o u - ^ ( u ° ° )  e  |2(Z+,R).
In particular, limn_>00 e(n) =  0.
2. Assume that <p is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant A >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1 are valid with k* =  l/\Xfj(G)\, 
where fj{G) is given by (5.2).
Proof. By Lemma 6.3.1, u satisfies
u — ii°$ +  kJ{fyd — (g +  d +  G(p o it))). (6.35)
where g{n) := CAnx°.
Proof of Statement 1: In order to apply Theorem 5.1.2 to (6.35), we need to 
verify the relevant assumptions. It is clear (see Remark 6.2.2) that G satisfies 
assumption (A'). By an argument identical to that in the proof of Theorem 6.2.5, 
the function n (Jg){n) is in m2(Z+,R).
An application of Theorem 5.1.2 shows that there exists k* > 0 (not depending 
on x° and u°) such that if k G (0 , k*) then lim^oo u(n) =: u°° exists and satisfies 
<p(u°°) = (p — d2)/G (  1), e € l2(Z+,M) and (pou — p(u°°) G l2{Z+,R). For 
the rest of the proof of statement 1, let fc G (0, k*). To prove the remaining 
assertions in statement 1, let tip GR be such that p(up) =  (p — d2)/G (l).  Define 
z(-) := x(*) — x°° and u(-) := u(-) — up and set
<p(0 :=  v i t  +  uP) ~ v{up), V ^ G R .
Noting that
B{jp o v){n) =  Bp{v +  up)(n) — Bp(up) = B((p o u)(n) — B(p — d2) /G { l ), 
and
z{n +  1) — Az{n) =  x(n +  1) — Ax{n) — [I 
it follows easily from (6.32a) that
z{n +  1) =  Az(n) +  B{(p o v)(n).
Since,
<pov = p o u  — <p(up) =  p o u  — (p{u°°) G l2(Z+,R),
it follows from Lemma 6.1.5 applied to (6.36) that lim^oo ||^(n)|| =  0 showing 




Proof of Statement 2: It follows immediately from Theorem 5.1.2 and the proof of 
statement 1, that the conclusions of statement 1 are valid with k* =  l/\Xfj(G)\.
□
We now consider the discrete-time system (6.1) with input non-linearity (pou in 
feedback interconnection with the integrator
z(n -f  1) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D(p  o u)(n), z(0) =  z° G R, 
u(n) =  z(n) — Cx(n) — D(p  o u)(n),
where 2 denotes the integrator state. Equivalently,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) -1- B(p  o u)(n), rr(0) =  x° G X,  (6.37a)
z(n  +  1) =  z(n) + k(p — d(n) — Cx(n) — D(p o u)(n)), z(0) =  z° G R,
(6.37b)
u(n) = z(n) +  k(p — d(n) — Cx(n) — D((p o u)(n)), u(0) =  u° G R.
(6.37c)
Theorem  6.3.3. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A) and 
G (l) > 0. Let p  : M —► R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. 
Suppose that d = d\ -\-d2 d with Jodi G m2(Z+,R) and dz G R. Let p G R, assume 
that (p — c y /G ( l)  G im</? and let (x ,u ) be a solution of (6.37). Under these 
conditions the following statements hold.
1. Assume that p  — p(0) G «5 (^a) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists a 
constant k* G (0,00] (depending on G, p  and p) such that for all k G (0, k*), 
the limits lim^oo x(n) =: x°° and limn_>00 u(n) =: u°° exist and satisfy 
x°° = ( ( p - d 2) /G ( l) ) (7 -A )_1B and piu°°) =  ( p - d 2) /G (l), respectively,
e =  y ( A 0u — z06) G l2(Z+,R) and p  o u — p(u°°) G Z2(Z+,R). 
k
In particular, limn—oo e(n) =  0. I f  f j 0(G) = 0 (where f j 0{G) is given by 
(5.12)), then the above conclusions are valid with k* = 0 0 .
2. Assume that p  is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant X >
0 . Then the conclusions of statement 1 are valid with k* =  1/|Af j 0(G)\ 
(where 1 /0  := 00).
3. Under the assumption that f j 0(G) > 0, the conclusions of statement 1 are 
valid with k* = 0 0 .
P roof. The proof of statements 1 and 2 of Theorem 6.3.3 follow in a similar way 
to the proof of Theorem 6.3.2 but in this case an application of Theorem 5.1.4 is 
required.
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Proof of Statement 3: Statement 3 follows from statement 3 of Theorem 5 .1.4 
and arguments similar to those in the proof of statement 1. □
We now consider a discrete-time system with input and output non-linearities. 
Let ip : R —► M and if : R —► R be static input and output non-linearities, 
respectively, let p G R, k : Z+ —► R be a time-varying gain, d an external 
disturbance, and consider the discrete-time system (6 .1), with input non-linearity 
v = ip o u in feedback interconnection with the integrator Au =  k{p& — d — y) 
(where y = if ow), that is,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax{n) +  B{<p o it)(n), z(0) =  x° G X,
u(n +  1) =  u(n) +  n{n){p — d(n) — {if o {Cx -I- D(<p o it))(n))),
it(0) =  it0 G R.
Then it is clear by iterating (6.38a) that
it =  +  J{k{p& — d — ifo  {Cx -I- D{<p o it)))).
We define the tracking error e{n) := p — d{n) — y{n) for all n E Z+.
T heorem  6.3.4. Assume that system (6.1) is strongly stable, 1 G res(A), and 
G (l) > 0. Let ip : R —> R and if : R —*■ R be non-decreasing and globally 
Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants X\ > 0 and X2 > 0. Suppose that 
d =  di + d2'd with dx G Z1(Z+,R), d2 G M and n i-> e  2^(^+>^)^
p — d2 G &{G, ip, if) and « : Z+ —^ R is bounded and non-negative with
lim sup n{n) < l / \X i \2fo,j{G)\t
n—+00
where fo,j{G) is given by (5.19). Let {x,u) be the unique solution of (6.38). Then 
the following statements hold.
1. The limit {ip o u)°° := limn_,oo <p{u{ri)) exists and is finite, A{ip o u) G 
Z2(Z+, R) and limn-^oo x{n) = {I — A)~lB{ip o it)00.
2. I f  k $. P{Z+,R), then limn^oo(d(n) +  {if o y){n)) = p, or equivalently,
lim e(n) =  0 .n—♦ 00
3. I f  p — d2 is an interior point of 3%{G,ip,if), then it is bounded.
Proof. Let {x,u) be the unique solution of (6.38). Using (6.39), and invoking
(6.2) and (6.3), a routine calculation, using arguments similar to those used to 
prove Lemma 6.3.1, shows that for it given by (6.38b),





where g(n) := CAnx°. In order to apply Theorem 5 .2.2 to (6.40), we need to 
verify the relevant assumptions. It is clear (see Remark 6.2.2) that G satisfies 
assumption (A). By (6.5),
/  oo \  1/2
( ^ i i c A V ’i n
\  j =o /
for some (3 > 0, hence g E l2{Z+,R). Statements 2 and 3 now follow immediately 
from the application of Theorem 5.2.2 to (6.40). It remains to show statement 
1 holds. Again applying Theorem 5.2.2 to (6.40), we immediately obtain that 
(ipou)°° := lim^oo <p(u(n)) exists and is finite and A(tpou) E l2(Z+,R). It then 
follows from Lemma 6.1.6 that lim^oo x(n) =  (I — A)- 1B(y? o u)°°. □
R em ark  6.3.5. Note that it is also possible to obtain a state-space version of 
Theorem 5.2.4 under similar assumptions to those in Theorem 6.3.4. O
6.4 N otes and references
The (non-trivial) example of a strongly stable discrete-time system which is not 
a power stable system (see Example 6.1.3), is new. Lemmas 6.1.5, 6.1.6 and 
6.1.7, which give asymptotic properties of the state x, are new for discrete-time 
systems but analogous results for continuous-time systems are well-known. The 
results in §6.2 give state-space versions of the absolute stability theory developed 
in Chapter 4. We remark that the absolute stability results in Chapter 4 which 
assume a strict positive real condition (that is, e > 0 ) apply to strongly stable 
state-space systems with 1 E res(A), whereas, those absolute stability results in 
Chapter 4 with non-strict positive real condition (that is, e =  0) apply to power 
stable state-space systems. This mimics the continuous-time absolute stability 
theory developed in [9] and [10]; the absolute stability results in [9] being applied 
to strongly stable state-space systems with 0 in the resolvent set of the semigroup 
generator, and the absolute stability results in [10] being applied to exponentially 
stable state-space systems. The results in §6.3 form state-space versions of the 
low-gain integral control results in Chapter 5. The results in §6.3 significantly 
improve on results in the existing literature in the sense that here the underlying 
state-space system is assumed to be strongly stable (a larger class of systems than 
power-stable systems, see Example 6.1.3) whereas, the results in [17], [34], [37] 
and [42] assume that the underlying state-space system is power-stable. Further­
more, note that the results in [17] are obtained in a finite-dimensional setting, the 
results in [34] and [37] do not allow for output non- linearities, and the results 
in [42] do not consider any non-linearities. The absolute stability results with 
non-strict positive real condition, together with the results in §6.2 and Example 
6.1.3, form the basis of §4 of [5].
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Chapter 7
Steady-state gains and 




In this chapter we begin by discussing transfer functions of bounded linear shift- 
invariant operators on L2(R+, U). We next introduce the concepts of asymptotic 
steady-state gain, L2-steady-state gain and step error in continuous time. Analo­
gous concepts in discrete time were introduced in Chapter 3. Next we introduce 
the ideal sampling, generalised sampling and zero-order hold operators and state 
basic boundedness properties of each operator. Finally, under a mild assumption 
on the continuous-time system it is shown that the existence of the (continuous­
time) L2-steady-state gain implies the existence of the Z2-steady-state gain of the 
sample-hold discretisation. Moreover, (under a further natural assumption in the 
case of sample-hold discretisation with generalised sampling) we see that these 
two gains coincide.
7.1 Transfer functions of continuous-tim e oper­
ators
Recall that X  denotes a Banach space, U denotes a Hilbert space and for q G I ,  
we have Ca := {s G C | Re s > a).
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Definition. Let f  : Co —* X  be holomorphic. Setting
/  r°o  \  1 /2
H 2 := ( sup / \\f(x +  iy)\\2 dy )
\  *>0 J —oo J
and
||/||h«> := sup 11/ ( 2)11,
z€C0
the Hardy-Lebesgue spaces H 2(C0, X )  and /f°°(C0, X )  are defined to consist of 
all /  for which ||/ ||tf2 < 0 0  and <  0 0 ,  respectively.
Let /  G H 2(Co, U).  Then /  has boundary values f*(iy) := limx_>0+ /(® +  *2/) at 
almost all points y G R (see [50], Theorem B, p. 85). Moreover, f* G L 2( i R , U )  
and | | / * | |L2 =  II/H//2.
T heorem  7.1.1 (Paley-W iener). Let f  G H 2( Co , U) .  Then, there exists g G 
L2(R+,U) such that S£g =  /  and W/Wh2 = \/27r||fli|z,2-
Let G c G ^ ( L 2(R+, U))  be shift-invariant. As is well known (see, for example, 
[64], Theorem 2.3), G c has a transfer function Gc G H ° ° ( C o , & ( U ) )  in the sense 
that
(J2?(Gcti))(s) =  Gc(s)(J8f(ti))(s), V u g  L 2( R + , U) ,  s g C0.
By shift-invariance, G c is causal, and therefore G c extends to a shift-invariant op­
erator from L 2oc( R+, U)  into itself. We shall use the same symbol G c to denote the 
original operator on L2(R+, U)  and its shift-invariant extension to L2oc(R+, U).
7.2 Continuous-tim e steady-state gains and step  
error
Let Gc G 38{L2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant.
Definition. If there exists an operator Tc G &(U) such that
lim(Gc0 U ))W  =  r c£, v^GC/ ,
t—* 00
then we say that r c is the asymptotic steady-state gain of Gc. Moreover, if there 
exists an operator Tc G &(U) such that
GC( M )  -  0 cr*e € 1 ^ , 1 0 , v ?  € u ,
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then Tc is said to be the L2-steady-state gain of Gc. If the asymptotic steady-state 
gain or the Z,2-steady-state gain of Gc exist, then, for f  E U, the function
° c  •— G c { $ c £ )  — t i c k 'd
is said to be the step error associated with £.
The asymptotic steady-state gain and the L2-steady-state gain may or may not 
exist. In contrast to the discrete-time case (see Chapter 3), the existence of one 
does not imply the existence of the other. Trivially, if they both exist, then they 
coincide. If Tc is the L2-steady-state gain of Gc, then it is not guaranteed that 
cri(t) —► 0 as t —► oo. However, since cr£ E L2(M+, [/), it follows from Proposition 
2.1.13 that cri(t) converges to 0 in measure as t —► oo in the sense that, for every 
£ >  0 ,
m ( { t > T  : ||a |(t)|| > e}) = 0 ,  
where m  denotes the Lebesgue measure.
Of course, under the additonal assumption that Gc is the input-output operator 
of a finite-dimensional state-space system (i.e., Gc is rational), the asymptotic 
steady-state gain and the L2-steady-state gain exist and are given by G c(0); 
furthermore, there exist M  > 0 and a  < 0 such that ||cr|(^)|| < Me^W^W for all 
t E R+ and for all £ E U = Rm.
We introduce the following assumption on the transfer function G c of Gc.
(A c) There exists Tc E 3§{U) such that
lim sup
8—►OjflGCo
< o o .  (7.1)
R em ark  7.2.1. If Gc extends analytically into a neighbourhood of 0 (which in 
particular is the case if Gc E & (L2a(R+, U)) for some a < 0 ), then (Ac) holds with 
Tc =  G c(0). Furthermore, if G c is the transfer function of a strongly stable well- 
posed state-space system (see Lemma 9.1.6 for more details) with the additional 
property that 0 is in the resolvent set of the semigroup generator (which is trivially 
true for exponentially stable well-posed systems), then (Ac) holds. O
Note that if G c satisfies assumption (Ac), then it follows easily from Theorem 
7 .1.1 that there exists a constant 7  > 0 such that
< -rllCII, V { € P ,
showing that the operator £ c : £ 1—► is in ^(C7, L2(R+, U)). In particular, if 
assumption (Ac) holds, then Tc is the L2-steady-state gain of Gc. Using Remark
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7.2.1, it can be easily shown that, if Gc G ^ ( L 2 (R+, [/)) for some a. < 0, then 
Z c e@ (U ,L 2Q(R+,U)).
The next result gives a time-domain characterization of assumption (Ac).
Lem m a 7.2.2. Let Gc G «^(L2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant with transfer function 
G c and let Tc G &(U). Then (7.1) holds (i.e., Gc satisfies assumption (Ac)) if 
and only if Gc^  — Tc^  G «^(L2(R+, U)).
Proof. (=*►) Suppose that Gc satisfies assumption (Ac). Consider the operator 
Gc^  — YCJ .  By shift-invariance of Gc and ^  it follows that Gc<? — is 
shift-invariant and its transfer function is given by
(Gc(s) — Tc)/s, s G Co-
From assumption (Ac) and the fact that G c G H°°(Co,&(U))} we conclude that, 
s i—► (Gc(s) -  r c)/s  G H°°(Co, @(U)) and so GCJ  -  G ^ ( L 2(R+, U)).
(<S=) Suppose GCJ  — YCJ  G ^ ( L 2(R+, [/)). As before, since Gc and are shift- 
invariant, it follows that GCJ —Tcy  is shift-invariant. Consequently, Gc^ —Tc 
has a H°°(Co,&(U)) transfer function. Since this transfer function is given by
(Gc(s) — r c) / s, s G Co,
it follows that assumption (Ac) holds. □
We emphasize that assumption (Ac) does not guarantee that Tc is the asymptotic 
steady-state gain of Gc (or, equivalently, that cr£(t) —> 0 as t —► oo for every 
£ G U). However, the following result holds.
P roposition  7.2.3. Let Gc G «^(L2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant with transfer 
function G c. I f  assumption (Ac) holds and if limt_>00(Gcii)(t) =  0 for all u G 
C°°(R+,U) with compact support, then
lim (t) = 0, V£ G U .
t —*oo
Proof. Let £ G U be arbitrary. Choose $ i in C°°(R+,R) such that
0i(O) = O, i?i(t) = 1, Vt > 1.
Moreover, define i?2 := $c ~~ $i* Setting Hc := Gc<# — Tc^ ,  we have that 
Gc(#cO = Gc(#if) + Gc(tf2£) = Hc(tii£) +  +  Gc(tf2£) •
Obviously, # 2 is in C°°(R+,R) and has compact support. Therefore, by hypoth­
esis, limt_>oo(G!c(i?20)(^) =  Hence, by choice of $ 1,
lim 0M *)rc£ +  (GC(0 2 0 )W) =  T c t .t—»00
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Therefore it remains to show that
(7.2)
It follows from assumption (Ac) and Lemma 7.2.2 that Hc G & (L2(R+, U)). 
Clearly, $ 1  G L2(R+,R) and so
Combining this with (7.3), we conclude from Proposition 2.1.14 that (7.2) holds.
□
Furthermore, we have the following result on the behaviour of Gcu for converging 
inputs u.
P roposition  7.2.4. LetGc G & (L2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion Gc. Assume that (Ac) is satisfied.
(a) I f  u G Z/2oc(R+, U) is such that u°° := lim^oo^W  exists and u — ficU00 G
L2(R+, U), then Gcu -  ticYcu°° G L2{R+, U).
( b )  Assume that Gc has the additional property that l im t _ +00( G cu ) ( t )  =  0  for all 
u G C°°(R+,U) with compact support. I f  u G W££(R+,U) is such that u G
L2(R+,[/) and u°° := l i m t^ o o u ( t )  exists, then l i m t_»oo(6rct i ) ( £ )  =  r cu°°.
Proof, (a) Note that,
Since by assumption Gc G 38(L2(R+, U)) and u—ficU00 G Z/2(R+, U) it follows that 
Gc(u — ticu°°) G L2(R+, U). Furthermore, since assumption (Ac) holds, Tc is the 
L2-steady-state gain of Gc and so Gc'dcu°° — 'd j'cu°° G L2(R+, U). Consequently, 
it follows from (7.4) that Gcu — tfcr cu°° G L2(R+, U).
(b) Setting Hc := Gc*f — Ycy ,  it follows that,
Hcu =  Gcu -  Tcu — (Gcticu(0) -  r ctfcu(0)) =  Gcu — Tcu -  a (7.5)
It follows from assumption (Ac) and Lemma 7.2.2 that Hc G 38(L2(R+,U)). By 
assumption u G L2(R+, U) and so
Hc( ^ ) e L 2(R+,u). (7.3)
By shift-invariance, Gc commutes with J^, and so
= GC( M )  -  € L2(M+) U ).
Hcii e  L2(R+,U). (7.6)
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By shift-invariance Gc commutes with y ,  and so
j t (Hu) = Gcu -  r cu 6  L2(K+, U). (7.7)
Combining (7.6) and (7.7), we see from Proposition 2.1.14 that limi_>00(i/u)(t) =
0 . Consequently, it follows from (7.5) that
lim {(Gcu)(t) -  Tcu(t) -  a f 0)(t)) =  0 . (7 .8)t—>oo
Invoking Proposition 7.2.3 with £ =  tt(0) we see that limt^ooO-c^^t) =  0 and so, 
from (7.8) we have
lim (Gcu)(t) =  lim Tcu(t) =  Tcu°°.t—*oo t—* oo
□
7.3 Hold and sample operators
We begin this section by introducing the notion of a hold operator, an ideal 
sampling operator and a generalised sampling operator. Let r  > 0 denote the 
sampling period.
D efinition. The hold operator T t : F(Z+, U) —» L12oc(M+, U) is given by
{Hu)(t) := u(n), t € [nr, (n +  l)r).
The operator 7i is also known as zero-order hold. We define the ideal-sampling 
operator, Si  : ^(1^+, U) —► F(Z+, U) by
(5jj/)(n) := y(nr), V n G Z+.
For a given function w G L2(0,r) (said to be the weighting function) with the 
property
w(s) > 0, a.e. s G [0,r], 
the generalised sampling operator S  : L2oc(M+, U) —► ^(2+ , t/) is defined by
(S )( ) -= / ° ’ if n =  0,
^ U 1  fo w (s )y( (n — !)r  +  s) , if n > 1.
Remeirk 7.3.1. It is also possible to define a generalised sampling operator
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S i l Z c f r + , U ) - * F ( Z + , U ) b y
(Sy)(ri) := / w(s)y(nr + s)ds, V n E  Z+.J o
We note that all the results in this chapter remain true if S  is replaced by S. 
However, if generalised sampler S  is used in sampled-data control (see Figure 
7.1), then the output of the discrete-time controller K  (a causal operator from 
F{Z+, U) into itself) is given by the sequence K (S(y))} where y is the continuous­
time plant output. In combination with zero-order hold this leads to a continuous­
time control signal u of the form
u = f  + H K {S y ) t
for some given /  G L2oc(R+, U). To compute u(t) for t G [nr, ( n+l ) r ) ,  knowledge 
of (K(Sy))(n ) is required at time t =  nr. However, whilst (Sy)(n) is available at 
time t = (n 4 - l)r , it is not known at time t =  nr. Therefore (K(Sy))(n) should 
only depend on (Sy)(j) for 0 < j  < n — 1, but not on (Sy)(n ). We conclude 
that K  needs to be strictly causal for the sampled-data system to be well-defined. 
With generalised sampler given by <S, the assumption of strict causality of the 
discrete-time controller K  is not required. O
Figure 7.1: Sampled-data feedback system
P roposition  7.3.2. Let a  G l  and set (3 := eaT. Then the hold and sampling 
operators have the following properties:
( i ) H e @ ( l 2p ( Z + , U ) , L 2a ( R + , U) ) ;  
(ii ) S e a ( L l ( R +1U ) t $ ( Z + , U) ) ;
(iii) 5 / G ^ ( W ^ 2(R+,U), l2(Z+,U)).
Proof, (i) The linearity of H  is clear from the definition of H. Let a  G R  and 
set (3 := eaT. Let u G lp(Z+,U). First note that,
\\(7iu)(t)e~at\\2 = ||u(n)e_a<||2, V t G [nr, (n +  l)r).
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Using the estimate e “* <  el“,Te_anT for all t €  [tit,  (n  +  l)r) , we obtain 
||(Wu)(t)e- a,,||2 <  e2l“lT||u(n)e- tmT||2 =  e2^ r \\u {n )rnf , V t e  [nr, (n + l)r) . 
Hence it follows that
roooo
/  \\{'Hu){t)e~at\\i dt < Te2|“|T £  ll“ (j)^_Jll
Jo j - o
and so, ||Wu|Uj <  V7 el“lT||«||,2 and H  6  ^ ( l |( Z +,U ),L 2 (R+,f/)).
(ii) Linearity of S  is clear by the definition of S. Let y G L2 (R+,£/) and set 
:= e“T. For n > 1,
||(5»)(n)/r» || = ^ J  w(s)y((n — 1 ) r  +  s) ds^ e anT 
^ J  w(s)y((n — l ) r  +  s) ds^ e-a n^_l)re-ar
< e ^ T|  J  w(s)y((n — 1 ) r  +  s)e a^n 1)T+S) ds
< el<*k f  \\w(s)y((n — l ) r  +  s)e °^n 1^T+S^ ||ds
Jo
< e|a|T|kllLa(o,r )^  ||j /( (n -  l ) r  +  s)e“Q((n_1)T+s)||2 ds^
0/*nr \  1/2||j/(s)e-“a||2 d s)(n-l)T /
where, the first inequality follows from the estimate e~aT < e ^ Te~as, for all 
s G [0,t] and the third inequality follows from the fact that w G L2(0, r), y G
L2 (R+,C/) and Holder’s inequality. Hence it follows that
oo oo
£  ||(<Sj/)(n) / r l 2 =  £  l l ( S ! / ) ( n ) r l2
71=0 71=1
° °  /»7ir
< e>o|T|M ll»(0,T)£  /  ||y(s)e-a>||2ds
^  V ( n - l ) r  
poo
= e|o,|T|M |i2(o,T) /  ||y(s)e-aa||2 ds.
Jo
Consequently,
ll<S»||i> < e *
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and we see that S  G «^(L2 (R+, U), lp(Z+, U)).
(iii) Let /  G W 1,2(R+, U). We define an extension g of /  in the following way,
s W : =  ( / « .  * > 0 ,
K t  < 0.
Then g is an even function, g G W 1>2(R,U) and ||0 ||w1.2(r,c/) =  ^\\f\\w1<2(R+,u)- 
Applying Proposition 2.1 of [30] (with s =  1 in the notation of [30]), we deduce 
that
\\Sig\\i2(z,u) < 7lbllw1.2(R,t/), (7.9)
for some 7  > 0. Since g is even, Sig  is even and WSigWp^u) =  2 ||«Sj/||/2(Z)C/). 
Consequently, it follows from (7.9) that
| | S / / | | i 2(Z+ ,t/) <  7 | | / | | W 1>2(R+,[7)j
that is, <S7 G & (W 1,2(R+, U),l2(Z+, U)). □
Where appropriate, we shall impose the following assumption on the shift-invariant 
operator Gc G 38{L2(\R+, U)).
(Be)
lim (Gcv)(t) =  0, V v G PC(R+, U) H L2(R+, U) with v(t) —> 0 as t —> 00 .
t—* 00
(7.10)
It will be explicitly stated when we assume assumption (Bc) holds.
R em ark  7.3.3. If U — Rm for some m  G N, a sufficient condition for assumption 
(Bc) to hold is that the convolution kernel of Gc is a Rmxm-valued Borel measure 
on R+ (see, for example, [21], Theorem 6.1 part (ii), p. 96). O
We require the following notation. Recall that r  > 0 denotes the sampling period. 
Suppose that t G R+. Then t G [ntr, (nt -I- l)r) , where
nt := [t/r\ (7.11)
is the integer part of t / r ,  that is, the greatest integer m  such that m < t / r .
We have the following result on the behaviour of GcHv for converging sequences 
v.
P roposition  7.3.4. Let Gc € & (L2( R+, U)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion Gc satisfying assumption (Ac). I f v E  F(Z+, U) is such that A v  G l2(Z+, U) 
and v°° := lim^oo v(n) exists, then
GcHv  =  kc 1 +  kc 2  
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with lim^oo kci(t) = Tcv°° and kc2 6  L2(M+,C/). I f  additionally (Bc) holds then, 
lim^—►00 kr2  (tj — 0 and
lim(Gc(W«))(t) =  r ci>“ .t—>oo
Proof. Note that for all t G R+
(✓(W(At;)))(t) =  r(J(Av))(n t) + ( t -  ntr)(H(Av))(t)  
= rv(nt -  1) -  t0 c(£)i/(0) +  (t -  ntr)(H(Av))(t)
= r(Hv)(t) -  r$c(t)v(0) +  (t -  ntT)(H{Av))(t), (7.12)
where nt is given by (7.11). Set hc(t) := (t — ntr)(H(Av))(t)  for all t G R+.
Using (7.12) it follows that, for t G M+,
(Gc(J?(H(Av))))(t) = r(Gc(Hv))(t) -  r(Gc(0cv(Q))){t) +  (Gchc)(t). (7.13)
Setting i7c := Gcy  — it follows from (7.12) and (7.13), with rearrangement, 
that
Gc(Hv) = - H C(H( Av)) + - V chc +  TcHv
T T
+Gc(#cv(0 )) -  I> (0 )# c -  - G ehc. (7.14)
T
With
kcl := - H c(H(Av)) + - V chc + TcHv
T T
and
'•= Gc( ^ ( 0 ) )  -  r cv(0)^c  Gchc,
T
it is clear from (7.14) that Gc(Hv) =  fcci +  k#. We claim that
lim &ci(t) =  I>°°. (7.15)t—* oo
To this end note that since A v  G l2(Z+, U), it follows that H(Av)  G L2(R+, U) 
and (H(Av))(t) —> 0 as £ —>• oo. Noting that the function
1 1—► £ — 7i*T =  £ — t [ £ / t J , £ G E+
is bounded (it takes values in [0, r)), it follows that hc G L2(R+, U) and moreover,
lim hc(t) = 0. (7-16)t—+ oo
It follows from assumption (Ac) and Lemma 7.2.2 that Hc G & (L2(R+,U)) and 
so HC(H(Av)) G L2(R+,U). Furthermore, the derivative of Hc(H(Av)), namely
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GcHAv — r cHAv,  is in L2(R+, U) and we deduce that
hm (Hc(H(Av)))(t) =  0 . (7.17)
Combining (7.16), (7.17) with the fact that v°° limn_toou(n) exists, it fol­
lows that (7.15) holds. It remains to show that k& G L2(R+,U). Since Gc G 
& (L2(R+,U)) and hc £ L2{R+,U) it is clear that Gchc G L2(R+iU). Further­
more,
Gc{#cv(0)) -  l > ( 0)tfc =
and, by assumption (Ac), G L2(R+,U). Consequently, fcc2 G L2(R+iU). If 
additionally (Bc) holds, replacing £ by v(0) in Proposition 7.2.3, it follows that
lim avc{0)(t) = lim [(Gc(tfct;(0)))(f) -  l> (0 )tfc(t)] =  0. (7.18)
I—►OO I—+oo
Using (7.16) and the fact that hc G PC(R+, U) fl L2(R+, U), we obtain
\im (Gchc)(t) = 0 .
t —*oo
Consequently, it is clear that given (Bc) holds, lim^oo kc2(t) =  0 and 
lim(<jc(7ft;))(£) =  lim kc\(t) =  r cu°°.
t—* oo t —>oo
□
7.4 Sample-hold discretisations
Sample-hold discretisation with generalised sampling
Let Gc G 38(L2{R+,U)) be shift-invariant and let u G L2(R+,U). Due to the 
potential irregularity of Gcu, ideal sampling of Gcu is meaningless. Therefore we 
consider generalised sampling of Gcu. The sample-hold discretisation G of Gc is 
defined by
G := SG CH. (7.19)
P roposition  7.4.1. Let Gc £ ^ ( L 2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant. Then forG  given 
by (7.19), G G &(l2(li+,U)) and is shift-invariant.
Proof. Boundedness and linearity of G follow immediately from Proposition
7.3.2. Let u G /2(Z+, U). To see that G is shift-invariant we must show that
(SGu)(n) =  (GSu)(n), V n G Z+.
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We consider the following cases.
CASE 1: n — 0. It is clear by the definition of S and G that
0 =  ((SG)u)(0) =  ((GS)u)(0 ).
CASE 2 : n =  1. First note that
(S(Git))(l) =  (Gu)(0) =  (S(GcHu))( 0) =  0 .
By definition of G,
(G(Su))(l) = (  w(s)(GcHSu)(s) ds.
Jo
Noting that
(7YSu)(s) = (Sw)(0) =  0, V s G [0,t),
it follows from causality of Gc that (GcHSu)(s) = 0 for all s G [0,r). Hence we 
see that (SGit)(l) =  (GSu)(l) =  0 .
CASE 3: n > 2 . We note that
(S(Gu))(n) =  (Gu)(n — 1) =  f  w(s)(Gc/Hu)((n — 2)r  +  s) ds
Jo
=  j  w(s)(STGc'Hu)((n — 1 ) t  +  s) d s .
Jo
Consequently, by shift-invariance of Gc it follows that
(S(Gu))(n) =  f w(s)(GcST7iu)((n — 1 )r +  s) ds.
Jo
Noting that
(G(Su))(n) =  f w(s)(Gc'HSu)((n — 1 )r  +  s) ds,
Jo
it remains to show that CcST?^ =  GcHS. Let t > r. Then t G [n^r, (nt +  1 ) r ) ,  
where nt > 1 is given by (7.11). By definition of H, S and ST,
(HSu)(t) = (Su)(nt) =  u(nt — 1),
and
(STHu)(t) =  (Hu)(t -  t ) = u(nt — 1).
So we have that
(STHu)(t) = (HSu)(t), V i > r .
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Furthermore, if t E [0, r), then
(STWii)(t) =  0 =  (WSii)(t).
Consequently,
(STUu) {t) =  (WSu) (i), V t E R+
and so we see that
(Gc(STHu))(t) =  (Ge(HSu))(t), V t E R+.
Hence ((SG)it)(n) =  ((GS)ii)(n) for all u E J2(Z+, U ),n  E Z+ and we see that 
is shift-invariant.
We require some preliminary results.
Lem m a 7.4.2. J H - t H J q  E ^ 2(Z+,C/),L2(R+,C7)).
Proof. Let £ E R+ and u E /2(Z+, C/). Then by definition of
rn tT p t
(J~Lu))(t) =  / (Hu)(s) ds+  (Hu)(s) ds = r{Ju){nt) +  (t — ntT)u(nt)
-  rH J0)u)(t)|| =  ||r(Ju)(nt) +  (t -  ntr)u(nt) -  r(JQu)(nt)\\
and
(H(Jou))(t) = (J0u)(nt) 
where nt is given by (7.11). Hence it follows that
=  || (t -  ntr)u{nt) -  ru(nt) ||
< (t -  ntT)\ \u{nt )\\ +  r||u(nt)||
<  2 r ||i i(n t) ||} V t E R+. (7.20)
By (7.20)
Hence it follows that
| \ ( S H  -  t H J 0) u \\L2 < 2r3/2||u||,a
and we see that ^ 'H  — tHJo 6  3S(l2(Z+, U), L2(R+, U)). 




Proof. Let u G l2(Z+, U). We shall show that
w (s)  ds ) (Su)(n) =  (SHu){n) V n G Z+.
ro
CASE 1: n =  0 .
Clearly (<S(?frz))(0) =  0 by the definition of S  and also ( f j  w(s) ds)(Sit)(0 ) =  0 
by definition of S.
CASE 2 : n  > 1.
We have
(<S(7Yit))(n) =  f  w(s)(7iu)((n — l ) r s )  ds. (7.21)
Jo
Consider (Hu)((n — 1 ) r  +  s) where 0 < s < r. Set t =  (n — l ) r  +  s. Then
t G [(n — l)r , nr) and by definition of H f
(Hu)(t) = u(n — 1).
Hence from (7.21) we see that
(S(7iu))(n) = J  w(s)u(n — 1) ds =  ^ J  w(s) ds^ju(n — 1)
== ( J  (^ u)(n)
which shows ( f j  w(s) ds)S =  SH. □
The following result is the key result of this subsection and shows that if assump­
tion (Ac) holds for Gc, then G given by (7.19) satisfies assumption (A).
T heorem  7.4.4. Let Gc € 38{L2(R+, U)) be shift-invariant and suppose that 
G G & (l2(Z+,U)) is given by (7.19). I f  the transfer function G c of Gc satisfies 
assumption (Ac), then the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption (A) with 
r  =  ( / ;  w(s) ds) r c.
R em ark  7.4.5. If additionally
rT
w(s) ds =  1,
Jo
it follows from Theorem 7.4.4 that the L2-steady-state gain of Gc and ^-steady- 
state gain of G coincide. O
P ro o f of Theorem  7.4.4. By Lemma 3.4.2 it is sufficient to show that
GJ0 -  TJ0 G ^(Z2(Z+, U)). (7.22)
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Since (Ac) holds, it follows from Lemma 7.2.2 and Proposition 7.3.2 that
S(Gcy  -  FCJ?)H e @{l2{Z+, U)).
Therefore, (7.22) is equivalent to the claim
g j 0 -  rv0 -  ^ s ( g cs  -  r cs ) H  e  s s ( i2{ z+, u)). (7.23)
Using (7.19) we have,
GJo -  TJ0 -  ^S (G CS  -  r cS ) H
= SGCHJ0 -  r j 0 -  -SGcJH +  -TcSJfH
T  T
= - s g o(tH J0 -  s h )  -  rv0 + - r cs s n .  (7.24)
T T
By Lemma 7.4.2, Proposition 7.3.2 and the fact that Gc E «^(L2(R+, U)), we 
have
-SGc(tHJ0 -  SH) e SS(l\Z+,U)).
T
Combining this with (7.24), we see that, in order to verify (7.23) (and hence
(7.22)), it is sufficient to prove that
- r j 0 +  - V c S S H  € @{l2(Z+, V)). (7.25)
T
To this end note that by Lemma 7.4.3 and the definition of T it follows that, 
- r j 0 +  -TcSSH = —(S(SH -  tHJo)) -  TJ0 + TCSHJ0
T  T
= S ( S H  -  tH J 0)) - T J 0 + ( J o w ( s )  ds) r cS J0 
=  S ( S H  -  THJo)) -  r /. (7.26)
T
Consequently, by Lemma 7.4.2 and Proposition 7.3.2, it follows from (7.26) that
(7.25) holds. E
Sample-hold discretisation with ideal sampling
We assume throughout this subsection that U = Rm for some m E N and the 
operator Gc is given by convolution with a RmXm-valued Borel measure /i on R+,
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that is,
Gcu =  /z * u, V uG  L1oc( R+, Mm). (7.27)
We note that by standard properties of convolution of a measure and an I f  
function (see, for example, [20], p. 271), Gc € 38{If{R+,Rm)) for 1 < p < 
oo. The transfer function Gc G i7°°(Co, Cmxm) of Gc is given by the Laplace 
transform of /x, that is
roo
Gc(s) =  (j£?(/x))(s) =  /  e~atfi(dt), V sG  C0.
Jo
In fact, «^f(/i) is defined and continuous on Co- Therefore Gc extends to a con­
tinuous function on Co- It is clear that Gc has an asymptotic steady-state gain 
r c G R mxm which is given by
r c =  g c(o) =  (jg?o*)(o)) =  /i(R+).
R em ark  7.4.6. The specific example of the measure /x given by
=  ( l  +  t y + e ’ £ e  ( ° ’ 1/ 2) ’
shows that Gc given by (7.27) does in general not have a L2-steady-state gain. 
To see this we observe the following:
(fj, * tfc)(i) -  r ctfc(t) =  + ^ i +£ ds -  r ci?c(t)
— _ I  1 i- -  -  r  
g( l  + t)e 6 C'
Since e G (0,1/2), it follows that
( n b y * z'*CR+-Rm)-
Consequently,
f i * 0 c - r ctic t L 2(m.+,R m) 
for any choice of Tc. O
The sample-hold discretisation G of Gc is now defined by
G := SjGcH. (7.28)
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Let {Ek}kez+ be the family of subsets of R+ given by
Eq •= {0}, Ek := ((k — 1 ) r ,hr], k G N.
The following result shows that G is shift-invariant and G G &(lp{Z+,Rm)), for 
1 < p < oo.
P roposition  7.4.7. Lei Gc be given by (7.27), tu/iere fi is a Rmxm-valued, Borel 
measure on R+. Then the sequence g G F(Z +,RmXm) pzren by
g(k) :=fi(Ek), k G Z+,
is in i1(Z+,R mxm), and moreover, the operator G defined by (7.28) satisfies
Gu = g * u ,  Vti G F(Z+,Rm).
Consequently, G is shift-invariant and G G «^ (Zp(Z+,Rm)) /or 1 < p < oo.
Proof. By direct substitution we have
(Gu)(k) = ((5/Gc«)u)(fc) =  (<3cftu)(fcr)
=  (p * Ttu){kr)
=  f  f j t ( d s ) ( 7 i u ) ( k T  — s )
Jo
= ]C  /  v(ds)u (k -  j )
j=o  
k
= ^ 2 9 i k) u { k - j ) .  
j= o
To see that g G /1(Z+,R mxm), observe that by the finiteness of |p|
OO OO OO -oo
E  ll»(*)ll = E  ll/*(*WII £ E  M(*W = / M(*) £ IH(K+) < »•
fc=0 fc=0 fc=0 0
Hence with u G Zp(Z+,Rm) for 1 < p < oo, it follows that,
\ \ G u \\ip =  | | ^ * M | | i P  <
and we see that (7 G <^ (Zp(Z+,R m)). □
Note that by Proposition 7.4.7 the convolution kernel of G is summable, that 
is Gu = g * u, where g G Z1(Z+,Rmxm). Consequently, the transfer function
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G G i7°°(Ei,Cmxm) is given by
oo
G(z) =  (&(g))(z) = ^ 2 g (n )z  n, V 2 6  Ei.
n=0
In fact 2?(g) is defined on and continuous on E^ Therefore, G extends to a 
continuous function on E i. It is clear that G has an asymptotic steady-state gain 
r  which is given by
The following result is the ideal sampling counterpart of Theorem 7.4.4 and shows 
that if assumption (Ac) holds for Gc given by (7.27), then G given by (7.28) 
satisfies assumption (A).
T heorem  7.4.9. Let Gc be given by (7.27), where \i is a W71*™-valued Borel 
measure on R+, and let G be given by (7.28). I f the transfer function Gc of Gc 
satisfies assumption (Ac), then the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption 
(A) and T =  G (l) =  G c(0) =  Tc.
R em ark  7.4.10. It follows from Theorem 7.4.9 that the L2-steady-state gain of 
Gc and J2-steady-state gain of G coincide. O
P ro o f of Theorem  7.4.9. By Lemma 3.4.2 it is sufficient to show that
00
r =  G (i) =  (* (* ))(!)  =  £ * ( » ) .
n=0
Similar to the continuous-time case (see Remark 7.4.6), G does in general not 
have a /2-steady-state gain.
We require the following preliminary result.
Lem m a 7.4.8. (1/t )Si ^ H  = J.
Proof. Let u G F(Z +,R m). Then,
p n r
( 5 / ( c / ( W w ) ) ) ( n )  =  ( S { H u ) ) ( t i t ) = /  (Hu)(s)
Jo
It follows from the definition of H  that
if n  =  0 , 
if n > 1 ,
=  r(Ju)(n).
It is then clear that (1 = J. □
GJ0 -  TCJ0 G ^ 2(Z+,R m)). (7.29)
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We first show that
Si{GcS -  YCJ?)H G 3§(l2{Z+,R m)). (7.30)
For the remainder of this proof let u G J2(Z+, Rm). Define /  := (Gcy  — Tc^ )H u .  
Since (Ac) holds, it follows from Lemma 7.2.2 and Proposition 7.3.2 (i) that 
/  G L2(R+,Rm). Furthermore, /(0) =  0 and, using the fact that by shift- 
invariance Gc and commute,
Since Gc G <^(L2(R+, Rm)), invoking Proposition 7.3.2 (i), we have (Gc—TcI)7iu G 
L2(R+,Rm). Thus /  G W1,2(R+,Rm) and so, by Proposition 7.3.2 (iii), S i f  G 
Z2(Z+,Rm). Again since (Ac) holds, it follows from Lemma 7.2.2, the fact that 
Gc G ^ ( L 2(R+,R m)) and Proposition 7.3.2 (i) that
\ \S j iP c S - T cS)Hu\\p  =  H5//II,*
where a  := ||Sj||||W||(||Gc. /  -  YCS \\  +  ||GC|| +  | |r c||). Hence we see that (7.30) 
holds. Therefore, it follows from (7.30) that (7.29) is equivalent to the claim
Hence from (7.33) we see that in order to verify (7.31) (and hence (7.29)) it is 
sufficient to prove that
^  l | S / | | l l / l l w i . 2
=  \ \ S j \ m G cJ ?  -  T c J ? ) H u \ \ L 2 +  ||GcHu -  T cH u \ \ L 2 )  
<  O r | | l x | | 2a
GJo -  VCJ0 -  -S,(GcJf -  rcS)H € SS{l2(Z+,Rm)). (7.31)
T
Using (7.28) we have,
(7.32)
Applying Lemma 7.4.8 to (7.32) and simplifying we obtain
GJo -  r cj 0 -  - s , { G cs  -  r cs ) n  =  - s , g c(t h Jo -  s n )  -  r j .  (7 .33 )
T T
S i Gc{tH Jo -  J?H) 6  SS{12{Z+,Em)). (7.34)
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To this end note that for all n G Z+,
r m
(Si (Gc(tH Jq — yH ))u)(n)  =  / //(ds)({rHJo — JH)u)(riT — s)
Jo
n r
=  I n(ds)((rHJo — y7i)u)(nT — s).
k=0
It follows from the definition of Ek that, for s G Ek, n r —s G [(n—k)r, (n—k+l)r). 
Consequently,
((t H J q — H ) u ) ( tit — s) =  T(Jou)(n — k) — r{Ju){n — k) +  (s — kr)u{n — k)
— (s — (k — 1 )r)u(n — k).
Hence defining fk : Ek —► R by s i-+ s — (k — 1 ) t, it follows that
n -
(Si (Gc(tHJo -  S ? C ) ) u ) ( ti) = J 2  v(ds)fk(s)u(n -  k)
k =o J e *
Since 0 < fk(s) < r  for all fc G Z+, we have
n II f
||(S/(Gc(rWJb -  ^W))u)(n)|| < V J  /  /x(ds)A(*)u(n -  *)
fc=0 II Je»
- t1ls f H(ds)Nn-fc)H
k=0 ^
= T^ H(^ *)Nn- fc)ll
k=0
k—0
=  T( r j *v ) { n), (7.35)
where 77(/c) := MC^*) and w G F(Z+,R) is defined by v(n) := ||u(n)|| for all 
n G Z+. Noting that II^MII =  M (R+) < 00 and so V G ^(R+.R™*”1), we 
obtain from (7.35),
||(S ,(G c(tW o -  ./W )))u ||p <  -r||»? * V||p <  t ||>7|||i ||u ||i>
showing that (7.34) holds. E
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7.5 N otes and references
The results in this chapter are similar in spirit to [24, 25], where sample-hold 
discretisations of distributed parameter systems belonging to the Callier-Desoer 
algebra were studied using an input-output approach. In particular, Theorems 
7.4.4 and 7.4.9 provide considerably more general results than those in [24, 25].
In Theorem 7.4.4 we consider the large class of continuous-time input-output 
operators from the algebra of shift-invariant bounded linear operators on L2(R+), 
together with a discretisation formed by generalised sampling combined with zero- 
order hold. Generalised sampling is not considered in [24, 25]. In Theorem 7.4.9 
we consider continuous-time systems given by convolution with matrix-valued 
Borel measures defined on M+. This general class of measure kernels contains 
measures which may have singular part, a situation not considered in [24, 25]. 
We note that Proposition 7.3.4, Theorem 7.4.4 and Theorem 7.4.9 are particularly 
important in low-gain sampled-data integral control of linear infinite-dimensional 
systems subject to actuator and sensor non-linearities (see Chapter 8).
Statements (a) and (b) of Proposition 7.2.4, whilst not directly relevant to this 
thesis, are of importance in terms of analysing the behaviour of continuous-time 
systems subject to converging inputs.
The results in this chapter form the basis of [8] and some of [6].
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Chapter 8
Sampled-data low-gain integral 
control in the presence of 
input/ output non-linearities
In this chapter we apply the results from Chapter 5 to obtain sampled-data 
low-gain integral control results in the single-input-single-output setting. In the 
presence of input non-linearities we form the sample-hold discretisation of the 
continuous-time system with generalised sampling and zero-order hold. We then 
derive results on low-gain integral control for both constant and time-varying 
gain. In the presence of input and output non-linearities we restrict to continuous­
time systems whose convolution kernel is a finite Borel measure on R+ and form 
the sample-hold discretisation of the continuous-time system with idealised sam­
pling and zero-order hold. We then derive results on low-gain integral control 
with time-varying gain. The main results in this chapter are also restated for the 
Jo integrator.
8.1 Sam pled-data low-gain integral control in 
the presence o f input non-linearities
In the presence of input non-linearities we distinguish two cases: constant gain 
and time-varying gain.
Constant gain
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 8.1, where A; is a gain parameter, 
the operator Gc E ^(L £(R +>R)) for some a  < 0 , is shift-invariant with transfer
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function denoted by Gc, <p : M —> R is a static input non-linearity, p G M 
is a constant reference value, u° e  R is the initial state of the integrator (or, 
equivalently, the initial value of u), the function gc models the effect of non-zero 
initial conditions of the system with input-output operator Gc, the operators H  
and S  are as defined in §7.3 and the function dc is an external disturbance.
u°tf gc -I- dc
Figure 8.1: Sampled-data low-gain integral control with J  integrator
From Figure 8.1 we can derive the following governing equations,
yc = dc + gc + Gc(<pouc), y = Syc, uc =  +  kHJ(pfi -  y),
or, equivalently
uc = u°dc +  kHJ(pd -  S{dc + gc + Gc{ip o uc))). (8 .1)
Using the linearity of S  and forming the sample-hold discretisation of Gc with gen­
eralised sampling, G := SG CH, we obtain from (8 .1) the corresponding discrete- 
time equation,
u = it°$ +  kJ(fr& — (d +  g +  G(<p o u))), (8 .2)
where g := Sgc and d := Sdc. Equation (8.1) has the unique solution uc = Hu, 
where u G F(Z+,R) is the unique solution of the discrete-time equation (8.2).
The objective in this subsection is to determine gain parameters k such that the 
tracking error
ec(t) : = p -  yc{t) = p -  (dc{t) +  gc(t) +  (Gc(ip o uc))(t)) (8.3)
becomes small in a certain sense as t —► oo. For example, we might want to 
achieve ‘tracking in measure’, that is, for all e > 0 , the Lebesgue measure of the 
set {t > T  | |ecMI > £} tends to 0 as T  —> oo, or the aim might be ‘asymptotic 
tracldng’, that is, l im ^ o o  ec(t) =  0 . Tracking in measure is guaranteed if ec G 
LP(R+,M) for some p G [l,oo) as seen from Proposition 2.1.13.
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Recall that associated with generalised sampling operator S  we have a weighting 
function w G L2(0 ,r) with the property
w(s) > 0, a.e. s G [0, r],
where r  > 0 denotes the sampling period. Throughout the remainder of this 
section we additionally assume that,
/ w(s) ds =  1.
Jo
Prom Theorem 7.4.4, imposing this additional assumption, we obtain
Gc(0) =  G (l), (8.4)
where G denotes the transfer function of G SG CH.
Recall from (5.2) that,
fj{G ):=  sup (ess inf9£(0,2»)Re ( j j  +  - 5^—j-) G(eie) )
and, assuming that assumption (A) holds for the transfer function G of G, we 
have — 0 0  < fj(G )  < —G (l)/2  (see Appendix 2, Proposition 12.1.3 (i), for more 
details).
Theorem 8.1.1. Let Gc G «^(L2 (R+,R)), for some a  < 0, be a shift-invariant 
operator with transfer function Gc. Assume that Gc(0) > 0, that gc G Lj|(R+,R) 
for some (5 <  0, dc =  dci +  dc2i?c with dci G L 2 (R + ,R ) for some 7  < 0 and 
dc2  G R. Let (p : R —* R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. Let 
p G R, assume that (p — dC2) / G c(0 ) G im p  and let uc : R+ —► R be the solution 
of (8.1). Under these conditions the following statements hold.
1. Assume that p  — p(0) G «5 (^a) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists a 
constant k* G (0,oo) (depending on Gc, p  and p) such that for all k G 
(0 ,k*), the limit limt_ 00uc(t) =: u°° exists and satisfies p(u°°) =  (p — 
dc2 ) /G c( 0),
ec G L2(R+,R) and p o u c -  p(u°°)i9c G L2(R+,R).
Moreover,
lim ec(t) =  0 ,
t—* 00
provided that lim^oo 9 c(t) = 0 , lim*_*oo dc\ (t) =  0 and Gc satisfies assump­
tion (Bc).
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2. Assume that p  is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant X >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1  are valid with k* — l / |A /j(6r)|.
R em arks 8.1.2. (a) Theorem 8.1.1 ensures that the tracking error is square- 
integrable and hence we have tracking in measure (see Proposition 2.1.13). If 
lim^oo gc{t) =  0, limt_>oodcl(t) =  0 and Gc satisfies assumption (Bc), then The­
orem 8 .1.1 guarantees asymptotic tracking.
(b) Note that in statement 2 of Theorem 8.1.1 the constant k* depends only on 
G and the Lipschitz constant of p, but not on p.
(c) A similar comment to Remark 5.1.3 (iv) holds with regard to the assumption 
(p ~  dC2) /G c(0 ) e  imp. O
P ro o f of T heorem  8.1.1. We shall prove Theorem 8.1.1 by applying Theorem 
5.1.2 to (8.2). In order to apply Theorem 5.1.2 we need to check that the relevant 
assumptions axe satisfied.
We first note that by Proposition 7.3.2, G = SG CH  G « (^Z2(Z+,R)), for some rj G 
(0,1). Consequently, the transfer function G of G = SG cTC satisfies assumption 
(A'), see Remark 3.4.6 (ii). To see that g := Sgc satisfies the relevant assumptions 
we note the following.
Since gc G Lp(R+,R) for some /? < 0, Proposition 7.3.2 (ii) yields Sgc G Z~(Z+,R)
for (3 =  e^T G (0,1). So by Remark 5.1.3 (iv) we see that the function n i-> 
5 ^ 1  n{Sgc)(J)t is in Z2(Z+, R). Furthermore, we have Sgc G P(Z+,R) implying 
that (JSgc)(n) converges to a finite limit as n —► oo. Hence it follows from 
Proposition 12.1.5 that JSgc G m2(Z+,R).
To see that d := Sdc satisfies the relevant assumptions we note the following. 
A routine calculation shows that Sflc = $ — 5. Define d\ := Sdc\ — d&S and 
d2 := dc2, then clearly d =  d\ +  d2'd =  Sdc. Using an argument similar to that 
which showed g =  Sgc satisfies the relevant assumptions in Theorem 5.1.2, we can 
also show that d\ satisfies the required assumptions in Theorem 5.1.2. Finally, 
note that by (8.4), (p -  d2 )/G (  1) = { p -  dc2) /G c(0) G im<^ . Hence the relevant 
assumptions are satisfied and we may apply Theorem 5.1.2 to (8.2).
Proof of statement 1: With uc =  7iu, where u G F(Z+,R) is the unique solution 
of the discrete-time equation (8.2), an application of Theorem 5.1.2 to (8.2) im­
mediately yields limt_ooUc(t) =: u°° exists and satisfies p(u°°) = (p — dc2 ) /G c(0). 
Furthermore, we have that
p o u  — p{u°°)d G Z2(Z+,R).
Consequently, by Proposition 7.3.2 (i),
H ((p  o  u) — p(u°°)i9) = Tt{p o  u) — p{u°°)H'd =  p  o  uc — p(u°°)dc G L2(R+, R).
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Since Gc G «^(L2(R+,R)), for some a  < 0, we have
Gc((<p o uc) -  <£>(u°°)tfc) G L2(R+,R).
Note that gc G L^(R+,R) for some (3 < 0 and dc\ G L2(R+,R) for some 7  < 0, 
hence gc,dc 1 G L2(R+,R) and
gc +  dci +  Gc(((p o uc) — ^(it00) ^ )  £ L2(R+, R).
Using the linearity of Gc,
pc +  del +  G?c(y? o uc) -  (p(uco)Gc'dc € L2(R+, R),
or, equivalently,
yc ~  datic ~  lp(u0 0 )Gc'dc € L2(R+, R). (8.5)
Using the fact that <p(u°°) = (p — dc2) /G c(0 ) it follows from (8.5) that
Gc(0 )yc — dc2GC(0)$C — (p — dto)Gc&c £ L2(R+,R). (8-6)
Noting that,
G c(0)yc -  pGc&c =  Gc(0)(yc -  pdc) -  p(Gctic -  G c(0 )tfc),
it follows from (8 .6 ) that
G c(0)yc -  dc 2 G c(0 )tfc -  {p -  d&)Gctic
=  Gc(0)(yc -  pr&c) +  (dc2 -  p )(G A  -  G c(0)#c) G L2(R+,R). (8.7)
Since Gc G ^ ( L 2 (R+,R)), assumption (Ac) holds with Tc =  Gc(0) and Gc$c —
G c(0)#c, the convolution kernel of the operator GCJ? — G c(0 )^  G ^ ( L 2(R+,R)), 
is in L2(R+,R). Hence from (8.7) we deduce that
G c(0)(yc -  fy&c) G L2(R+,R)
or, equivalently,
ec = yc -  P$c € L2(R+, R).
Assume now that lim^oo gc{t) =  0, lim*_>oodci(£) =  0 and that (Bc) holds. To 
see that lim^oo ec(t) = 0, we first observe that by Lemma 7.2.3,
hm(Gctfc)(t) =  G c(0). (8 .8 )t—► 00
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Noting that i p o u -  (p(u°°)tf G l2(Z+,R), we have
lim ((</? o uc)(t) -  ^(u°°)tfc(t)) =  0 .
t —►oo
Since ipouc — ip{u°°),dc G P(7(R+,R) fl L2(R+,R), invoking assumption (Bc), we 
obtain
((Gcfa ° wc))W -  ^(u°°)(Gctfc)(t)) =  0. (8.9)
Combining (8.9), (8 .8) and noting that (p(u°°) = ( p -  dc2) /G c(0) we have,
U m  ( < ? „ ( ?  o  U c ) ) ( t )  =  G e ( 0 )  =  p  -  d * .  ( 8 . 1 0 )
Combining (8 .10) with the additional assumptions
lim gc(t) = 0 , lim dci(t) =  0 ,
t —* o o  t—*oo
it is clear that,
lim ec(t) =  lim yc(t) - p  = lim (gc(t) +  dc(t) +  (Gc((p o uc))(t)) -  p
t —»OO t—*QO t —>00
=  P ~ P  
=  0.
Proo/ o/ statement 2: This follows as in the proof of statement 2 of Theorem 
5.1.2. □
We now change the integrator J  to J0  and consider the feedback system shown 
in Figure 8.2, where £ G R is the initial state of the integrator.
£$ 9c “I- dc
Figure 8 .2 : Sampled-data low-gain integral control with Jq integrator
From Figure 8.2  we can derive the following governing equations,
yc = dc + gc + Gc(ipouc), y =  Syc, uc =  £#c +  kH J0{ptf -  y),
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or, equivalently
uc =  €$c +  kH J0(pd ~  S(dc +  gc +  Gc(cp o uc))). (8.11)
Using the linearity of S  and forming the sample-hold discretisation of Gc with 
generalised sampling, G := SG CH, we obtain from (8 .11), the corresponding 
discrete-time equation,
u — £# +  kJo(p& -  (d + g +  G(<p o u))) (8 .12)
where g := Sgc and d := Sdc. If uc G F(R+,R) is a solution of (8.11), then 
u(n) := uc{nr) for all n G Z+, is a solution of (8.12). Conversely, if u G F (Z+, R) 
is a solution of (8 .12), then uc =  Hu is a solution of (8 .11).
Recall from (5.12) that,
f Jo(G) '=  sup |e s s  inf0€(o,27r)Re \ (q  +  G (elS)j j
and, assuming that assumption (A) holds for the transfer function G of G, we 
have —oo < f j 0 (G) < oo (see Appendix 2, Proposition 12.1.4 (ii), for more 
details).
Theorem  8.1.3. Let Gc G «^(l£(R+,R)), for some a < 0, be a shift-invariant 
operator with transfer function G c. Assume that Gc(0) > 0, that gc G L^(R+,R) 
for some (3 < 0, dc = dc\ +  d^ftc with dc\ G L^(R+,R) for some 7  < 0 and 
dc2 G R. Let <p : R —► R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. Let 
p G R, assume that (p — dc2) /G c(0) G imy? and let uc : R+ —► R be a solution of 
(8.11). Under these conditions the following statements hold.
1. Assume that (p — <p(0) G y { a )  for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists 
a constant k* G (0,00] (depending on Gc, <p and p) such that for all k G 
(0 , k*), the limit lim^oo uc(t) =: u°° exists and satisfies <p(u°°) =  (p — 
d * )/G c(0),
ec G L2(R+,R) and (pouc — ip(u°°)'dc G L2(R+,R).
Moreover,
lim ec(t) =  0 ,
t — +0 0
provided that lim^oo gc(t) =  0, limt_>00 dc\(t) =  0 and Gc satisfies assump­
tion (Bc). I f  f j 0 (G) =  0, then the above conclusions are valid with k* =  0 0 .
2. Assume that (p is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant A >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1  are valid with k* = l/ |A /j0(G)|, 
where 1 /0  := 0 0 .
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3. Under the assumption f j 0 {G) > 0 , the conclusions of statement 1  are valid 
with k* = oo.
Proof. We prove Theorem 8.1.3 by applying Theorem 5.1.4 to (8.12). In order to 
apply Theorem 5.1.4 we need to check that the relevant assumptions are satisfied. 
Arguments identical to those in the proof of Theorem 8.1.1 show that the relevant 
assumptions are satisfied. Statements 1 and 2 follow from the application of 
Theorem 5.1.4 and the arguments used to prove statements 1 and 2 of Theorem
8.1.1. Statement 3 follows immediately from the application of Theorem 5.1.4.
Conditions on the weighting function of the generalised 
sampling operator
We recall that the assumptions made on the weighting function w are
In this subsection we show that if we impose various extra assumptions on w 
then, the conditions on gc and dc in Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.3 can be weakened.
Define w, a periodic extension of w to R+, by
w(s) := w(s — nr), s G [nr, {n +  1)t), V n G Z+.
P roposition  8.1.4. I f f  G L2(R+,R) is such that w f ) G L2(R+,R) + R $ C, 
then JoS f G m2(Z+,R).
P roof. Since ,# (w f)  G L2(R+,R) +  R#C, we have «^(w f ) — 7 $c £ L2(R+,R) for 
some 7  G R. Then,
□
{JQS f)(n )  -  7  =  V  [  w (s)f((j ~  1 ) t  4- s) ds -  7  
j =1 J o
=  h(nr)
= (■STh)(n), V n > 1,
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where h := «^(w f) — 7 . Furthermore, noting that (<S/)(0) =  0 , it follows 
that J0S f  — 71? =  Sih. By assumption h G L2(R+,R), clearly h =  w f  G 
L2(R+,R) and so h G W 1,2(R+,R). An application of Proposition 7.3.2 (iii) 
yields <Sj/i G /2(Z+,R). Consequently, JQS f  — 71? G Z2(Z+,R) and we see that 
*/()£/ G m2(Z+,R). □
R em ark  8.1.5. By Proposition 8.1.4 it follows that the conclusions of Theorems
8.1.1 and 8.1.3 hold under the following assumption on gc, namely, gc G L 2 (R+, R) 
and t 1—> f* w(s)gc(s) ds G L2(R+,R) +  R$c. Furthermore, again by Proposi­
tion 8.1.4, the conclusions of Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.3 hold under the follow­
ing assumption on dc, namely, there exists a splitting dc — dc 1 +  dC2#c with 
dci G L2(R+,R) and dc2 G R such that 1 1-> f*w(s)dcl(s) ds G L2(R+,R) +  R# c.
O
For the special case w = 1 /r  we have the following corollary, a trivial consequence 
of Proposition 8.1.4.
Corollary 8.1.6. Letw = 1 /r. I f  f  G L2(R+,R) is such that ^ f  G L2(R+,R) +  
then JoS f G m2(Z+,R).
R em ark  8.1.7. (a) Let w  = 1 /r. Then, by Corollary 8.1.6 Theorems 8.1.1 
and 8.1.3 hold under the following assumption on g c , namely, g c G L2(R+,R) 
and t  h-» /o g c{ s )  d s  G L2(R+,R) +  R^c* Furthermore, again by Corollary 8.1.6 
Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.3 hold under the following assumption on d Cl namely, 
there exists a splitting d c =  d c 1 +  dC2$c with d c\ G L2(R+,R) and d c2 G R such 
that 1 1-> f *  d ci ( s )  d s  G L2(R+, R) +  R#c.
(b) We remark that if w  = 1 /r  the conditions on g c and d c in (a) are less restrictive 
than the corresponding conditions imposed in Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.3. To see 
this, we note that, if /  G L2 (R+,R) for some a < 0, then /  G L2(R+,R) and 
f *  f ( s )  d s  converges exponentially fast to / 0°° f ( s ) d s  as t  —> 0 0 . Consequently,
t  f  f ( s )  d s  G L2(R+, R) +  R$c.
Jo
Time-varying gain
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 8.3, where k : Z+ —> R is a time- 
varying gain, G c £ «^(L2(R+,R)) is shift-invariant and <p, p ,  u ° ,  g c , d c are as 
before.
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Figure 8.3: Sampled-data time-varying low-gain integral control with J  integrator
From Figure 8.3 we can derive the following governing equations,
yc = dc + gc + Gc(ipouc), y =  S yC} uc = u°$c +  H J(«(ptf -  y)), 
or, equivalently
uc = u°tfc +  HJ{n(fyd -  S(dc +  gc 4 - Gc(<p o uc)))). (8.13)
Using the linearity of S  and forming the sample-hold discretisation of Gc with 
generalised sampling, G := SG CH, we obtain from (8.13), the corresponding 
discrete-time equation,
u = u°d +  J(/c(pi9 — (d +  g +  G{ip o u)))) (8.14)
where g := Sgc and d := Sdc. Equation (8.13) has the unique solution uc =  H u , 
where u G F (Z+,R) is the unique solution of the discrete-time equation (8.14).
The objective in this subsection is to determine gain functions k such that the 
tracking error e(t), defined by (8.3), becomes small in a certain sense as t —► oo.
We impose assumption (Ac) on Gc, the transfer function of Gc, with r c =  
G c(0) := lima_>o,sec0 Gc(s). Note that the existence of lima^ 0)SGc0 Gc(s) is im­
plied by imposing assumption (Ac).
We introduce the set of feasible reference values
&(GC, v7) := {Gc(0)v | v G imy>}.
It is clear that 3%(GC, <p) is an interval provided that <p is continuous. The mo­
tivation for the introduction of &(GC, ip) is as follows. If asymptotic tracking 
occurs, we would expect that {<p o uc)°° := lim ^oo^  o uc)(t) exists. Assuming 
that (ipouc)°° is finite and that the final-value theorem holds for the linear system 
with input-output operator Gc, we may conclude that limt_>00(Gc((^  o uc))(t) = 
Gc(Q)(ip o uc)°°. If additionally, limt_»oo 9 c(t) =  0, limt_»oo dc(t) = 0, it follows 
from (8.3) that p =  G c(0)(<  ^o uc)°° G &(GC, <p)-
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Recall from (5.19) that,
f o , j { G )  essinf0G(o(27r)Re G e^ ^ei6 _  i
and, assuming that assumption (A) holds for the transfer function G of G, we 
have —oo < fo,j(G) < —G (l ) /2  (see Appendix 2 , Proposition 12.1.3 (ii), for 
more details).
Theorem  8.1.8. Let Gc G ^ ( L 2(R+,R)) be a shift-invariant operator with 
transfer function Gc. Assume that assumption (Ac) holds with G c(0) > 0 , 
gc G L2(R+,R), dc = dci +  d ^ c  with dc\ G L2 (R+,R) for some a < 0 and 
dC2 G R, ip : R —► R is non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous with 
Lipschitz constant A > 0, p — dc2 G &(GC, (p) and k : Z+ —► R is bounded and 
non-negative with
lim sup «(n) < l / \ \ f 0 >J(G)\.
n—* oo
Let uc : R+ —► R be the unique solution of (8.13). Then the following statements 
hold.
1. The limit (</? o uc)°° := limt—oo <p(uc(t)) exists and is finite and
A (<£> o u) G Z2(Z+, R).
2. The signal yc = dc + gc + Gc(<p o uc) can be split into yc =  ycl +  Vc2 , where 
yc 1 has a finite limit satisfying
lim yci(t) =  G c(0)(<  ^o uc)°° +
t—* 00
and yc2  G L2(R+,R). Under the additional assumptions that
lim gc(t) =  0 , lim dci(t) =  0t—*oo t—* oo
and Gc satisfies assumption (Bc), rue have
lim yc2 {t) =  0 .t—HX)
3. I f  k ^(Z+jR), then lim^oo yci(t) = p and the error signal ec can be split 
into ec =  eci +  eC2 , where limt_oo eci(t) =  0 and ec 2 G L2(R+,R).
4.  I f  «  ^ ^ (Z + jR ),
lim #c(£) =  0 , lim dci(t) =  0
t —* OO t —KX>
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and Gc satisfies assumption (Bc), then
lim ec(t) = 0 .t—► oo
5. I f  p — dc2 is an interior point of &(Gc,(p), then uc is bounded.
R em arks 8.1.9. (a) It follows from Proposition 2.1.13 that statement 3 of The­
orem 8.1.8 implies tracking in measure. Under the additional assumptions in 
statement 4 of Theorem 8 .1.8 we have asymptotic tracking.
(b) Note that it is not necessary to know fo,j(G) or the constant A in order 
to apply Theorem 8.1.8. If k  is chosen such that k(u) —► 0 as n —► oo and 
k £ l1 (Z+,R) (e.g., «(n) =  (1 +  ri)~p with p E (0,1]), then the conclusions of 
statements 3 and 4 hold. However, from a practical point of view, gain functions 
k with lim^oo At(n) =  0 might not be appropriate, since the system essentially 
operates in open loop as n —► oo.
(c) If p — dc2 is not an interior point of &(GC, ip) then uc might be unbounded. 
A trivial example is given by (p =  arctan, p = (1/ 2)GC(0)7r, d& = 0 and k £ 
ZJ(Z+, R), in which case it follows from statement 3 that ( l / 2)7r =  (<p o uc)°° and 
hence lim*-^ uc(t) =  oo.
(d) A similar comment to Remark 5.2.3 (iii) holds with regard to the assumption 
P — dC2 E & ( G C, <p). O
P ro o f of Theorem  8.1.8. We shall prove Theorem 8.1.8 by applying Theorem
5.2.2, with -0 =  id, to (8.14). In order to apply Theorem 5.2.2 we need to check 
that the relevant assumptions are satisfied.
We first note that if G c satisfies assumption (Ac) then, by Theorem 7.4.4, G, 
the transfer function of G = SGfii., satisfies assumption (A). Furthermore, by
(8.4), &(G,(p) =  &(Gc,<p). Since by assumption gc E L2(R+,R), it follows 
from Proposition 7.3.2 (ii) that g := Sgc G Z2(Z+,R). To see that d := Sdc 
satisfies the relevant assumptions we note the following. A routine calculation 
shows that S d c =  19 — 5. Define d\ := Sdc\ — d&b and efe := dc2, then clearly 
d =  d\ +  d2'& =  Sdc. Since dc 1 E L2 (R+,R) for some a < 0, Proposition 7.3.2 (ii) 
yields Sdc 1 E Z (^Z+,R) for /? =  eaT E (0,1) and consequently d\ E lp(Z+,R). So 
by Remark 5.1.3 (iv) we see that the function n i-» Yl'jLn Mi(n)l Z2(Z+,R). 
Furthermore, since dc 1 E L2 (R+,R) for some a < 0, Sdc 1 E Z^Z+jR) and it 
follows from the definition of 8  that d\ E Z1(Z+,R) and hence d\ satisfies the 
required assumptions. Hence the relevant assumptions are satisfied and we may 
apply Theorem 5.2.2 to (8.14).
Statements 1 and 5 follow immediately from the application of Theorem 5.2.2 
and the fact that uc =  Hu.
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Proof of Statement 2: Note that
2/c =  dc +  gc +  Gc(<p o uc).
By statement 1 , it follows from Proposition 7.3.4, with v = <p o u, that
Gc(H(ip ou)) = Gc{(p o uc) = kci +  kc2
where lim^oo fcci(t) =  Gc(0)(</? o uc)°° and kc 2  G L2(R+,R). Consequently, set­
ting yci := dc2$c +  &ci and 2/c2 := del +  9c +  kc2, it follows that yc =  yci +  yc2 and 
limt_>002/ci(t) =  G c(0)(</? o uc)°° +  dc2. Since, by assumption dcl G L2 (R+,R) C  
L2(R+,R) and gc G L2(R+,R), we have y& G L2(R+,R). Under the additional 
assumptions, lim^oo gc(t) =  0, lim*-^ dci(t) =  0 and (Bc), it is clear from Propo­
sition 7.3.4 that limt_>002/c2(t) =  0.
Proof of Statement 3: By statements 2 and 3 of Theorem 5.2.2 we have that
p =  lim y(n) =  G(l)(v? o u)°° +  d2, (8.15)
Tl—KX)
where y = Syc. Using statement 2 , the fact that uc = Hu, (8.4) and (8.15), we 
obtain
lim yci(t) =  G c(0) lim (tp o uc)(t) +  dc2t—*oo t—* oo
=  G c(0)(</9 o uc)°° +  dc2  
=  G(l)(v? o u)°° -I- d2
= p. (8.16)
Finally, setting ec\ = p — y& and ec2 =  — yc2, we obtain the splitting
ec =  p — yc =  eci +  ec2.
It follows immediately from (8.16) that lim^oo ec\ (t) = 0 and by statement 2 
that ec2 G L2 (R+} R).
Proof of Statement 4' If it is additionally assumed that (Bc) holds, limt_+oo gc(t) = 
0 and limt_oodci(t) =  0 , it follows from statement 2 that lim^oo ec2(t) =  0 , 
implying that limt_»oo ec(t) =  0 . G
We now change the integrator J  to Jo and consider the feedback system shown 
in Figure 8.4 where £ G R is the initial state of the integrator.
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& 9c ~l~ dc
Figure 8.4: Sampled-data time-varying low-gain integral control with J0  integra­
tor
From Figure 8.4 we can derive the following governing equations,
Vc =  dc + gc + Gc(y o u c), y = Syc, uc = +  H Jo{k(p$ -  y)),
or, equivalently
uc =  {0c +  H J 0 (k{p& - S ( d c + gc + Gc(y> o uc)))). (8.17)
Using the linearity of S  and forming the sample-hold discretisation of Gc with 
generalised sampling, G := SG CH, we obtain from (8.17), the corresponding 
discrete-time equation,
u =  {0 +  7o(«(p0 -  (d +  g +  G(<p o u)))) (8.18)
where g := Sgc and d := Sdc. If uc £ F(R+,R) is a solution of (8.17), then 
u(n) := uc(nr) for all n £ Z+, is a solution of (8.18). Conversely, if u £ F (Z+,R) 
is a solution of (8.18), then uc =  Hu is a solution of (8.17).
Recall from (5.33) that,
fo,j0(G) :=  essinffle(0)27r)Re
G(eie)ei0
_ i
and, assuming that assumption (A) holds for the transfer function G of G, we 
have -o o  < / 0,j0(G) < G(oo) -  G (l)/2 , where G(oo) := lim ^oo^eEi G(z) (see 
Appendix 2, Proposition 12.1.4 (ii), for more details).
T heorem  8 .1 .1 0 . Let Gc £ & (L 2 (R+,R)) 6e a shift-invariant operator with 
transfer function Gc. Assume that assumption (Ac) holds with G c(0) > 0, gc £ 
L2(R+,R), dc =  dci +  e?c20c £ L2 (R+,R) for some a < 0 and d& £ R,
(p : R —► R «s non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
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constant A > 0, p — d& £ &(GC, </?) and k : Z+ —► R is bounded and non-negative 
with
lim supk { ti) < l/|A/o,j0(G)|,
n—► oo
*/ fo,j0 (G) < 0, where 1/0 := oo. Let uc : R+ —* R be a solution of (8.17). Then 
statements 1-5 of Theorem 8.1.8 hold.
Proof. We prove Theorem 8.1.10 by applying Theorem 5.2.4, with ip =  id, 
to (8.18). In order to apply Theorem 5.2.4 we need to check that the relevant 
assumptions are satisfied. Arguments identical to those in the proof of Theorem 
8.1.8 show that the relevant assumptions are satisfied. Statements 1-5 now follow 
from the application of Theorem 5.2.4 and arguments identical to those used to 
prove Theorem 8.1.8. □
8.2 Sam pled-data low-gain integral control in 
the presence of input and output nonlinear­
ities
Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 8.5, where «, GCi ip, p, u°, gC} dc 
are as before and additionally ip : R —► R is an output non-linearity.
u°tf gc dc
Figure 8.5: Sampled-data time-varying low-gain integral control with input and 
output non-linearities and J  integrator
In §8.1 we only considered feedback systems with input non-linearities. In the gen­
eral setting, where the shift-invariant input-output operator Gc G ^ ( L 2(R+,M)), 
it seems difficult to obtain generalisations of the time-varying gain results in §8.1 
which encompass static output non-linearities ip. The reason for this is that, in 
general, the operator S  does not commute with non-linearities. If however, we 
restrict to considering input-output operators Gc whose impulse response is a 
finite Borel measure and replace S  with <S/, then the inclusion of static output 
non-linearities is feasible as seen from the following proposition.
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P roposition  8.2.1. Let ip : R —> R  be a continuous static non-linearity. Then, 
ip o (S iu ) =  Si(ip o u), V uG  F(R+, R).
Proof. Let u G F (R+,R). Then,
ip((Sju)(n)) =  ip(u(nr)) =  (ip o u)(nr) =  (Si(ip o u))(n), V n G Z+.
□
From Figure 8.5 we can derive the following governing equations,
vjc = 9 c + Gc(ipouc), yc = ipowc + dc, y = <S/?/c, uc = u0&c + 'HJ(K(ptf-y)),
or, equivalently
uc =  u°dc +  HJ(n(pd -  Si(dc +  ip(gc +  Gc(y? o uc))))). (8.19)
Using the linearity of <S/, invoking Proposition 8.2.1 and forming the sample-hold 
discretisation of Gc with idealised sampling, G := SiG cH , we obtain from (8.19), 
the corresponding discrete-time equation,
u = u0d +  J(k(p$ — d — ip(<9  +  G{<p o u)))) (8 .20)
where g := Sigc and d := Sidc. Equation (8.19) has the unique solution uc =  Hu, 
where u G F (Z+,R) is the unique solution of the discrete-time equation (8.20).
The objective in this section is to determine gain functions k such that the track­
ing error
ec(t) := p -  yc(t) = p -  dc(t) -  ip(gc(t) +  (Gc(cp o uc)){t)),
becomes small in a certain sense as t —> oo. The set of feasible reference values 
is now defined by
&(Gc,<p,ip) := {^(G c(0)v) | v G imy?}.
It is clear that £%{GC, <p, ip) is an interval provided that <p and ip are continuous.
Theorem  8 .2 .2 . Let Gc be a convolution operator, the kernel of which is a finite 
Borel measure on R+. Denote the transfer function of Gc by Gc. Assume that, 
assumption (Ac) holds with Gc(0) > 0, the function gc G Z/2(R+,R) is such that 
Sigc G Z2(Z+,R), dc = dci +  dC2#c with dci G L2(R+,R), <Sjdci G Z1(Z+,R), 
n i—► '52<jLn \dci( jT)\ € 12 {%+,R) and dC2 Gi R, tp : R —► R and ip : R —► R are 
non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants X\ > 0 
and X2 > 0, p — dC2 G &(GC, p, ip) and k : Z+ —► R is bounded and non-negative
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with
lim sup n (n ) <  1/|AiA2/o,j(Cx)|.
Tl—>00
L et u c : R+ —> R 6e t/ie unique solu tion  o f  (8.19). Then the fo llow ing sta tem en ts  
hold.
1. The lim it (cp o uc)°° := lim^oo ip(uc(t))  exists and is fin ite  and
A (ip o u ) g  J2(Z+, R).
2 . The signals w c =  gc + G c(ip o uc) and y c =  if) ° w c +  dc can 6e sp lit in to  
w c =  w c\ +  icc2 and y c =  y c\ +  yc2; w/iere w c\ and yc\ have fin ite  lim its  
sa tisfying
lim w ci( t )  = Gc(0)(<^  o nc)°°, lim yci ( t )  = V>(Gc(0)(</? o nc)°°) +  dc2,t—► 00 t—* 00
and w c2 , y c2 G L 2(R + ,R ) .
U nder the additional assum ption  that limt->oo9c(t) =  0 we have
lim w c2(t) =  0.t—>00
I f  further, lim ^ o o  dc i(t) =  0 then, limt_*00yc2(t) =  0.
3. I f  k  £  /1(Z+,R), then  limt_»oo2/ci(^) =  P and the error signal ec can be sp lit 
in to  ec =  eci +  ec2, where l im t_>oo e i(t) =  0 and G L2(R+,R).
4 . I f  k £ /1(Z+,R) and
lim gc{t) =  0 , lim dci ( t )  = 0 ,
t—*oo t—* 0
we have
lim ec(t) =  0 .
t—►oo
5. / / p  — dc2 is an in te r io r  p o in t o f  & { G C, <p, ip), then  u c is  bounded.
R em arks 8.2.3. (a) Statements (a)-(c) of Remarks 8.1.9 (or suitable modifica­
tions thereof) remain valid in the context of Theorem 8.2.2.
(b) Assume additionally that gc is bounded. Then the assumption that Sigc G 
i2(Z+,R) is satisfied if there exists e > 0 such that gc(t) =  0{e~Et) as t —> 0 0 , or, 
if there exists T  > 0 such that gc G W 1 ,2 ([T, 00 ), R). O
P ro o f of T heorem  8.2.2. We shall prove Theorem 8.2.2 by applying Theorem
5 .2.2 to (8.20). In order to apply Theorem 5.2.2 we need to check that the relevant 
assumptions are satisfied.
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We first note that if Gc satisfies assumption (Ac), then by Theorem 7.4.9, G 
the transfer function of G — SjG cH  satisfies assumption (A). Furthermore, by 
Theorem 7.4.9, &(G, </?, V>) =  &(GC, </?, VO- ^ 1S c e^ar that g := Sigc and d := Sidc 
satisfy the relevant assumptions in Theorem 5 .2 .2 . Hence we may apply Theorem
5.2.2 to (8.20).
Statements 1 and 5 follow immediately from the application of Theorem 5 .2.2 
and the fact that uc = Hu.
Proof of Statement 2: Note that
wc =  gc + Gc(<pouc).
By statement 1, it follows from Proposition 7.3.4, with v = ip o u, that
Gc(H(ip o u)) =  Gc(<p o  uc) =  k c i  +  k c2
where lim^oo &ci(t) =  G c(0)((pouc)°° and kc 2  G L2(M+,1R). Consequently, setting 
w ci := kci and W& := gc -F kc2 it follows that w c =  w ci +  wC2 and lim^oo w ci( t )  =  
G c(0)((p o u c)°°. Since, by assumption, gc G L 2(R+,R) we have w c2 G L2(R+,R). 
Setting y c\ : = 't/jo w c\ +  dc2 and y c2 :=  y c -  y c\ — V>0 w c -  V>o w ci , we obtain yc =  
Vd +  2/c2 and y c 1 has limit lim^oo y c i(t) =  V>(Gc(0)fy>o u)°°) +  d&. Furthermore, 
2/c2 £ L2(R+,R) because of the global Lipschitz continuity of 'ip and the facts 
that w&  G L2(R+,R) and d c\ G L2(R+,R). Under the additional assumption 
that lim^oo 9c(t) =  0 and noting that assumption (Bc) holds for G c, (see Remark 
7.3.3), it follows from Proposition 7.3.4 that lim^oo w ^ t )  =  0. Consequently, if 
we further assume that lim^oo dci ( t )  =  0, we may conclude that lim^ooy& it) =  
0, completing the proof of statement 2.
Proof of Statement 3: By statements 2 and 3 of Theorem 5.2.2 we have that
p =  lim t/(n) =  V,(G (l)((p o ii)00) +  da.  (8.21)
n—>oo
Using statement 2, Theorem 7.4.9 and (8.21), we obtain 
lim yci(t) =  V>(Gc(0)(<£ o uc)°°) +  dc2
t —* 00
=  V>(G(l)fy?o u)°°) +  dc 2
=  p. (8.22)
Finally, setting ec\ = p — yci and ec2 — —yc2, we obtain the splitting
ec = p — yc = eci + eC2-
It follows immediately from (8.22) that lim^oo ec\(t) =  0 and by statement 2 
that G Z/2(R_|.,R).
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Figure 8 .6 : Sampled-data time-varying low-gain integral control with input and 
output non-linearities and J0  integrator
Proof of Statement 4•' Under the additional assumptions lim *.^ gc(t) =  0 and 
\imt^oo dci(t) = 0 , it follows from statement 2 that lim ^ooe^(t) =  0 , implying 
that lim^oo ec(t) =  0 . □
We now change the integrator J  to Jo and consider the feedback system shown 
in Figure 8.6 where £ G R is the initial state of the integrator. From Figure 8.6 
we can derive the following governing equations,
wc = gc + Gc{<pouc), yc = ip°wc + dc, 2/ =  <S/2/c, uc = Ztic + H JoW fyd-y)), 
or, equivalently
uc = £$c +  -  «S/(dc +  ip(gc +  Gc(ip o uc))))). (8.23)
Using the linearity of Si, Proposition 8 .2.1 and forming the sample-hold discreti­
sation of Gc with idealised sampling, G := SiGJH, we obtain from (8.23), the 
corresponding discrete-time equation,
u =  £tf +  Jq{k(p& — d — tp(g +  G((p o u)))) (8.24)
where g := Sigc and d := Sidc. If uc G F(R +,R) is a solution of (8.23), then 
u(n) := uc(nr) for all n G Z+, is a solution of (8.24). Conversely, if u G F(Z+,R) 
is a solution of (8.24), then uc =  Hu is a solution of (8.23).
Theorem  8.2.4. Let Gc be a convolution operator, the kernel of which is a finite 
Borel measure on R+. Denote the transfer function of Gc by Gc. Assume that, 
assumption (Ac) holds with G c(0) > 0, the function gc G L2(R+,R) is such that 
$ i 9 c £ 2^(Z.f,R), dc =  dci +  dc2^c with dc\ G L2(R+,R), Sjdci G P(Z+,R), 
n \d&UT)\ ^ J2(^+,R) and dC2 G R, : R —* R and ip : R —► R are
non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants X\ > 0 




*/ fo,j0 (G) < 0, where 1 /0  := oo. Let uc : M+ —> R be a solution of (8.23). Then 
statements 1-5 of Theorem 8.2.2 hold.
Proof. We prove Theorem 8.2.4 by applying Theorem 5.2.4 to (8.24). In order to 
apply Theorem 5.2.4 we need to check that the relevant assumptions are satisfied. 
Arguments identical to those in the proof of Theorem 8 .2.2 show that the relevant 
assumptions are satisfied. Statements 1-5 now follow from the application of 
Theorem 5.2.4 and arguments identical to those used to prove Theorem 8 .2 .2 . □
8.3 N otes and references
In the recent paper [9] an input-output approach to continuous-time low-gain in­
tegral control of L 2 stable linear infinite-dimensional systems subject to actuator 
and sensor non-linearities was developed. In this chapter we have extended the 
approach in [9] to the sampled-data integral control schemes shown in Figures 
8 .1-8.6. In particular, the results in this chapter can be considered as substan­
tial and far reaching generalisations of the results in [17] which were obtained 
in a finite-dimensional state-space setting. The main results on integral control, 
Theorems 8.1.1, 8.1.3, 8.1.8, 8.1.10, 8.2.2 and 8.2.4, are new and form the ba­
sis of [6] and [7]. Note that the results in this chapter on integral control show 
that tracking of feasible constant reference values is still achievable even in the 
presence of certain output disturbances. We emphasize that in contrast to the 
results in [17], which were obtained for finite-dimensional exponentially stable 
state-space systems, Theorems 8.1.1, 8.1.3, 8.1.8, 8.1.10, 8.2.2 and 8.2.4 apply to 
infinite-dimensional well-posed state-space systems (see Chapter 9).
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Chapter 9 
Sampled-data control of 
infinite-dimensional well-posed 
state-space systems
9.1 W ell-posed state-space system s
In this chapter we apply the results in Chapter 8 to well-posed state-space sys­
tems. There are a number of equivalent definitions of well-posed systems, see 
[12], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [60], [63] and [65]. We will be brief in the fol­
lowing and refer the reader to the above references for more details. Throughout 
this chapter, we shall be considering a well-posed system E with state-space X , 
input space R and output space R, generating operators {A, B, C), input-output 
operator Gc and transfer function G c. Here X  is a real Hilbert space with norm 
denoted by || • ||, A  is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T  =  (T*)*>0 
on X , B  E «^(R, X_i) and C E & (X i,R ), where X \ denotes the space dom(v4) 
endowed with the norm ||x||i := ||x|| +  ||Ar|| (the graph norm of A), whilst X_i 
denotes the completion of X  with respect to the norm ||a;||_i =  ||(o;/ — A)_1a;||, 
where a  E res(i4) (different choices of a  lead to equivalent norms). Clearly, 
X \ C  X  C  X - i  and the canonical injections are bounded and dense. The semi­
group T  restricts to a strongly continuous semigroup on X \ and extends to a 
strongly continuous semigroup on X_i with the exponential growth constant be­
ing the same on all three spaces. Correspondingly, A  restricts to a generator on 
X i  and extends to a generator on X -\.  We shall use the same symbol T  (respec­
tively, A) for the original semigroup (respectively, generator) and the associated 
restrictions and extensions: with this convention, we may write A  E & (X , X i)  
(considered as a generator on X_1} the domain of A  is X). Moreover, B  is an 
admissible control operator for T  and C is an admissible observation operator for
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T, that is, for each t G R+ there exist at >  0 and A >  0 such that
fJo T t- aBv(s) ds <  a«IM Ua([o,t]) * v  v  ^ Zr2 ( [ 0 , t ] )
and
\  1 /2  
|2  -  '
( /
||CTaz|| ds I < A W ,  V . G 4
o /
The control operator B  is said to be bounded if it is so as a map from the 
input space R to the state-space X , otherwise B  is said to be unbounded. The 
observation operator C is said to be bounded if it can be extended continuously 
to X , otherwise, C is said to be unbounded.
The so-called K-extension Ca of C is defined by
C \z  := lim C sisI  — A)~lz ,
s—>oo,seR
with dom(CA) consisting of all z  G X  for which the above limit exists. For 
every z  G X ,  T tz G dom(CA) for a.a. t G R+ and, if u  > w(T), then CaTz G 
L*(R+,R), where
w(T) := lim i]n ||T t||t-*00 t
denotes the exponential growth constant of T. The transfer function Gc satisfies 
1   _  , „  _  r(Gc(s) -  Gc(s0)) =  - C ( s l  -  A) (s0I  -  A) B,
s -  s0
Vs,s0gCw(t),s^ s0) (9-1)
and G c G H°°(CU) for every u  > u (T). The input-output operator Gc : 
Lfoc(R+,R) —► LjJ^R+jR) is continuous and shift-invariant; moreover, for ev­
ery u) > o;(T), Gc G R+,R)) and
(J?(Gcv))(s) =  Gc(s)(3?(v))(s), V s G Co,, v G L;10*+,-
In the remainder of this chapter, let So £ Cw(t) be fixed, but arbitrary. For 
x° G X  and v G Lfoc(R+,R), let x and wc denote the state and output functions 
of £ , respectively, corresponding to the initial condition a;(0) = x° E X  and the 
input function v. Then,
x(t) =  T tx° +  f T t_sBv(s) ds, V t G R+, (9.2)
Jo
x(t) — (s0I  — A)~lBv(t) G dom(CA), a.a. t G R+,
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and
x(t) =  Ax(t) +  B v(t) , x(0) = x°, a.a. t G R+, (9.3a)
wc(t) = C \(x(t) -  (s0I  — A)~lB v(t)) -f G (s0 )v(t), a.a. t G R+. (9.3b)
The differential equation (9.3a) has to be interpreted in X -\.  Note that (9.3b) 
yields the following formula for the input-output operator Gc:
(Gcv)(t) = Ca f T t- aBv(s) ds -  (sqI -  A) 1 Bv(t) +  Gc(s0 )v(t),
Jo  J
V v G Lfoc(R+,R), a.a. t G R+. (9.4)
In the following, we identify S and (9.3) and refer to (9.3) as a well-posed system.
R em ark  9.1.1. The class of well-posed linear infinite-dimensional systems is 
rather general: it includes many distributed parameter systems and all time- 
delay systems (retarded and neutral) which are of interest in applications. O
The above formulas for the output, the input-output operator and the transfer 
function reduce to a more recognizable form for the subclass of regular systems. 
The well-posed system (9.3) is called regular if
lim Gc(s) =  D ,
8— ►oo.sGR
exists and is finite. In this case, x(t) G dom(CA) for a.a. t G R+, the output 
equation (9.3a) and the formula (9.4) for the input-output operator simplify to
wc(t) =  CAx(t) +  Dv(t), a.a. t G R+,
and
(Gev)(t) =  CA f T t-.B v{s)ds  +  Dv(t), V v € Lfoc(M+,R), a.a. t e  R+,
Jo
respectively; moreover, (si — A)~lBM. C dom(CA) for all s G res (.A) and we have 
Gc(s) =  C a (s I  -  A)~lB + D, V s G C ^t).
The number D is called the feedthrough of (9.3).
Definition. The well-posed system (9.3) is called strongly stable if the following 
four conditions are satisfied:
(i) Gc is L2-stable, that is, Gc G «^(L2(R+,R)), or, equivalently, G c G iT^Co);
(ii) T is strongly stable, that is, lim^-ocTtz = 0 for all z  G X;
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(iii) B  is an infinite-time admissible control operator, that is, there exists a  > 0 
such that
/Jo T „Bv(s) ds < a IM|L2(R+,R), V v G L  (R+,
(iv) C is an infinite-time admissible observation operator, that is, there exists 
(3 > 0 such that
/  poo \  1/2
( j (  ||CT,2 ||2 ds) <0\\z\\, V z 6 X j .
The system (9.3) is called exponentially stable if ti/(T) < 0. It is clear that 
exponential stability implies strong stability, however, the converse is not true; 
for an example of a partial differential equation system which is strongly, but not 
exponentially stable, see [59].
Finally, for the application of the results in Chapter 8 to well-posed systems, we 
require several technical results.
Lem m a 9.1.2. Assume the the control operator B  or the observation operator C 
is bounded. Then system (9.3) is regular. Moreover, the inverse Laplace trans­
form of the transfer function Gc, or, equivalently, the impulse response of (9.3), 
is in L2 (R+,R) +  RJo for any u  > <^(T), where Jo denotes the unit mass at 0.
A  proof of Lemma 9.1.2 can be found in [36] (see [36], Lemma 2.3).
R em ark  9.1.3. Note that in particular, if B  or C is bounded, it follows from 
Lemma 9.1.2 that the impulse response of system (9.3) (that is, the convolution 
kernel of Gc) is a finite (signed) Borel measure on R+. O
Lem m a 9.1.4. Assume that T  is strongly stable, 0 G res(A) and B is infinite­
time admissible. Let v G L^ oc(M+,R) and v°° G R be such that v — v^'&c £ 
L2(R+,R). Then for all x° G X , the solution x of (9.3a) satisfies
lim WxW + A-'Bv^W  = 0 .
t—»oo
I f  v°° =  0, then the conclusion remains true even if 0 ^ res(A).
The proof of Lemma 9.1.4 can be found in Appendix 6 .
Lem m a 9.1.5. Assume that T  is strongly stable, 0 G res (A) and B is infinite­
time admissible. Let the input v G Lj2oc(R+,R) of (9.3a) be given by v = Hw, 
where w G F(Z+,R) is such that Aw  G Z2(Z+,R). Then, for all x° G X , the 
solution x of (9.3a) satisfies
lim ||a;(£) +  A~lBv(t) || =  0.
t—*oo
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The proof of Lemma 9.1.5 can be found in Appendix 6.
Lem m a 9.1.6. Assume that the well-posed, system (9.3) is strongly stable and 
0 G res(A). Then Gc satisfies assumption (Ac).
Proof. If (9.3) is strongly stable, then G c G H°°(Co) and hence G c is analytic 
on Co- If additionally 0 G res(A), then Gc can be analytically extended to a 
neighbourhood of 0. Hence the evaluation Gc(0) of Gc(s) at s = 0 is meaningful, 
and (9.1) holds for So =  0 and for s G Cw(t), that is,
(Gc(s) -  Gc(0))/s  =  C (sl -  A)~lA~lB , V s G Cw(T).
Hence we see that
lim sup
s—»oo,s€Co
- (G c(s) -  Gc(0))s
< oo
and assumption (Ac) holds. □
9.2 Sam pled-data low-gain integral control of 
well-posed state-space system s
Throughout this section let u G F(Z + , R ) .  Let </? : R  —► R  be a static non- 
linearity, let k,p  G K, dc be an external disturbance and consider the well-posed 
system (9 .3), with input non-linearity v =  (p o uc, that is,
x  =  Ax  +  B(ip o uc), x(0) =  x° G X ,
wc =  CA(x -  (s0/  -  o uc)) +  Gc(s0)(^ ° uc),
controlled by the sampled-data integrator
uc(t) = (Hu)(t), t G K+,
(Au)(n) =  k(p — (S(dc +  u;c))(n)), u(0) =  u° G K, n G Z+.
From (9.5b), (9.2) and (9.4) we have,





T tx° + f T t_3 B(<p o uc)(s) ds 
Jo
- ( s 0 I - A )  1 B((pouc)(t) 
=  CAT tx° +  (Gc(<p o uc))(t).
+  Gc(so)(<  ^° uc)(t)
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Consequently, with gc(t) := C aT ^0, it follows from (9.6a) that
Swc =  Sgc + S(Gc(Tt(pou))). (9 .7)
Setting g := Sgc, d := Sdc and G := SGcTt, it follows from (9.6b) and (9 .7) that 
u satisfies
u = u°$ +  kJ(pd — d — (g +  G(<p o  u))). (9.8)
Theorem  9.2.1. Assume that the well-posed system (9.3) is exponentially stable 
and G c(0) > 0. Let p  : R —> R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. 
Suppose that dc = dc\ +  d^dc with dci E L^(M+,R) for some a < 0 and d& E R. 
Let p E l  and assume that (p — d c2)/G c(0) G imp. Under these conditions the 
following statements hold.
1. Assume that p  — p(0) E a) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists
a constant k* G (0, oo) (depending on GC} p  and p) such that for all 
k G (OjA;*), the unique solution (x ,uc) of the feedback system given by
(9.5) and (9.6) is defined on R+, the limits lim^oo x(t) =: x°° (in X ) 
and lim^oo uc(t) =: u°° exist and satisfy x°° =  — ((p — dC2 )IG c(ti))A~lB  
and p(u°°) = (p -  dc2) /G c(0),
ec =  p — dc — wc G L2(R+,M) and p  o  uc — </?(ii°°)^c G L2(R+,K).
Moreover,
lim ec(t) =  0 ,
<—►00
provided that T*0a;0 G X \ for some to > 0, lim ^ oo dc\(t) =  0 and Gc satisfies 
assumption (Bc) (see (7.10)).
2. Assume that p  is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant X >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1  are valid with k* =  l/|A /j(G )| 
(where fj(G ) is given by (5.2)).
Proof. Let (x, uc) be the unique solution of the feedback system given by (9.5) 
and (9.6). By (9.8), uc satisfies
uc = u°iDc +  kHJ(pfi -  S(dc + gc + Gc(p o uc))) (9.9)
where gc(t) =  CffTtx0. In order to apply Theorem 8.1.1 to (9.9) we need to verify 
the relevant assumptions. By exponential stability, Gc G <^(L^(R+,R)) for some 
a <  0. It remains to show that gc G Ljg(R+,R) for some (3 <  0. To this end note 
that if (3 G (^(T), 0) then, by exponential stability, gc G Z^(R+, R).
Proof of Statement 1: An application of Theorem 8.1.1 shows that there exists 
a constant k* G (0, oo) such that if k G (0, &*), lim ^ oo  uc(t) —. u°° exists and
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satisfies <p(u°°) = (p -  dc2 ) /G c(0), ec G L2(R+,R) and <p o uc -  ip(u°°)tic G 
L2(R+, R). For the rest of the proof of statement 1, let k G (0, k*). If T*0:r0 G X\ 
for some to > 0, it follows from the exponential stability of T  that
lim gc(t) = lim C T t- tQ(T tQx°) =  0.
t—*oo t —* oo
Hence, if T tox° G X \ for some to >  0, l im ^ o o  dci(t) =  0 and Gc satisfies assump­
tion (Bc), then Theorem 8.1.1 guarantees that lim^oo ec(t) — 0. By Lemma 
9.1.4, x(t) —► —A~lB(p{u°°) (in X )  as t —► oo, showing that x(t) converges to 
x°° := —((p — d<a)/Gc(Q))A~lB  as t —► oo.
Proof of Statement 2: This follows immediately from the application of Theorem 
8.1.1. □
We now consider system (9.5) controlled by the sampled-data integrator
uc(t) =  ('Hu)(t), t G R+, (9.10a)
f(n  +  1) =  f  (n) +  k{p -  (S(dc +  wc))(n)), £(0) =  £°, (9.10b)
u(n) = £(n) +  k(p -  (S(dc +  wc))(n)), (9.10c)
where £ denotes the integrator state. Again setting g := Sgc, d := Sdc and 
G := SG c7i, it follows from (9.10b), (9.10c) and (9.7) that u satisfies
u =  £° -I- kJo(pfi — d — {g -1- G(<p o u))). (9.11)
T heorem  9.2.2. Assume that the well-posed system (9.3) is exponentially stable 
and G c(0) > 0. Let ip : R —> R be locally Lipschitz continuous and non-decreasing. 
Suppose that dc =  dc\ -I- d(^dc with d& G L2 (R+, R) for some a  < 0 and d& G R. 
Let p G R and assume that (p — dc2 ) /G c(0) G im(p. Let (x ,uc) be a solution of the 
feedback system given by (9.5) and (9.10). Under these conditions the following 
statements hold.
1. Assume that <p — </?(0) G <^(a) for some a G (0,oo). Then there exists 
a constant k* G (0,oo] (depending on Gc, (p and p) such that for all k G 
(0,k*), the limits lim^oo x(t) =: x°° (in X ) and lim^oo uc(t) =: u°° exist 
and satisfy x°° = —((p — d&)lGc(lS))A~lB  and ip(u°°) = (p — d&j/Gcfi),
ec = p — dc — wc € L2(R+, R) and <pouc — <£>(u°°)$c G L2(R+, R).
Moreover,
lim ec(t) — 0 ,
t—>oo
provided that T tQx° G X \ for some to > 0, lim*_>oo dc\(t) =  0 and Gc satisfies 
assumption (Bc). I f  f j 0 (G) =  0, then the above conclusions are valid with 
k* =  oo (where f j 0 (G) is given by (5.12)).
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2 . Assume that p  is globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant A >
0. Then the conclusions of statement 1  are valid with k* = l/\X fJo{G)\, 
where 1 /0  := oo.
3. Under the assumption f j 0 (G) > 0, the conclusions of statement 1  are valid 
with k* — oo.
Proof. Let (x ,u c) be a solution of the feedback system given by (9.5) and (9.10). 
By (9.11), uc satisfies
uc = +  kH J0(pti -  S(dc + gc + Gc(ip o uc))) (9-12)
where gc(t) — C \T tx0. In order to apply Theorem 8.1.3 to (9.12) we need to 
verify the relevant assumptions. Arguments identical to those in the proof of 
Theorem 9.2.1 show that the relevant assumptions are satisfied. Statements 1 
and 2 follow from the application of Theorem 8.1.3 and the arguments used to 
prove statements 1 and 2 of Theorem 9.2.1. Statement 3 follows immediately 
from the application of Theorem 8.1.3. □
Let ip, p and dc be as before and let k : Z+ —> R be a time-varying gain. As 
previously, we consider system (9.5) but now controlled by the sampled-data 
integrator
uc(t) = (Hu)(t), t £ R+, (9.13a)
(Au)(n) =  «(n)(p — (S(dc +  wc))(n)), u{0) =  u° £ R, n £ Z +. (9.13b)
Again setting g := Sgc, d := Sdc and G := SG c7i, it follows from (9.13b) and 
(9.7) that u satisfies
u =  w°$ +  J (k(p'd — d —(g + (G{ip o u))))). (9-14)
T heorem  9.2.3. Assume that the well-posed system (9.3) is strongly stable, 0 £ 
res(A) and Gc(0) > 0. Let ip : R —► K be non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constant A > 0, dc =  dc\ +  dC2$c ujith dc\ £ Z^(M+,R) 
for some a < 0 and dc2 £ M, p — dc2 £ &(GC, <p) and K :  ^R bounded and
non-negative with
lim sup«(n) < l/ |A /0>j(G )|,
n-+ 00
where fo,j{G) is given by (5.12). Then, for (x , uc) the solution of the feedback sys­
tem given by (9.5), (9.6a) and (9.13b), and all x° £ X , the following statements 
hold.
1. The limit {ip o Utf)°° := lim^oo ip{uc{t)) exists and is finite and
lim ||x(t) +  A~xB{ip o uc)°°|| =  0,
t—*00
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and A(<p o u) e  l2(Z+,R).
-2. I f k £ /1(Z+,R ); i/ien £/ie error signal ec := p#c — dc — wc can be split into 
ec =  eci +  e^, where lim^ooeci(t) =  0 and ec 2  G L2(R+,R). Moreover,
lim ec(t) =  0 ,t—* oo
provided that T tox° G Xi /or some to > 0, lim^oo dci(£) =  0 and Gc satisfies 
assumption (Bc) (see (7.10)).
3. I f  p — dc 2 is an interior point of &(Gc,ip), then uc is bounded.
Proof. Let (x , uc) be the unique solution of the feedback system given by (9.5) 
and (9.13). By (9.14), uc satisfies,
uc -  vP'&c +  -  S(dc + gc + Gc(ip o uc)))) (9.15)
where gc(t) := C/JTtx0. In order to apply Theorem 8.1.8 to (9.15), we need to 
verify the relevant assumptions. By strong stability and the fact that 0 G res (A), 
it is clear from Lemma 9.1.6 that G c satisfies assumption (Ac). By the infinite­
time admissibility of C we have gc G L2(R+,R). We are now in a position to 
apply Theorem 8.1.8 to (9.15).
Proof of Statement 1: The fact that, lim^oo (p(uc(t)) =: (</? o uc)°° exists and 
is finite follows immediately from the application of Theorem 8.1.8. To see that 
limt_oo ||x (t)+ A - 1B(<^ouc)00|| =  0 (in X ), we apply Lemma 9.1.5 with w =  ipou 
(noting that A w = A(ip o u) G Z2(Z+,R) and limt_+00v(t) =  limt-,00{'Hw)(t) = 
limt_oo ip(uc(t)) =: (<pouc)°°).
Proof of Statement 2: If T toa;0 G X \ for some t0  > 0, then, as in the proof of 
Theorem 9.2.1, limt_oo gc{t) =  0. Statement 2 now follows from the application 
of Theorem 8.1.8.
Proof of Statement 3: This follows immediately from the application of Theorem 
8.1.8. □
Let ip, p, k and dc be as before and let ip : R —► R be a static non-linearity. We 
now consider system (9.5) with bounded observation operator C (in particular, 
if C is bounded, C =  Ca) . Note that, by Lemma 9.1.2, this means system (9.5) 
is now regular, that is,
x  =  Ax  +  B(ip o uc), x(0) =  x°, (9.16a)
wc = Cx +  D(ip o uc). (9.16b)
Boundedness of C implies that the impulse response of Gc is a finite Borel measure 
on R+, see Remark 9.1.3. Consequently, we can ideally sample the output t/j o
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wc+dc. Hence we consider system (9.16), but now controlled by the sampled-data 
integrator
uc(t) =(Hu)(t), t G R+, (9.17a)
(Au)(n) =K,(n)(p -  (5/(dc + ipo ™c))(n)), u(0) = u° G R, n G Z+. (9.17b)
From (9.16b), (9.2) and (9.4) we have,
Wc(t) = Cx(t) +  D(cp o uc)(t)
=  C ^ T trr° +  J  T t- sB(<p o uc)(s) ds'j +  D(<p o uc)(t)
=  C T tx° +  (Gc(p o uc))(t).
Consequently, with gc(t) := C T tx°, it follows that
«Sju;c =  Stfc  +  <S/(<3c(H(v? o u))). (9.18)
Setting g Sigc, d := Sidc, noting that by Proposition 8.2.1, ip and <Sj commute 
and defining G := S iG J i , it follows from (9.17b) and (9.18) that u satisfies
u =  u°# +  J (k(p& — d — ip(g +  (G(<p o u))))). (9.19)
Theorem 9.2.4. Assume that the well-posed system (9.3) is exponentially sta­
ble, that C is bounded (hence system (9.3) is regular, by Lemma 9.1.2) and that 
G c(0) > 0. Let p  : R —► R and ip : R —*► R be non-decreasing and globally Lip- 
schitz continuous with Lipschitz constants X\ > 0 and A2 > 0, dc — dc\ +  d&flc 
with dci G L2(R+,R), Sidci G Z2(Z+,R), n »-> \dci(3T)\ € Z2(Z+,R) and
dc2 G R, p — d&, G &(GC, p, ip) and k : Z+ —► R is bounded and non-negative with
limsupK(n) < l/|AiA2/ 0|j(Cr)|,
n—+00
where fo,j(G) is given by (5.12). Then, for (x ,uc) the solution of the feedback 
system given by (9.16) and (9.17), and all x° G X , the following statements hold.
1. The limit (p o uc)°° := limi_>00 <p(uc(t)) exists and is finite and
lim ||ic(t) +  A~lB( p  o uc)°°|| =  0,
t —*oo
and A (up o u) G Z2(Z+, R).
2. I f  k P(Z+,R), then the error signal ec := pdc — dc — ip o wc can be split 
into ec = eci +  ec2, where limt_ 00 ec\(t) =  0 and ec2 G L2(R+,R). Moreover,
lim ec(t) =  0 ,
t—►00
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provided that lim^oo dc\ (t) =  0.
3. I f  p — dc 2 is an interior point of 3%{Gc,<p, ip), then uc is bounded.
Proof. Let (x ,u c) be the unique solution of the feedback system given by (9.16) 
and (9.17). By (9.19), uc satisfies,
uc =  u°#c +  -  Si(dc +  ip(gc +  Gc((p o uc))))) (9.20)
where gc(t) C T tx°. In order to apply Theorem 8.2.2 to (9.20), we need to 
verify the relevant assumptions. Since C is bounded the impulse response of 
Gc is a finite Borel measure on R+ (see Remark 9.1.3). Using the exponential 
stability of system (9.3), we see that G c is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 and 
hence, G c satisfies assumption (Ac). It is clear by exponential stability that there 
exists a (3 <  0 such that gc G Lj|(R+,R) C L2(R+,R). It remains to show that 
Sigc G J2(Z+,R). We first note that, by exponential stability of the semigroup 
T, there exist constants M, e > 0 such that
||T*|| < Me_£t, V i GR+.
Consequently, by boundedness of C,
\gc(t)\ < M e-* , V t e  R+ (9.21)
for some constant M  > 0, that is, gc(t) = 0 (e-et) as t —» oo. Hence, Sigc G 
Z2(Z+,R) as required (see Remarks 8.2.3 (b)). We are now in a position to apply 
Theorem 8.2.2 to (9.20).
Proof of Statement 1: This follows in the same way as the proof of statement 1 
of Theorem 9.2.3, but applying Theorem 8.2.2 instead of Theorem 8.1.8.
Proof of Statement 2: Trivially by (9.21),
lim gc(t) =  0 .
t —*oo
The conclusions of statement 2 now follow from the application of Theorem 8.2.2.
Proof of Statement 3: This follows immediately from the application of Theorem 
8.2.2. □
Remark 9.2.5. Note that it is also possible to obtain state-space versions of The­
orems 8.1.10 and 8.2.4 under similar assumptions to those imposed in Theorems 
9.2.3 and 9.2.4. O
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9.3 N otes and references
The results in this chapter form state-space versions of the input-output results 
obtained in Chapter 8 . Note that, for constant gain with input non-linearity 
the results from Chapter 8 apply to exponentially stable well-posed state-space 
systems (see Theorems 9.2.1 and 9.2.2); for time-varying gain with input non- 
linearity the results from Chapter 8 apply to strongly stable state-space systems 
with 0 G res(i4) (see Theorem 9.2.3); for time-varying gain with input as well as 
output non-linearities the results from Chapter 8 apply to exponentially stable 
systems with bounded observation operator (see Theorem 9.2.4). We remark 
that the results in this chapter improve on the sampled-data results in [37] and 
[42] in the sense that, the results in [37] and [42] were obtained for exponentially 
stable regular systems whereas, Theorems 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.2.3 and 9.2.4 apply to 
the larger class of exponentially stable well-posed systems, in some cases (see 
above) even to strongly stable well-posed systems with 0 G res (A). The results 
in this chapter form the basis for some of [6].
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Chapter 10
Discrete-time absolute stability 
theory and stability of linear 
multistep methods
An important aspect of numerical analysis is the study of the long term behaviour 
of solutions of numerical methods. In this chapter we show how special cases of 
some of the discrete-time absolute theory contained in Chapter 4 can be applied 
to linear multistep methods. Consequently, we derive results on stability of linear 
multistep methods.
10.1 A n introduction to  linear m ultistep m eth­
ods
Much of the material in this section is standard. For a more detailed introduction 
to linear multistep methods see, for example, [1], [26], [27] and [29].
In this chapter we consider the initial-value problem,
=  /(*> 2/W)> * £ K+> 2/(0) =  2/o> (10.1)
defined on a possibly infinite-dimensional Hilbert space U. Here f  :R + x U  —> U 
satisfies suitable regularity conditions (in the least we assume that /  is Lipschitz 
with respect to the norm in £/), so that (10.1) has a unique solution. In numerical 
analysis solutions of (10.1) can be approximated from so called linear multistep 
methods defined below.
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D efinition. A general q-step linear multistep method (LMM) is defined by the 
equation,
q q
^2o iju (n  + j)  =  h ^ / ? j / ( ( n  +  j)h , u{n + j)), n  E Z+, (10.2)
.7 = 0  .7 = 0
with fixed time-step h >  0, constants aj, Pj E R  (j =  0 ,1 ,. . . ,  q) independent of 
h , n and the underlying differential equation, with aq > 0 and given initial data 
u(0), . . . ,  u { q -  1).
We shall often refer to equation (10.2) simply as method (10.2) or, LMM (10.2). 
When (3q =  0, LMM (10.2) is said to be explicit; otherwise it is implicit
We define the polynomials p, o by,
P(z ) := J 2 ai z j ’ °’(z) :=
7 = 0  7 = 0
We assume throughout this chapter that p and a are coprime. The LMM (10.2) 
is completely specified by the two polynomials p and a in the sense that, given 
polynomials p, a we can determine a LMM of the form (10.2) and conversely 
given a LMM of the form (10.2) we can define polynomials p and a.
We now give some examples of linear multistep methods.
Exam ple 10.1.1. The backward differentiation formulae (BDFs) are given by,
cr(z) =  zq, and p(z) =  ^  “  1)fc-
k=1
Given expressions for p and <r, we now determine expressions for LMM (10.2) for 
given values of q.
1. q = 1 : Then a(z) = z and p(z) =  2 - 1 . This gives coefficients, a 0 =  
—1, ot\ =  1, Po =  0, Pi =  1. Hence from (10.2) we obtain the method,
u(n +  1) — u(n) = h f((n  +  1 )h, u(n +  1)).
This is the well-known Euler method.
2. q = 2 : Then a(z) =  z2 and p{z) =  (Z/2)z2—22+ 1/ 2 . This gives coefficients, 
a 0 =  1/2, cli =  —2, a2 =  3/2, P0 =  0, pi =  0, =  L Hence from (10.2) 
we obtain the method,
3 1-u (n  +  2) — 2 u(n +  1) +  -u (n) =  h f((n  +  2)h, u(n +  2)). 
z z
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oWe shall now discuss zero-stability of solutions of (10.2) and in so doing, introduce 
some key definitions.
We begin by considering the case /  =  0. From (10.2) we now have the linear 
difference equation,
Q
Y  OLjuin +  j)  = 0, n e  Z+. (10.3)
3=0
P roposition  10.1.2. Let z £ C. I f  p(z) =  0, then u(n) =  zn is a solution of
(10.3). If, additionally, p'(z) =  0, then u(n) =  nzn is also a solution of (10.3).
P roof. Assume that p(z) =  0 for some z E C. With u(n) = zn it follows from
(10.3) that
Y  aMn + j) = Y  aizU+j = ( S  a32^ ) = zUp(z) = °*
j=0 j=0 '  j=0 I
Hence u(n) — zn is a solution of (10.3). Suppose further, p'{z) =  0. With 
u(n) = nzn it follows from (10.3) that
q q / q q
Y  <*3u(n +  j)  =  Y  ai(n +  t i zU+j = \  71 iL , a3zj +  ai i zj
j=0 j=0 j—0 j=\
= zn(np(z) -f- zp'(z)) =  0 .
Hence u(n) = nzn is a solution of (10.3). □
Definition. A polynomial p(z) satisfies the root condition if
p(z) =  0 implies either \z\ < 1, or \z\ = 1 and p'(z) ^  0 .
Proposition 10.1.2 motivates the definition of the following notions of zero-stability 
of method (10 .2).
Definition. The method (10.2) is said to be zero-stable if p satisfies the root 
condition. The method (10 .2) is strictly zero-stable if it is zero-stable and z — 1 
is the only root of p on the complex unit circle.
For a “good” LMM we expect that the values u(n) generated by (10.2) tend to 
the value of the desired exact solution of (10.1) at time t as h —► 0. This gives 
an intuitive notion of convergence of an LMM which we now make more precise.
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We assume that, for T > 0, /  : R+ x U —► U satisfies the following condition,
\\ f{ t ,x )~  f ( t ,z )  || < L \ \ x - z \ l  V t€  [0,T], x ,z e U .
We introduce the following notation. For h > 0, we define Nh := {n G Z+ \ nh G 
[0 ,T]}.
D efinition. We say that method (10.2) is convergent if the following is true for 
all j/o £ U. Let 770,771, . . .  ,7jq- i  be q functions from (0, h0) to U where 0 < h < 
ho = aq(3~lL~l (so that method (10.2) has a unique solution) such that
lim rjj{h) = y0, j  =  0 , 1, . . . ,q -  1,n—►U
and denote by u the solution of (10.2) having the starting values
u(j) = Vj{h), j  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,9 - 1 .
Then,
max||u(n) — y(nh)\\ —> 0 , h —>0,n£Nh
where y denotes the solution of the initial-value problem (10.1). Note that if 
(3q =  0, then ho := oo.
Convergence of a LMM is an essential property for computation of numerical 
solutions of initial-value problems of the form (10.1). Without convergence a 
method is of no practical use.
The condition of zero-stability of method (10.2) has the purpose of preventing 
a small initial error in the computation of solutions of the initial-value problem
(10.1) from growing at such a rate that convergence of (10.2) is no longer guar­
anteed. However, zero-stability alone does not guarantee convergence. A further 
condition must be added which ensures that LMM (10.2) is a good approximation 
to the initial-value problem (10.1).
If LMM (10.2) is to define a “good” method, we expect the difference between 
the two sides of LMM (10.2) to be small if h is small and if the values {u(n)}n£z+ 
are replaced by y(nh), where y is an exact solution of the initial-value problem
(10.1). To this end we now define the concept of consistency of method (10.2).
D efinition. Let y be the solution of the initial-value problem (10.1). We say 
that method (10 .2 ) is consistent if,
max
n£N h
as h —► 0.




The consistency of method (10.2) is equivalent to a purely algebraic condition 
on the polynomials p and a as seen in the following result. The proof of the 
following theorem can be found in [27] (see Theorem 3.4 in [27])
T heorem  10.1.3. The method (10 .2 ) is consistent if and only if the polynomials 
p and a satisfy the conditions
Finally we state a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of method
(10.2) the proof of which can be found in [27] (see Theorem 3.1 in [27]).
T heorem  10.1.4. The method (10.2) is convergent if and only if it is both zero- 
stable and consistent.
In order to apply transform methods, we first write (10 .2) as a convolution iden­
tity. To this end associated with the two polynomials p and a we define sequences 
r, sG  F (Z+,R), such that
In applications, the boundedness of several related quantities is considered: the 
numerical solution, the numerical error and the difference between two numerical 
solutions. The following lemma is applicable in all these cases.
Lem m a 10.1.5. Suppose that D(n) E U for n > q, and that <p : Z+ x  U —>U. 
Suppose also that x  : Z+ —> U satisfies
p( 1) =  0, p '(l) =  <7(1).
We observe that
r(z) =  z qp(z), s(z) =  z gcr(z) ; z E C (10.5)
Y ]  oijx(n + j)  = Y 2  x (n +  J)) +  D (n +  ^), n e  Z+.
j = 0
Then, for r, s G F (Z+,R) as defined in (10.4),
r * x = s*  (ip o x) + v,
where v is given by
(10.6)
V(n) v '[Tl) D(n),
(r * x)(n) — (s * (ip o x))(n) 0 < n < q — 1, 
n >  q.
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Proof. Considering the LHS of (10.6), the finite support of r implies that
n+q q
(r * x)(n + q) = ^ 2 r ( n  + q -  k)x(k) =  ^ r(q -  j)x (n  +  j)
k—0 j—0
9
= ^ 2 aj X(n +  .?)> 71 ^  ^+* 
j=0
Similarly, considering the RHS of (10.6),
n+q
(s*(ip  o x))(n 4 - q) +  v(n +  q) — s(n +  q — k){ip o x)(k) -f D(n +  q)
k=o
9 9
= S  “  i)(<P °  x )(n  + j )  = X ] + •?> x(n + ^ ’)) + + )^» n 6 z +-
j=o j=o
This implies that, for n >  q,
(r * x)(n) =  (s * (y? o x))(n) 4 - v(n). (10.7)
By the construction of v, (10.7) also holds for 0 < n < q — 1. Thus, the sequence 
identity (10.6) is true. □
We recall that ultimately, we are considering the initial-value problem (10.1) 
where /  : R+ x U —> U satisfies suitable regularity conditions. We describe three 
situations in numerical analysis to which Lemma 10.1.5 applies.
Case 1: T he num erical solution. For the method given by (10.2), Lemma
10.1.5 may be applied with
x(n) := u(n); (p(n, £) := hf(nh , £)> f  e D(n 4- q) := 0, n G Z+.
Case 2: T he num erical error. Let y be the solution of (10.1). The truncation 
error T(n  4 - q) G C/, n G Z+, is defined by
9 9
^  OLjy{{n +  j)h) =  h ^ 2 P jf((n +  j ) h> 2/((n +  J)h)) +  h T (n +  ?)> n G Z+.
j—0 j=0
Lemma 10.1.5 may be applied with
x(n) 
ip (n ,  f )  
D(n)
=  y(nh) — u(n), n  G Z+,
=  h/(nh , y(nh)) -  h f(n h , j/(n/i) -  £), n G Z+, £ G C7, 
=  hT(n), n >  q,
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where u : Z+ —> U is the solution of (10.2).
Case 3: Difference of two num erical solutions. If iq : Z+ —> U, u2 • ~ 1"
U, are two solutions of (10.2), then Lemma 10.1.5 may be applied with
x(n) := Ui(n) — u2(n), n  G Z+,
£ )  : =  hf(nh, Ui(n)) -  hf(nh, Ui(n) -  n G Z + , £  G Z7,
D (n ) :=  0, n  G Z+.
10.2 Control theoretic absolute stability results
We consider an absolute stability problem for the feedback system shown in 
Figure 10.1. The convolution kernel g : Z+ —► C, the time-dependent non-
linearity ip :Z+ x U  —> U and the forcing function w : Z+ —► U are given.
Figure 10.1: Feedback system with non-linearity
From Figure 10.1 we can derive the following governing equations
u = y + w, y =  g* (ipou),
or, equivalently,
u =  g * (ip o u) +  w. (10.8 )
The latter equation can be written as the nonlinear discrete-time Volterra equa­
tion,
n
u(n) =  “ 3)^f{hu {3)) +  w{n).
j=o
A solution of (10.8) is a U-valued function u defined on Z+ satisfying (10.8). 
Trivially, there exists at least one solution (a unique solution, respectively) of 
(10.8) if, for every n G Z+, the map
u - > u ,  ( ~ t - g { o ) < p M
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is surjective (bijective, respectively).
In the following result, part (A) is a special case of Theorem 4.3.4 and part (B) 
is a special case of Theorem 4.3.6.
Theorem  10.2.1. Let g = gofi + gi, where gQ G (0,oo) and gi G ^(2+), let <P be 
sector-bounded in the sense that there exists a G (0, oo] such that
ReMn,C),C><-Mn.e)H2/<i- V (n ,£)eZ  + x U  (10.9)
and assume that there exists e > 0 such that
l /a  + Reg(eie) > e ,  V 9 e (  0,2tt). (10.10)
(A) I f £ > 0 and w € m 2( Z+, U), then every solution u of (10.8) has the following 
properties.
(Al) There exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on e, a and g, but not on 
w) such that
Mlioo + ||A0ii||j2 + ||^ou||/2 +  (||Re(v9ou,u)||ii)1/2
+ II J0(<pou)||/oo < AT||u;||m2 .
(A2) The limit lim^oo ||w(n)|| exists and is finite; in particular, if dim U =  1, 
then limn_»oo u{n) exists.
(A3) Under the additional assumptions
(A3.1) </? does not depend on time,
(A3.2) <p- 1(0) C\ B  is precompact for every bounded set B  C U,
(A3.3) inf£€fl 11^ (011 > 0 f or every bounded closed set B  C U such that 
(^-1(O)flB =  0 ,
we have that limn_+oodist(u(n),y?- 1(0)) =  0 .
(A4) I f  (A3.1)-(A3.3) and the additional assumption,
(A4.1) cl(<£>- 1(0)) fl S  is totally disconnected for every sphere S  C U centred 
at 0 ,
hold, then u(n) converges as n —> oo.
(B) I fe  = 0 andw  G m 1(Z+,U), then every solution u of (10.8) has the following 
properties.
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(Bl) There exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on a and g, but not on w) 
such that
IMIioo +  (||Re (<pou,u + O u)) ||zi ) 1/2 +  II Jo{<p o w) | | i00 < K\\w\\mu
(B2) Under the assumptions (A3.1), (A3.2 ) and the additional assumption
(B2.1) sup£G£Re(<^(£),£ +  v iO /0)  < 0 f 0T every bounded closed set B  C U 
such that y>- 1(0) D B =  0 ,
we have that limn_>00dist(w(n), <^- 1(0 )) =  0 .
(B3) I f  (A3.1), (A3.2), (B2 .1) and the additional assumption,
(B3.1) <p is continuous,
hold, then limn_>00(Aoii)(n) =  0. I f  further,
(B3.2) </?- 1(0) is totally disconnected,
then limn_Kxj it(n) =: u°° exists with u°° G 9?- 1(0).
A complete proof of Theorem 10.2.1 (which does not refer to Theorems 4.3.4 and 
4.3.6) can be found in [4] (see, Theorem 5.1 in [4]).
Next, we derive a version of Theorem 10.2.1 which yields stability properties of 
the difference of two solutions of (10.8). In this context, the following incremental 
sector condition
Re(v?(n,£i) — ip(n,£2)>£i — £2) < - M n , f i )  -  v>(n,f2)||2/a ,  (10.11)
n G Z+, £1,62 G U
is relevant. Let W\,W2 be forcing functions and let u\ and be corresponding 
solutions of (10.8), that is, ut =  g * (y? o m) + Wi for i = 1,2. The difference 
u\ — U2 satisfies the Volterra equation
— U2 =  g * {ip ° (ui — U2 )) + w\ — w2 .
In the following result, part (A) is a special case of Corollary 4.4.1 and part (B) 
is a special case of Corollary 4.4.2.
Corollary 10.2.2. Let g = go0 +  g\, where go G (0,00) and g\ G I1, let be 
incrementally sector-bounded in the sense that (10.11) holds for some a G (0,00] 
and assume that there exists e > 0 such that (10.10) is satisfied. Let u\ and u2 
be solutions of (10.8) corresponding to forcing functions W\ and w2, respectively.
(A) I fe  > 0 and w\ — w2 G m 2(Z+,U), then the following statements hold:
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(Al) There exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on e, a and g, but not on 
Wi and w2) such that
||ui -  u2\\ioo + ||A0(wi -  u2)\\i2 + (llRe^oit! -  (pou2,ui -  ^2) ||zi)1/2
+  \\<p O Ui -  <p o U211/2 +  || JQ((f O U i-(po  1/2)11/00 < K\\wi -  W2\\m* .
(A2) The limit lim^oo ||i/i(n) — u2(n)|| exists and is finite; in particular, if 
dimC/ =  1, then limn_f00(iti(n) —u2(n)) exists.
(B) I f  e =  0 and W\ — w2 E m 1(Z+,C/); then there exists a constant K  > 0 
(depending only on a and g, but not on Wi and w2) such that
ll^i — ^2||i°° +  (||Re {<pou\ —<po u2,ui —u2 + -{ip o ui — ip o u2))||ii) 1/ 2a
+  || J0(<p 0 U l- (p o  U2)\\i°o < K\\wi -  W2 ||mi .
10.3 An application of Section 10.2 to  linear 
m ultistep stability
In this section we apply Theorem 10.2.1 and Corollary 10.2.2 to derive results on 
the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of (10.2).
We begin by defining the notion of a positive rational function.
D efinition. A function /  : C —► C is said to be a rational function if it can be 
expressed as the quotient of two polynomials with possibly complex coefficients. 
We further say that a rational function is proper if lim|2|_^ oo |/(^ ) |<  oo for all 
zG  C. A rational function /  (with possibly complex coefficients) is called positive 
if
Re f( z )  > 0, for all z E C with |z| > 1 and such that 2 is not a pole of / .
The following lemma lists some simple (and well-known) properties of positive 
rational functions which will be required throughout this section, we include a 
proof for completeness.
Lem m a 10.3.1. Let f  be a rational function such that f(z )  ^ 0 .  I f  f  is positive, 
then the following statements hold:
(a) / / z E C  is a zero of f ,  then \z\ < 1.
(b) I f  z  E C is a pole of f ,  then \z\ < 1.
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(c) lim |z|_»00 f(z )  exists, is finite and not equal to zero.
(d) I f  ew is a zero of f  for some 1/ G [0 ,27r), then it is simple (that is f ,(ell>) ^
0 ).
(e) I fe w is a pole of f  for some v G [0,2n), then it is simple (that is ( l / / ) '( e tI/) ^  
0) and e-tl/Res (/, elu) > 0, where Res (/, elv) denotes the residue of f  at 
z = eiv.
Note that part (c) says that a non-trivial positive rational function has no zeros 
or poles at 0 0 .
P ro o f of Lem m a 10.3.1. (a) Let \zo\ > 1 and assume that f{zo) =  0. Then
f (z )  = ( z - z 0)mg(z))
where m  G N and g is a rational function which is holomorphic at z = zq and 
g(zo) 7^  0. Let p > 0 be sufficiently small such that \z0 +  pe%e| > 1 for all 
9 G [0 ,2n). Then
f ( z 0 + pei$) = g(z<, + peil,)pmeime.
Hence,
0 < p~mRef(zo  +  pe%6)
=  cos(m0)Re (g(zo +  pet0)) — sin(m^)Im (g(z0 +  pe%e)). (10.12)
Since g(zo +  peid)) —> g(zQ) =£ 0 as p —► 0 (uniformly in 6), it follows that there 
exists p > 0 and 9 G [0, 27t) such that the RHS of (10.12) is negative, contradicting 
the fact that R e f(z 0 +  pex9) > 0 .
(b) If z G C is a pole of / ,  then z is a zero of the positive rational function 1 / / .  
Hence, by (a), it follows that \z\ < 1 .  _
(c) By (a) and (b) all poles and zeros of /  are in B. Define a rational function
9{z) ■= /( l/* )-
Then since /  is positive, Rep(z) > 0 for all z G B such that z is not a pole of g. 
It suffices to show that limz_vo g(z) exists, is finite and not equal to zero. Let
g(z) = zmh(z),
where m G Z and h is a rational function which is holomorphic at z  =  0 and 




0 < p mReg(peld) = cos(m0)Re (h(pe10)) — sin(m0)lm (h(pe%e)). (10.13)
Since h(peld)) —> h(0 ) ^  0 as p —> 0 (uniformly in 0), it follows that there exists 
p < 1 and 0 E [0, 27t) such that the RHS of (10.13) is negative, contradicting the 
fact that Re g{pe10) > 0.
(d) Assume that eiu is a zero of / .  Then
f ( z )  =  { z - e * ) mg ( z ) ,  (10.14)
where m  E N and g is a rational function which is holomorphic at z = ew and 
g{el'/) ^  0. For e > 0 and 0 E [—7r /2 , 7r /2], we define
Z ' f ^ e ^ l  + ee").
It is clear that \zEie\ > 1 and so, for e > 0 and 0 E [—7t / 2 ,7t / 2],
0 < £~mR e f{zet6)
= cos(m0)Re (elTnt/g(zE>o)) — sin(m0)lm (eimi/g{ze>o)). (10.15)
Since g{ze>$) —> g{elv) ^  0 as e —* 0 (uniformly in 0), it follows from (10.15) that 
m  = 1 (because otherwise there would exist e > 0 and 0 E [—7r /2 ,7r /2] such that 
the RHS of (10.15) is negative). Consequently, the zero at z = el" is simple.
(e) Assume that eiu is a pole of / .  Replacing m  by — m  in (10.14), an argument 
identical to that in the proof of (d) shows that the pole at z = ew is simple. 
Considering (10.15) when m  =  —1, choosing 0 to be —7t / 2 , 0 and 7r/ 2  and letting 
e —> 0, shows that Im (e~tvg(ew)) =  0 and Re (e~lvg(elv)) > 0. Since g(elu) ^  0, 
we conclude that Re (e~iug{eiv)) > 0. The claim now follows from the fact that 
Res (/, eiu) =  g{eiu). □
D e f in i t io n .  A sequence a E F(X+) is said to  be exponentially decaying if there 
exists 7] E (0, 1) and M  >  0 such that
|a(n)| < M rf1, n E Z+.
Note that a E F(Z +) is exponentially decaying if and only if ra < 1 (where r0 is 
given by (3.5)).
In the following, if a E F(Z + ) and k E N, then
ka := g * a * • • • * q . 
k factors
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For £ E C, define
v>«:= (o, i, i , e , e ,  ■■■)■
Note that ${(z) = l / ( z  — £).
Lem m a 10.3.2. Let A be a proper rational function. Then there exists a 
transformable sequence a E F(Z+) such that a =  and a is of the form
m rrik
a =  7<5 +  ^ ^ 7^ ,  (10.16)
fc=l j=1
where 7 , 7 kj 6  C are suitable coefficients, the Zk are the poles of A and denotes 
the multiplicity of Zk-
Proof. If pk is the principal part of the Laurent expansion of A  at Zk, then
mjfc
(z -  **)j
where the 7kj are suitable constants. The function B  := A — XX=i Pk is a rational 
function without any poles, and hence B  must be a polynomial. Since A  is proper, 
it follows that B  is a constant polynomial equal to some 7  € C. Therefore, 
A  =  7  +  Efcli and ^ u s  a := i2?- 1(v4) is of the form (10.16). □
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10.3.2.
Corollary 10.3.3. For a proper rational function A, the following statements 
hold:
(a) I f A  is holomorphic in Ei, then is exponentially decaying; in par­
ticular, 2 f~ l {A) E l1(Z+).
(b) I f  A is holomorphic in Ei and has only simple poles {zk}kLi on the complex 
unit circle, then
m
g r-'iA ) = a0 + Y^ikiPzk,
k=1
where oq E F{Z+) is exponentially decaying and 7 *, denotes the residue of 
A at Zk.
We shall require the following key definition.
D efinition. The linear stability domain S for method (10.2) is the set 
§ := {£ E C : p(z) — £a(z) satisfies the root condition}.
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To apply Theorem 10.2.1 and Corollary 10.2.2 to method (10.2 ), we first require 
some preliminary results.
Lem m a 10.3.4. Fore E C and R >  0, the following equivalences hold for method
(10 .2):
B(c, R) C § <=> i^nf \p(z)/a(z) — c\ > R
<==> sup |a(z)/(p(z) — ca(z))\ < 1/R.
\* \> i
Proof. Assuming B(c, R) C §, we deduce that B(c, R) C int(S). Hence, if 
£ E B(c,R), then p(z) — (a(z) = 0 implies that \z\ < 1. Thus,
,inf, IP(*)M*) ~ c \> R ,  (10.17)|2|>1
or, equivalently,
sup |a(z)/(p(z) — ca(z))\ < 1/R. (10.18)
N>i
Conversely, assume (10.18) or, equivalently, (10.17) holds. For C E C \  §, there
exists zq E C with \zq\ > 1 and such that p(zo) — ^(^o ) =  0. Thus, by (10.17),
|C — c| > R, which implies £ E C \  B(c, R). We deduce that B(c, R) C S. □
The following result shows that the inclusion of a disc of the form B(—c, c) (where 
c > 0 ) in the linear stability domain of (10.2) is equivalent to the positivity of 
the rational function l / ( 2c) +  a/p.
Lem m a 10.3.5. Let S denote the linear stability domain of (10.2) and let c > 0. 
Then
B(—c ,c ) c S  <=> 1/(2c) +  a /p  is positive.
Moreover, ifM(—c,c) C S, then the following statements hold:
(a) Method (10 .2) is zero-stable.
(b) I f p(elu) = 0 for some v E [0,27r), then e~ll/cr(etl')/p'(etl/) > 0.
Proof. A straightforward calculation shows that, for all z E C such that p(z) ^  0, 
the following equivalences hold
|p(z)/<j{z) + c\ > c o  (1 /(?)\p(z)f |1 +  ar(z)jp(z) |2 >  | c r ( z ) | 2
1/(2c) +  Re (cr(z)/p(z)) > 0.
Now, by Lemma 10.3.4, B(—c,c) C § if and only if inf|z|>i \p(z)/a(z) +  c| > 
c, showing that the inclusion B(—c, c) C S is equivalent to the positivity of
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l / ( 2c) +  a //9. Statements (a) and (b) are now immediate consequences of Lemma
10.3.1. □
The following proposition shows that if ®(—c, c) C §, then B(—c,c) C S.
P roposition  10.3.6. Let § denote the linear stability domain of (10.2) and let
c > 0. //® (—c, c) C §, then ®(—c, c) C §.
Proof. Let £ be on the boundary of ®(—c,c), that is |C +  cl =  c. We have to 
show that £ G S. To this end let Zq G C be such that
p(z0) -  O ( 2o) =  0. (10.19)
Since B(—c, c) C §, it is clear that \z q \ < 1. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove 
that if \zo\ = 1, then
p'(zo) ~  C°'/(2:o) 7^  0. (10.20)
So let us assume that |z0| =  1- If C =  0> then p(z0) =  0 . By part (b) of Lemma 
10.3.5, p'(z0) — ^a'(zo) = p'(z0) ^  0, and so (10.20) holds. Hence, w.l.o.g. we may 
assume that £ ^  0. Using that \( +  c| =  c,
** ( ? ) = W  = (10'21)
where a  := Re£ and /3 := Imp. Then,
(a +  c)2 +  p 2 =  |C +  c|2 =  c2 => o? + 0* = —2 ca
and so we see from (10.21)
Re (1/C) =  a / ( - 2 ca) =  - l / ( 2 c ) .
Invoking part (a) of Lemma 10.3.5, we see that the rational function A := o jp  — 
1/C is positive. It follows from (10.19) that A(zo) — 0. By part (d) of Lemma
10.3.1, A '( zq) ^  0 and so
n / a u  ( P ( z o) “  t<r (z o ) y ( z 0) -  ( p \ z o )  -  Ccr'(z0) ) a ( z o )0 * A (z o )  = --------------------------^
(p’{za) -  (<T'{za))a(zo)
f?(zo)
showing that (10.20) holds. d
We are now in the position to formulate the main result of this section. In order 
to do this we first define the function fh : Z+ x U —> U by
/fefa.O := h f{nh ,£ ) , (n,£) G Z + xU .
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T heorem  10.3.7. Assume that method (10 .2 ) satisfies the following two condi­
tions: p( 1) =  0 and p(eid) ^  0 for all 6 e  (0 , 2n).
(A) Assume that there exists 0 < c < oo such that
\\hf{nh, f ) +  c£|| < clKII, (n,0  € Z+ x LT, (10.22)
and further that B(—Co,Cq) C § for some Cq > c. Under these conditions, for
every solution u : Z+ —► U of (10.2), the following statements hold:
(Al) There exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on Cq, c and (p ,a )) such 
that,
IMIi~ +  II A 0u ||(2 +  II//, O u||i2 +  (||Re (f h O u, u) ||,i) 1/2
+  ||Jo(Ao«)||,oo < / f ( ^ H f c ) | |2
\k= Q
(A2 ) The limit lim^oo ||w(n)|| exists and is finite (in particular, if dim U =  1, 
then lim^oo u(n) exists).
(A3) Under the additional assumptions
(A3.1) /  does not depend on time,
(A3.2) / -1(0) fl B is precompact for every bounded set B  C U,
(A3.3) ||/(OII > 0 f or every bounded closed set B  C U such that
f~ 1(0 )n B  = Q,
we have that lim^oo dist(u(n), /  1(0 )) =  0 .
(A4) I f  (A3.1)-(A3.3) and
(A4.1) c l ( / - 1(0)) fl S  is totally disconnected for every sphere S  C U centred 
at 0 ,
hold, then u(n) converges as n —> oo.
(B) Assume that there exists 0 < c < oo such that (10 .22) holds and further that 
B(—c, c) C §. Under these conditions, for every solution u : Z+ —> U of (10.2), 
the following statements hold:
(Bl) There exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on c and (p ,a )) such that,
1 9-1 
M i -  +  (l|Re (fh °u ,u  + — (fh ou)) ||ii) 1/2 + 1| Jo(fh o u)||joo < K  ^ 2  llw(fc)ll •
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(B2) Under the assumptions (A3.1), (A3.2) and the additional assumption
(B2.1) sup^eB Re (/(£), £+ /(£)/(2c)) < 0 for every bounded closed set B  C U 
such that <£- 1(0 ) D B  =  0,
we have that limn_>00d ist(u (n ),/_1(0 )) =  0 .
(B3) I f assumptions (A3.1), (A3.2 ), (B2 .1) and the additional assumption,
(B3.1) /  is continuous,
hold, then l i m n _ >00( A o u ) ( n )  =  0 . I f further,
(B3.2) / - 1(0) is totally disconnected,
then lim n_>00w(n) =: u°° exists with u°° G / -1(0).
(C) Assume that
Re (f(nh, £ ),£ )<  0 ,  (n, f ) € Z+ x C7. (10.23)
/ /  { z  G C : Re 2: < 0} C §, then there exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only 
on (p,&)) such that, for every solution u : Z+ —► U of (10.2),
q- 1
IMIi°° +  (l|Re (fh°u,'u)\\ii )1^ 2 + \\Jo(fh°'u)\\i00 < K 5^(!IW( )^H \\h f(kh,u(k))\\),
k=0
and the conclusions of statements (B2) and (B3) hold.
R em ark  10.3.8. (a) In the scalar case (that is, U =  C) the inequality (10.22) 
is equivalent to the condition that hf(nh ,£)/£  G B(—c, c) for all (n,£) G Z+ x <C 
with f  7^  0 .
(b) Assume that there exist c\ , hi > 0  such that
| | * i / ( * , 0  +  * £ | |  <  CillCll, ( f ,{ )  G R + x C /  (10.24)
and B(—ci,ci) C §, so that the conclusions of part (B) hold for c =  c\ and 
h = hi. Letting h2 G (0,hi) and setting c2 := C\h2/h i < c\, it follows trivially 
from (10.24) that
\\h2f ( t , 0  + °2 \^\ < *ll£ll» (*>0  GM+ x C/,
showing that the conclusions of part (A) hold for c =  c2, h = h2 and Co =  C\.
(c) We emphasize that the assumptions in Theorem 10.3.7 allow for a large class 
of bounded functions / .  O
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P roof o f Theorem  10.3.7. It follows from Section 10.1 that
u = g * ( f h  ° i t )  +  r _1 * v , (10.25)
where g := r~l * s and
J  (r * “ )(«)  -  (s  * ( fh ° « ) ) (" ) ,  0 <  n  <  g -  1,
W ' I 0 ,  n > q .
Clearly, (10.25) is of the form (10.8): in order to apply Theorem 10.2.1 (with 
g — r~l * s, <p = fh, w =  r -1  * v and a = 2c), we need to verify the relevant 
assumptions. It follows from the hypotheses on p and §, via part (a) of Lemma
10.3.5 that (10.2) is strictly zero-stable. The residue of g at z  =  1 is given by 
gQ := cr(l)/p'(l) and, by part (b) of Lemma 10.3.5, go > 0. Invoking part (b) of 
Corollary 10.3.3, we obtain that g\ := g — g^fi G ^(Z^.). Consequently, g is of 
the form required for an application of Theorem 10.2.1. Furthermore, by Lemma
10.3.5
l/(2c) +  Reg(ei9) =  l/(2c) +  Re (a{eie)/p(eie)) > e , 0 G (0,2ir) , (10.26)
with e > 0 under the assumptions of (A) and with e =  0 under the assumptions 
of (B). Also note that under the assumptions of (C), (10.26) remains true with 
e — 0 and c =  oo. Consequently, (10.10) in Theorem 10.2.1 holds under the 
assumptions of part (A), part (B) and part (C). Next we observe that (10.22) is 
equivalent to
R e(//.K C ).e> < -l/(2 c )||A (n ,O H 2 , ( n , 4 ) e Z + x U .  (10.27)
Note that for c =  oo, inequality (10.27) is equivalent to (10.23). Therefore, = fh 
satisfies the sector condition (10.9) in Theorem 10.2.1. To show that w =  r -1 * v 
satisfies the required assumption, we note that by strict zero-stability, combined 
with statement (b) of Corollary 10.3.3, there exists r\ G l1(Z+) such that
r -1  =  7 #  +  r i , where 7  := l /p '( l ) .
Hence
w = r -1  * v = rY'$*v + r i* v  = jJoV + r \ * v .
Setting
g-i
w2 :=  7  ^  v(k) , W\  :=  w — W2'd 
k=0
it is clear that w\ G ^(Z+jC/) C l2(Z+,U). Consequently, w G m 1(Z+,U) C
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m2(Z+, U), so that w satisfies the requirement of Theorem 10.2.1. Furthermore,
IKII < HI M 1*1 < Mv^lMli2 (10.28)
and
IIt^ * v -  w2ti\\ii < |y\{q -  i) ||v ||ii , IM  * v -  ^ 2$ 11*2 < h\(q ~  l)||v||*2 .
The last two inequalities imply
M l 1 ^  ( I k i l l i i  +  H ( 9 -  l ) ) I M k  I K I l i 2 ^  ( m “ , | n ( e w ) |  +  | 7 l ( 9 - l ) ) M f > -0e[O,27r)
(10.29)
To estimate ||w||mp in terms of u(0),u (l) , . . .  ,u(q — 1), we consider firstly parts
(A) and (B), then part (C).
To prove parts (A) and (B), we use (10.22) to obtain
/ 9 - 1  \  V *
i M k < . M E M fc) i n  - p = i -2 - (io-3°)
where L\ := ||r||/i +2c||s||/i and
L2 := max |p(el0)| +  2c max |cr(el0)|.0€[O,27r) n 0G[O,27r)'
Inequality (10.30) together with (10.28) yields
9 - 1  /  9 -1  \  lt2
\M\<^\y\VQ EWfc)ll2 • (io.3i)
k=0 \ k = 0 /
Furthermore, by (10.29)-(10.31),
/« - l  \  ^
I M U < M J E l l “(fc)llP] - p = 1'2>
for suitable Mp > 0. Parts (A) and (B) follow now from Theorem 10.2.1.
To prove part (C), we estimate
9 -1
IMI.I < i E ( M fc)ll +  W i k h M m ) ,  (10.32)
fc—0
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where L := max(||r||,i, ||s||/i). Therefore, by (10.28),
IM I < £ | 7 l £ ( M fc)ll +  IIh f ( k h ,u ( m ) -  (10.33)
Furthermore, by (10.29), (10.32) and (10.33),
IM L 1 < M ^ ( |K f c ) | |  +  \\h f(kh,u(k))\\),
for some suitable M  > 0. Part (C) follows now from Theorem 10.2.1. □
Exam ple 10.3.9. (a) Let p and o be given by p(z) — z — 1 and cr(z) = 1 (Euler’s 
method). It is clear that § =  B(—1,1). Define /  : R  —► R  by
so that /(£ )/£  € B(—1,1) for all £ ^  0. It follows from part (a) of Remark 10.3.8 
that the conclusions of statements (A) of Theorem 10.3.7 hold if h G (0,1), whilst 
statements (B) of the same theorem applies if h =  1. In particular, the numerical 
solution u : Z+ —► U converges to 0 as n —► oo for every choice of h G (0,1). If 
h =  1, then u : Z+ —► U does not converge in general as n —► oo (for example, if 
u(0) =  2, then u(n) = (—l)n2 for all n G Z+).
(b) Let p and a  be given by p(z) = (3/2)z2 — 2z + 1/2 and cr(z) = z2 (two-step 
BDF method). Define f  : R2 —+ R2 by
Then {z  G C : Rez < 0} C S and (/(£),£) < 0 for all (  G K2 \  {0}. Hence, 
the conclusions of statement (C) of Theorem 10.3.7 hold for every h > 0. In 
particular, the numerical solution u : Z+ —► U converges to 0 as n —> oo for every
Whilst Theorem 10.3.7 has some overlap with results by Nevanlinna [47, 48], there 
are also considerable differences: Theorem 10.3.7 assumes p to be strictly zero- 
stable, rather than merely zero-stable as in [47, 48]; on the other hand, numerous 
aspects of Theorem 10.3.7 are more general than in [47, 48], the assumptions 
in Theorem 10.3.7 are easier to check than those in [47, 48] and some of the 
conclusions are stronger as compared to [47, 48]. The following remark gives 
more details.
R em ark  10.3.10. (a) The approach adopted in [47] (with 6 < 1) considers /  
which are independent of t and requires that the map I  — ah f is bijective and its
/ ( £ i > £ 2) : =  ( —2 £ j  +  £ 2 , - 6  — £2) •
h >  0 . O
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inverse is globally Lipschitz1, where a is a constant which appears in a frequency 
domain condition involving p and a (in particular 1/a G int(S)), making the 
application of the main result in [47] potentially awkward if a ±  0 (which, for 
example, is the case if § is bounded).
(b) The situation considered in part (C) of Theorem 10.3.7 is dealt with in [47] 
under the additional assumption that the method is strictly stable at infinity, 
that is, the roots of a are contained in the open unit disk B(0 , 1).
(c) The constant K  in Theorem 10.3.7 does not depend on h in contrast to 
Theorem 3.1 in [47] (see Remark 3.1 in [47]). Moreover, Theorem 3.1 in [47] does 
not give estimates for ||A0u||i2, | |/h o u\\pt ||Re ( fh o u,u)\\ii and || £ ( /*  o tx)||2oo.
(d) Let p, a and /  be as in part (a) of Example 10.3.9. Let a G R be such that 
1 /a  G int(§), which holds if and only if a G (—oo, —1 /2 ). A routine calculation 
shows that for every a G ( —oo,—1 /2 )
b := -  inf =  0 .
\z\>i a{z) — ap{z)
Set c := —l / ( 2 a ) .  Then, using the notation of [47], D(a, b) = D(a, 0) =  B(—c, c). 
For given a G (—oo, —1 /2 ) , Theorem 3.1 in [47] applies for all 0 < h < — l / ( 2 a ) .  
Note that if h =  —1/ ( 2a), then
(I — ahf)(£) =  £ +  / ( 0 / 2  =  0, * > - 2 ,
so that (I  — ahf) is not invertible. Consequently, Theorem 3.1 in [47] does not 
apply in this case (see part (a) of this remark). Furthermore, if a = —1/2, then 
1/a =  —2 0  int(S). It follows that Theorem 3.1 in [47] is not applicable (see 
pp. 60 in [47]). In particular, Theorem 3.1 in [47] does not give a result for the 
stepsize h = 1.
(e) Using Theorem 10.3.7, it was shown in Example 10.3.9 that (for certain values 
of h) the numerical solution u : Z+ —► U converges to 0 as n —► oo. It seems to 
be difficult to obtain these convergence properties by applying the results in [48] 
on the behaviour of u at infinity. In part (a) of Example 10.3.9 the method is 
not A-stable, whilst A-stability is assumed throughout in [48]. Furthermore, in 
part (b) of Example 10.3.9 the non-linearity f  is not a gradient field, and hence 
Corollary 2 in [48] (which assumes that the non-linearity is a gradient mapping) 
cannot be used. O
We conclude this chapter by presenting a version of Theorem 10.3.7 which yields
1 An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [47] shows that, if it is the aim to obtain 
bounds on the numerical solution rather than the error, then the global Lipschitz assumption 
on (I — ahf  )-1 can be replaced by a global linear boundedness condition, that is, sup^et;( ||( / —
afc/r^ ll/IKII) < oo.
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stability properties of the difference of two solutions of method (10.2).
C orollary 10.3.11. Assume that method (10.2) satisfies the following two con­
ditions: p( 1) =  0 and p(ew) ^  0 for all u  G (0,2n).
(A) Assume that there exists 0 < c < oo such that
IIhf{nh,£i) -  h f(nh,& ) + c fe  -  &)|| < c ||^  -  £a| | , (10.34)
n €  Z+, € U .
Let ui : Z+ —> U and U2 : Z+ —► U be solutions of (10.2). 7/®(—Cq,co) C § for 
some cq > c, then there exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on Co, c and 
(p,cr)) such that,
||ui — U2II/00 +  ||Ao(wi — U2) ||/2
+  \\fh 0 ui -  f h o u2||/2 +  \\J0( fh o ui -  f h o U2)\\loo
f 9-1 \ 1/2
+  (||Re ( fh o m  -  f h o u2,ui -  u2) 11/i) 1/2 < K  I ^  IK(*0 ”  M k)W2 )
\ k =0 /
Furthermore, the limit lim^oo ||ui(n) — 1/2(71) || exists and is finite; in particular, 
if  dim U = I, then limn_ 00(ui(n) — 1/2(71)) exists.
(B) Assume that there exists 0 < c < 00 such that (10.34) holds and further that 
B(—c, c) C §. Let ui : Z+ —► U and u2 : Z+ —> U be solutions of (10.2). Then, 
there exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on c and (p, a)) such that,
IK  -  u2\\ioo +  (||Re ( fh o m  -  f h o u2,u x -  u2 +  Yc(fh 0 ui ~  fh 0 ^2))||z01/2
9-1
+  II Joifh o u x - f h O  u2)\\ioo < K ^ 2  ||ui(fc) -  u2(k)II.
k= 0
(C) Assume that
Re (/(nh, £1) -  / (n h ,f2),£i - & )  < 0, n £ Z +, G U .
Let U\ : Z + —> U and u2 : Z+ —► U be solutions of (10.2). I f  {z £ C : Re z < 
0} C §, then there exists a constant K  > 0 (depending only on (p,&)) such that,
|\Ul -  U2\\loo +  | J0(fh OUl - f h O uf) ||/oo
+  (||Re ( fh o m - f o o  u2, U\ -  u2) ||fi)1/2
9-1




Corollary 10.3.11 follows from an application of Corollary 10 .2.2 and arguments 
similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 10.3.7.
Finally, noting that for /  in part (a) of Example 10.3.9, (/(& ) — /(£ 2)) /(£ i~ £2) £ 
®(—1,1) for all £1,^2 G K, (1 /  &2j and, for f  in part (b) of Example 10.3.9, 
(/(& ) “  / ( 6 )»Ci ~  6 ) < 0 for all f i ,& e  R2, ^1 ^  6 , it follows that a suitably 
modified version of Remark 10.3.10 holds for Corollary 10.3.11.
10.4 N otes and references
The results in Sections 10.2 and 10.3 together with Lemma 10.1.5 form the basis 
of [4]. As previously mentioned, Theorem 10.3.7 has some overlap with results 
by Nevanlinna [47, 48], however, there are considerable differences. One class 
of new results in this chapter are bounds on ||ui(n) — U2 (n)\\ purely in terms 
of the initial data; i.e. bounds independent of h f.  Additionally, we prove new 
results on the behaviour of (ui(n) — u2(n)) as n —> 00 and bounds are obtained 
for some classes of methods not considered in [47, 48]. For precise details on the 





In this chapter we briefly outline some future research topics related to this thesis. 
Consider the discrete-time equation
u =  r -  J0(G(ipou)), (11-1)
where r : Z+ —> U is a given forcing function, G G &{l2{Z+, U)) is shift-invariant, 
: Z+ x U —► U is a time-dependent non-linearity and <pou denotes the function 
n •—► y?(n,u(n)). Proposition 3.5.3 gives a condition under which (11.1) has at 
least one solution (a unique solution, respectively), namely, for every n G Z+, the 
map f n : U —> U defined by
/» (0  =  { +  G (o o M n ,0 , V (n ,0  E Z + x U
is surjective (bijective, respectively) where G(oo) := lim^i^oo G(z).  Whilst this 
is a satisfactory condition for the thesis, one possible future research topic is to 
determine (if possible) sufficient conditions on G and </? which guarantee that the 
map f n is surjective (bijective) for every n G Z+.
In [9] and [10] continuous-time absolute stability results of Popov-type were 
obtained in a general Hilbert space setting. In Chapter 4, the corresponding 
discrete-time absolute stability results of Popov-type are only stated in the spe­
cial case U =  R, this is due to limitations within the proofs of these results, in 




Consequently, another future research topic is to attempt to extend the Popov- 
type absolute stability results in Chapter 4 to a possibly infinite-dimensional
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Hilbert space setting in line with the continuous-time results in [9] and [10]. 
Firstly, it is unclear if the Popov-type results in Chapter 4 can be extended 
to such generality and secondly, to extend these results may require a different 
approach than the arguments used in Chapter 4.
Another possible extension of the Popov-type absolute stability results in Chapter 
4 is to attempt to derive Popov-type results for non-linear operators. A Popov- 
type result in [15] (see, Theorem on p. 192 of [15]), suggests it should be possible 
to obtain Popov results, with conclusions similar to those in Chapter 4, for causal 
input-output operators G : Z2(Z+,R) —> Z2(Z+,R) that need no longer be linear or 
shift-invariant. In particular, such input-output operators do not have transfer 
functions. Consequently, in order to obtain Popov-type results for such non­
linear operators we would need to replace the frequency-domain positive real 
conditions in Chapter 4 with suitable passivity conditions in the time-domain. 
It is also possible that additional assumptions may need to be imposed on the 
input-output operator G.
In Theorem 8.1.8 we impose the following assumptions on the time-varying gain 
k : Z+ —► R, namely that k is bounded and non-negative with
limsup«(n) < l/|A /0,j(G)| (H-2)
n—»oo
where
fo ,j(0) := essinf0e(O)27r)Re
G(ei0>
ei e _  i
and A > 0 denotes a constant related to a static input non-linearity. Here 
G  : =  S G CH  where G c E ^ ( L 2(R+,R)) is shift-invariant with transfer function Gc 
satisfying assumption (Ac) and G c(0) > 0. One future research task would be to 
find an easily computable estimate of the quantity f o tj ( G ) .  Moreover, since G  is 
a discrete-time input-output operator, condition (11 .2) is not entirely satisfactory 
in the context of a continuous-time result such as Theorem 8.1.8. An interesting 
research problem would be to obtain an upper bound C  for \fotj ( G ) \  in terms of 
Gc and/or Gc. Similar problems, of obtaining easily computable estimates and 
upper bounds in terms of continuous-time data, can also be considered for the 
quantities /j(G ), f j 0{G )  and fo, j0{ G )  (see Chapter 8). Such bounds for the max­
imal regulating gain have previously been studied for continuous-time systems in 
[41] and, regular sampled-data systems in [45] (see, Chapter 8 , Proposition 8.1.3 
of [45]).
Consider the continuous-time low-gain integral control problem shown in Figure
11.1 , where G c E «^(L2(R+,R)) is shift-invariant with transfer function denoted 
by G c, ip : R —► R is a static input non-linearity, p E R denotes a constant 
reference value, gc models the effect of non-zero initial conditions of the system 
with input-output operator G c and «c : R+ —► R is a time-varying gain. In
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Figure 11.1: Continuous-time low-gain integral control problem
Chapter 8 we introduced the set of feasible reference values
&(GC, ip) := {Gc(0)v | v G im<^}.
It has been shown in [16] (see, Proposition 3.4 in [16] with =  id) that p G 
3%(Gc,ip) is close to being a necessary condition for asymptotic tracking of the 
error ec insofar as, if asymptotic tracking of p is achievable, whilst maintaining 
boundedness of ipouc together with ultimate continuity and ultimate boundedness 
of gc +  Gc(p o uc), then p G &(GC, </?). We would like to obtain a result similar to 
that in [16] for the sampled-data feedback system shown in Figure 8.3. However, 
in the sampled-data context, the continuous-time signal uc is given by uc = Hu  
for some u G F(Z+,R ). Consequently, uc is piecewise continuous, which in turn 
means we can not obtain ultimate continuity of gc + Gc(po uc). Hence the result 
in [16] can not be applied to the sampled-data systems considered in Chapter 8 . 
An interesting research problem would be to determine (if possible) conditions, 
similar to those in [16], under which p G M(Gc,p)  is close to being a necessary 
condition for asymptotic tracking in the sampled-data context.
The continuous-time integral control results in [9] have been extended (see [39]) to 
include a large class of hysteretic input non-linearities containing many hysteresis 
operators of relevance in control engineering, such as backlash (play), elastic- 
plastic (stop) and Preisach operators. Combining results from [34] and [35], the 
results in Chapters 4-6 and 8-9 could be extended to incorporate hysteretic input 
non-linearities.
There are several further research topics relating to linear multistep methods. 
Firstly, it has been seen in Chapter 10 that discrete-time absolute stability theory 
can be applied to linear multistep methods to obtain stability results. This link 
with linear multistep methods provides the possibility of using ideas from the 
stability theory of linear multistep methods in a control theoretic context. In 
particular reference [49] contains some results which might be useful in absolute 
stability theory.
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Secondly, a result in [3] (see §3.5, Theorem 5.1 of [3]) gives a continuous-time 
stability result for the following system,
u(t) = r(t) +  [  g(t — s)<p(u(s)) ds, t
Jo >•+>
where the non-linearity ip is sector bounded with lower bound possibly zero. It 
is assumed further that the kernel g takes a certain form namely,
=  9 o(t) +  acos wt + {3 smut,
with gQ E L1(M+,M). If we take the Laplace transform of g we see that it 
has a conjugate pair of poles on the imaginary axis. Due to the presence of a 
discrete-time integrator in the linear system, the positive real conditions imposed 
in Chapter 4 have a pole at z =  1. It should be possible to prove a corresponding 
discrete-time stability result analogous to the result in [3], where the linear system 
has several poles on the unit circle. Such stability results could have applications 
to low-gain control for sinusoidal reference signals. Results of this type could also 
be useful for applications to linear multistep stability, in particular, a stability 




A ppendix 1: P roof of Lemma 4.1.1
P ro o f of Lem m a 4.1.1. We proceed by induction on m. For the case m = 1 
we have,
Re 5 3 (« (n ) ,5 3 « (fc )
71=1 '  k=Q 1
=  Re(u(l),v(0))
= 5MO) + «(1). «(0) + »(!)> -  \  (iKO)ll2 + ||»(i)||a)
v(0) +  v( l )
Z>(*) -JE IW II2-
k= 0  fc=0
Assuming that the result is true for m, we obtain,
771+1 / 71—1
Re
7 i= l  ' k=0
# 771 v  ^ ' f i t  **  ^ i f t
=  R e/v (m  +  l ) , £ + ( f c ) \  +  -  Y , v ( k )
' k—0 fc=0 k= 0
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1 1 /  m  v
= 2 IMm + H^2 “ 2 + ^  + Re\ v(jn + )
'  fc=0 '
1
+ 2 k= 0 k—0
m-f 1
fc=0 k—0
advancing the inductive argument from m  to m 4-1. Hence the claim is true for 
all m  E N by induction. □
A ppendix 2: Upper and lower bounds on the  
quantities fj(G), f j0(G), f 0,j(G) and f 0,j0(G)
Let G E «^(/2(Z+,R)) be shift-invariant and G E LT00(E1) denote the transfer 
function of G. Recall that,
:= sup < <fj(G)  essinf0G(o,27r)Re 
9>o I
and
( ^ + i« 3 i ) G(ei6)]} 
G(eie) 1
; i«_lfo,j(G) := essinfee(0,2,)Re 
We require the following lemma.
Lem m a 12.1.1. Let f  E H°°(Ei). Then,
essinffle(o)27r)Ref(e td) < Re/(oo), 
where / ( oo) := lim ^o c^E ! f(z) .
R em ark  12.1.2. Suppose that G E 38{l2(Z+,M)) is shift-invariant with transfer 
function G E H°°(Ei). Let z E Ei flM. Then G(z) E M. To see this we first note 
that if u E l2 {Z+,M), then y = Gu E l2 (Z+,R). Consequently,
y ( z ) =  j  =  G ( z ) ^ 2 u ( j ) z  J , z E  Ei.
j — 0  j=o
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Furthermore,
y(z) = ^ 2 y U ) z * = G (z) '*Tu(j)z  z e Ei,
j —0 j =o
showing that G(z) =  G(z). Hence, if z  G Ei fl R, then we have G(z) = G(z) 
showing that G(z) G R. In particular, since G(z) G R for all 2 E Ei n  
R, if G (l) := limz_>i(ZGEi G(z) and G(oo) := lim i^oo^Ei G(z) exist, then 
G(l),G(oo) G R. O
P ro o f of Lem m a 12.1.1. Setting /  := essinf0G(O)27r)R e/(ei0), we have
e—Re/M < gup |e-/(*)| =  esssup0G(O27r)|e“/(e,<>)| =  e~J,
ze Ei
where the first equality follows from the fact that e~f G #°°(Ei) and Theorem 
3.3.2. Consequently, /  < Re/(oo) as required. □
In the following we assume that the transfer function G of G satisfies assumption
(A). We introduce the following auxiliary transfer function
H(z) := J, e E  (A1)
z — 1
where, by Remark 12.1.2, G (l) G R. The following result gives upper and lower 
bounds on fj{G) and fo,j{G).
P roposition  12.1.3. Let G G 3S(l2( Z+,R)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion G of G satisfying assumption (A). Then,
(i) -o o  < fj(G ) < —G (l) /2 ,
(ii) -o o  < fo,j(G) < —G (l) /2 .
P roof. We first note that it follows trivially from the definitions of fj(G )  and 
fo,j(G) that
f j(G ) > f 0 ,j(G)- (A.2 )
We claim that fo,j(G) > —oo. From assumption (A) and the fact that G G 
H°°(Ei), we have that H  G i f 00(Ei). Hence it follows that,
f o , j (G )  =  essinf06(Oi27r)Re
G{eie) -  G (l) G (l)+e id _ l  e iO _  1
= ess inf0e(O)27r)Re H(e ) -  
> —oo,
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.1*  G (!)
where the final inequality follows from the fact that H  G H°°(Ei). Hence 
fo , j (G)  > —oo and it follows from (A.2) that f j ( G )  > —oo. By (A.2), in or­
der to show that (i) and (ii) hold, it remains to show that f j { G )  < —G (l) /2 . To 
this end, we first set
z z — 1
Then G 9 G H°°(Ei) and Gg(oo) =  0. By Lemma 12.1.1,
essin f0G(O,27r)ReGg(e'‘0) <  0.
Now,




Y -S -+ -M\^ei0 gid _  1 J G(eie) +
G (l)
( ±  + — )\ e ie eie -  1J G(eid) <
G(l)
2 ’
Vg > 0 ,





f j 0(G)  := sup < essinf06(o)27r)Re
9>o L
and
fo, j0(G)  := essinf06(o,27r)Re
G(ei9)eiei
}
giO _  I
□
P roposition  12.1.4. Let G G &(l2( Z+,R)) be shift-invariant with transfer func­
tion G of G satisfying assumption (A). Then,
(i) -o o  < f Jo(G)  < oo,
(ii) -o o  < fo, jQ{G)  < G(oo) -  G (l)/2 .
Proof. We first note that it follows trivially from the definitions of f j 0 {G) and 
fo,J0 (G) that
f j 0(G)  >  fo, j0(G).  (A.3)
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We claim that fo,j0 (G) > —oo. From assumption (A) and the fact that G G 
H°°(Ei), we have that z zYl{z) G H°°{Ei), where z e  Ei and H  is given by 
(A.l). Hence it follows that,
fo,j0{G) =  essinf0G(o>27r)Re (G(ei0) -  G (l))e" G (l)e" '_ j ,}0  _  i
=  essinf0€(o)27r)Re (ei0 H(ei0)) + G(l)
> —oo,
where the final inequality follows from the fact that z  zH(z) G i/°°(Ei). Hence 
fo,j0 (G) > — oo and it follows from (A.3) that f j 0 (G) > — oo. Note that trivially 
f j 0 {G) < oo, which, together with the fact that f j 0 {G) > —oo, shows that (i) 
holds.
Define now




H(z) := zH(z), zG E i.
H(oo) =  G(oo) -  G (l).
essinf0e(o,27r)ReH(etfl) < G(oo) -  G (l).
G (e")e"l G (l)ReH(e ) =  Re
ess inf0g(o,27r)R6
ei0  _  I
G(ei0)ei<n
,i0 -  i < G(oo) —
G ( l )
2 ’
showing that fo,j0 (G) < G(oo) — G (l)/2 , which, together with the fact that 
fo,j0 (G) > —oo, shows that (ii) holds. □
A ppendix 3: D etails in Remark 5.1.3 (iii) and 
(iv)
P roposition  12.1.5. Let f  G F(Z+,R). Then J f  G m2(Z+,]R) if and only if 
(J f ) (n ) converges to a finite limit as n —> oo and n i—► f(k )  is in Z2(Z+,M).
Proof. Assume (J f ) (n ) —> (7 G R as n - > 0 0 . Set h(n) := Y lk L n fW  f°r
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n E Z+ and assume that h E l2(Z+,R). Then
(Jf)(n)  +  /i(n) =  cr, V n E Z+, 
showing that J f  E ra2(Z+,R). Conversely, if J f  E m2(Z+,R), then
(J /)(n ) =  h(n) -f cr, V n E Z+, (A.4)
where cr E R and h E Z2(Z+, R). Therefore /i(n) —> 0 as n —* oo and so
oo
(J /)(n ) -»o- =  E / M -
k —0
Hence, by (A.4)
ooE/(fc) =  -h (n )
k= n
completing the proof. □
P roposition  12.1.6. Let f  E F(Z+,R) be such that j  i-* f ( j ) j a is in Z2(Z+,R) 
for some a > 1, then n i-> Y^jLn 1/0)1 ^ J2(Z+,R).
Proof. Let 1/2 < (3 < a/2 . Then
oo oo oo oo
E 1/0)1 = n~pnp 531/0)1  ^n~0 131/0)1/ = n~f E l/0')li“/ -“. n  ^!•
j= n  j= n  j= n  j= n
Since (3—a <  — a /2  < —1/2 it follows that j  i-> E /2(Z+, R). By assumption 
j  f ( j ) j a € i2(Z+,R). Consequently, by Holders inequality,
oo oo
53 1/0)1 < n-/J E  1/0)1/“/ ”“
j= n  j —n
/  OO \ 1/2 /  QO \ 1/2
<™-,5(gi/o')i¥“j (E /</3~a))
< 7 n_/3, n > 1,
where 7  := < °°- Note that since j  t—►
f ( j ) j a E Z2(Z+,R), it follows from Holders inequality that,
00 00 /  00 s 1/2 /  00
53 i/o)i = E i/o)i/“/-“ < (E i/0)i2/ “) (E/
j —n j = n  j = 0 '  j= n
\  1/ 2 /  J?L \  lf2
”2“ ) , V n > 1.
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Hence, /  G Z1(Z+,M) and we have
0 0  , 0 0  \ 2 oo
E ( E i / o ) i )  < ii/ ii?>+tE " ' 2/3-
n=0 '  j = 7i '  n = l
Since 2(3 > 1, it follows that Y!™=on ~ 2(3 < 00 > showing that n i-> |/ ( j) | G
Z2(Z+,R). □
A ppendix 4: P roof o f Proposition 5.2.1
P ro o f of P roposition  5.2.1. By assumption, we have the following state-space 
realisation of G,
G{z) =  C (z l  -  A)~lB  +  D, z e  Ea
where 0 < a  < 1, A  G £8 {X) is power stable, B  G «^(R, X), C  G & (X,R),  
j D g !  and X  denotes a Hilbert space. Defining x G F(Z+,X)  by,
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) +  B(ip o u)(n), x(0) = 0, (A.5)
it follows that
w = g + Cx +  D(<p o u).
Since p u G  Z°°(Z+,R), it follows from Lemma 6.1.7 that x is bounded. Fur­
thermore,
w =  g +  C(x — ( I  — A)~lB{ip o u)) +  G(l)(<p o u).
Note that since, by assumption, g(n) —► 0 as n —► oo we have g G Z°°(Z+,R). 
Combining the previous it is clear that w G Z°°(Z+,R). Since w G Z°°(Z+,R), it 
has a non-empty, compact cj-limit set ft. By continuity of 'ip and (5.18), it follows 
that
= p, V uj G ft. (A.6 )
Since 'ip is monotone and continuous, it follows that ip~l (p) is a closed interval. 
It suffices to show that -0“ 1 (p) fl G(l)im<£> ^  0. Indeed if there exists £ G ip~l (p) 
and v G imy? such that £ =  G(l)i>, then xp(G(l)v) = ip(£) =  p, showing that 
pe&(G,ip,ip).
Seeking a contradiction, suppose that ip~l (p) fl G(l)im<£> =  0. Then ip~l {p) and 
imip are closed disjoint intervals and so there exist e > 0 and /? =  ± 1  such that
inf{/?£ | £ G V,-1(p)} — sup{/?G(l)u | v G im(p) =  2e.
Moreover, since w(n) approaches its compact o;-limit set ft as n —> oo, and, by
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(A.6), 0  C ip 1 (/o), it follows that,
lim dist(Pw(n),/3iJj~1 (p)) = 0,n—►<»
and so there exists N  > 0 such that /3w(n) > inf{/?f | £ G — e for all
n >  N. Consequently,
P(w(ri) — G(l)(</? o u)(n)) > j3w(n) — sup{/?G(l)u | v G im^}
> inf{/?£ | £ G V,_1(p)} — £ — sup{/?G(l)v | v G imy>} 
=  e, V n > N. (A.7)
By (A.5) it follows that,
( /  — A)~lx{n +  1) =  (I — A)~lAx(n) +  (I  — A)~lB(tp o u)(n). (A.8 )
Noting that (I — A ) - 1  A = (I — A) -1  — I  we obtain from (A.8 ),
(I — A)- 1(A:r)(n) =  — (x(n) — ( /  — A)~lB{ip o u)(ri)). 
Consequently,
C(I — A)~ 1 (Ax)(n) = g(n) +  G(l)(y> o u)(n) — w(n).
For n, N  G Z+ with n >  N, summing the above from N  to n — 1 gives
71—1
C{I -  A)~ 1 (x(n) -  x(N))  =  ^2(g{k)  +  G(l)(y> o u)(k) -  w{k)).
k = N
Since g(n) —> 0 as n —► oo there exists M  G N such that \g(n)\ < e/2 for all 
n >  M. Choosing K  > max(N ,M )  and using (A.7), we have that,
71—1
~(3C{I -  A)~1 (x(n) -  x(K))  =  ^  P(w(k) -  G(l)(y> o u)(k)) -  (3g{k)
k = K
=  V n > K .
2
Therefore lim^oo 0C(A  — I)~ 1 x(n) =  oo, contradicting the boundedness of x. □
R em ark  12.1.7. The proof of Proposition 5.2.1 is based on a modification of 
the argument used in establishing the continuous-time result Proposition 3.4 of 
[16], O
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A ppendix 5: P roof o f Lemmas 6.1.5, 6.1.6 and 
6.1.7
P ro o f of Lem m a 6.1.5. By (6 .2) we have,
n—1
i= 0
n > 1. (A.9)
Defining
v(j) := v((n -  1) -  j ), if 0 < j  < n — 1,
0 ,
it follows from (6.4) that,
n —1
1} JBv(j) = J ^ A 3 Bv(j)
j —0 j = 0
if j  > n,
< a||v||(a < a||v||/2, n > 1, (A.10)
for some a  > 0. Noting that A  is strongly stable, an application of the uniform 
boundedness principle to {An}nGN yields the existence of a constant K\ > 0 such 
that ||An|| < K\ for all n E N. Combining this fact with (A. 10) and (A.9) yields
||x(rc)|| <  Axilla;0!! +  or||v|||3, V n  E Z + .
Consequently, with K  := max{Ari,a:},
Iklb00 < m \ A \  +  IMIp)-
It remains to show that lim^oo x(n) =  0. To this end note that by (6.1a) we 
have, for m  E Z+,
n —1




v(j)  := v ( ( n - l ) - j ) ,  0 < j < n  — m —1,
0 , otherwise,
n —1 n—m—1
^  A^n ^ 3 Bv(j) = ^ 2  A?Bv(j), V n > m  +  1.
3=0J —771
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n >  m +  1, (A.12)
for some a  > 0. Let e > 0. Since v G /2(Z+, [/), there exists m > 0 such that
71—1
j= m 3=m
Y  Hu0')ll2 ^  X llu0')H2 ^  • n > m  + l. (A. 13)
By the strong stability of A  there exists mi > 0 such that
||i4nx(m)|| < e/2, V n > m\. (A.14)
Hence combining (A.12) - (A. 14) with (A. 11), we obtain for all n > m  +  mi
71—1
3=m
^ £ £^  — -(- — — S. 
” 2 2
showing that lim^oo ||rr(n)|| =  0 . □
P ro o f of Lem m a 6.1.6. Using the fact that 1 G res(A), it follows from (6.1a) 
that,
(7 — A)- 1a:(n +  1) =  (7 — A)~lAx(n) +  (7 — A)~lBv{n). 
Noting that (7 — A)~lA — (7 — A) -1 — 7 we obtain from (A. 15), 




(A.17)(A x)(n +  1) =  A(Ax)(n)  +  B(Av)(n).
Since by assumption A v  G l2 (Z+,U), an application of Lemma 6.1.5 to (A.17) 
yields limn_+00(Aa;)(n) =  0 . Consequently, taking the limit as n —> oo in (A.16) 
we obtain




P ro o f of Lem m a 6.1.7. Assume that A  is power stable and let v G Z°°(Z+, U). 
By power stability of A,
P I  < K lPn, V n G
for some K\ > 1 and 0 < p < 1. Consequently, ||An|| < K\ for all n G N. Hence 









sup||a;(n)|| < A i||z0|| + sup
n > l n > l
Now by power stability of A, there exists an M  > 1 and 7  G (0,1) such that 
V a ^ B vU) < su p ||u (n ) ||| |B ||s u p ^ ||A (n- 1)_J||






V j — 0  J
— K t M v ,
where K 2 := M \\B \ \ / ( 1  — 7 ). Combining (A.18) and (A.19) yields




where K  := m a x jA 'i,^ }  > 1- Consequently, we see from (A.20) that x G 
Z°°(Z+,X)  and
IMIi- < *  (ll*°ll +  M f ) .
Suppose now that limn_>00,t;(n) =  v°° exists. To see that limn_ 00x(n) =  (I —
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A) lBv°°, we observe the following. Note that by (6.2) we obtain, for all n >  1,
71—1 71— 1
x(n) =  Anx° + Y  A ^ - V - t B M )  -  v°°) +  Y  A ^ - ^ B v 0 0
j —0 j = 0
71—1
=  Anx° + Y  A ^ -V - 'B iv i j )  -  v°°) + (I -  A)~1 Bv°° -  A"(I -  A)~lBv°°. 
i =o
Hence it follows that,
71—1
x ( n ) - ( I - A ) - xB if°  = A ^ - i l - A j ^ B v ^ + Y ' l (n_1)_jB(w (j)-u0O)) n > 1.
3=0
Consequently, with z := x — (I — A ^ B v 00^  and w := v — i>°°$, we have,
71—1
z(n) = Anz° +  A {n~l)- j Bw{j), n > 1, 
j —0
where z(0) =  z°. Hence, for m  G Z+,
71—1
z(n) = A n~mz(m) + Y  A ^ ^ B w U ) ,  V n >  m +  1. (A.21)
j = m
Now by power stability of A, there exists an M  > 1 and 7  € (0,1) such that,
71—1 /  OO \
y ' A ^ - V - ’Bwti)  < sup M j) | | | |£ | |  ( ^ 2  J
•_vn ™<j \  • Q /j = m  J—u
< sup \\w(j)\\\\B\\M(
m < j  \  “  /
=  sup \\w(j)\\\\B\\-^—
m < j  1 - 7
=  a  sup ||iy(j) ||, n > m +  1 , (A.22)
m < j
where a  := M \\B\\/(l—7 ). Lete > 0. Since limn^ 00u;(n) =  limn_»00(i;(n)-?;00) =  
0 , there exists m >  0 such that
Hence by (A.22) we see that,
n—1
3=m
<  V n > m +  1. (A.23)
Since A  is power stable, A  is strongly stable and there exists mi > 0  such that
(A.24)
Hence combining (A.23) and (A.24) with (A.21), we see that for all n > m  + m\,
||*(n)|| <  ||An mz(m)|| +
n—1
j —m
^  £ £^  — — £. 
“ 2 2
showing that lim^oo ||^(n)|| =  0, or, equivalently, lim^oo x(n) =  {I —A) 1 Bv°°.
□
A ppendix 6: Proof of Lemmas 9.1.4 and 9.1.5
P ro o f of Lem m a 9.1.4. Let x° E X , v°° E E be such that v —v°°'dc E L2(E+, E) 
and assume that T  is strongly stable. Note that for all t E E+,
x(t) = T tx° +  [  Tt-gBv(s) ds 
Jo
= T tx° +  [  Tt. aB (v{s )-v °° )d s  + f T t. aBv°°ds 
Jo Jo
= T tx° +  [  T t - 8 B(v{s) -  v°°) ds +  (T* -  ^ A - ' B v 0 0  
Jo
= T t(x° +  A~lBv°°) +  [  T t- aB(v(s) -  v°°) ds -  A~lBv°°. (A.25)
Jo
Set z := x + A~lBv°°'dc and w := v — v°°$c. Then by (A.25) we have
z(t) = T*(z° +  A~lBv°°) +  f T t- aBw(s) ds
Jo
=  T tz° +  f T t- aBw(s) ds, V t E E+,
Jo
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where z(0) =  z°. Consequently, for s0 >  0,
z(t) =  T t- soz(s0) +  f  T t- aBw(s) ds, t > s0. (A.26)
J so
By infinite-time admissibility of B, there exists a > 0 such that
|| J  Tt-gBw(s) ds < a ^ J  |w(s)|2 ds^ , V t > s0  > 0 . (A.27)
Let e > 0. Since w := v — v00^  £ L2(R+,R), we obtain from (A.27) that there 
exists s0 > 0 such that
f  T t- 8 Bw(s) ds 
J 8Q
< e / 2 , V t > s0.
Finally, by strong stability, there exists Si > 0 such that
||Tfz(s0)|| < e / 2 , V t > sv
It follows from (A.26), that ||^(t)|| < e for all t > so +  Si. Consequently, ||a:(i) +  
A~lBv°°^ < £ for all t > sq +  si. It is clear from the definition of z that 
if v°° =  0, we need no longer assume that 0 £ res (A) in order to show that 
l i m t _+oo \\x(t)\\ =  0 .  □
P ro o f of Lem m a 9.1.5. Let x° £ X , w £ F(Z+,JR), v = Hw  and assume that 
0 £ res (A). The solution of (9.3a) is given by
x (t) = T tx° +  [  T t-gBv(s) ds, V t £ R+, 
Jo
or, equivalently,
x(t) = T tx° + (Fv){t), V t £ M+, (A.28)
where F  : L2oc(E+,R) —► L2oc(R+, X )  is the shift-invariant operator defined by
(Fu)(t) := [  T t- sBu(s)ds, u £ L12oc(M+,M).
Jo
Define K  : L2oc(R+,R) -  L2oc(E+, X )  by
(Ku)(t) := (F J u ) ( t ) +  A ^ B ^ u ) ^ ) ,  u £ L?oc(M+,R).
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Recall from (7.12) that,
(y(7 i(Av)))(t)  =  T(Hu)(t) -  t u ( 0 )  + (t — ntr)(H(Au))(t), (A.29)
V t G K+j u £
where r  > 0 denotes the sampling period and nt denotes the integer part of t/r .  
Set hc(t) := (t — ntT)(H(Aw))(t) for all t G M+. By (A.29) it follows that,
(KHAw)(t) = (FJ?HAw)(t) +  A ^ B ^ H A w ) ^ )
=  r(Fv)(t) -  r (F $ c)(t)u;(0) +  (Fhc)(t) +  rA~lBv{t) 
- t A ~ 1 Bw{0) +  A~lBhc{t), V t G R+. (A.30)
Rearranging (A.30) we obtain,
(Fv){t) = ~{KHAw){t) + (Fi9c)(t)w(0) -  - (F h c)(t)T T
-  A ^ B v f t )  + A~1 Bw{0) - - A ~ xBhc(t), V t € M+.T
Combining this with (A.28) and rearranging gives,
x(t) + A - 'B v tt)  = T tx° +  ~(KHAw){t) + (F d c)(t)w(0)T
-  - ( F h e)(t) +  A-'Bw(0) -  - A ~ lBhc(t), V t €  R+.T T
(A.31)
A straightforward calculation shows that
Ftic =  (T -  I)A~lB,
and
(K u)(t)=  [  T t. ,A ~ 1 Bu(s)ds, V u 6  
Jo
Combining the above with (A.31) gives
x(t) +  A~lBv(t) = T ,(i°  +  A“ lBu;(0)) +  -  [  B(HAw)(s) ds
T Jo
-  -(Fhc)(t) -  - A ~ lBhc(t), V t  € R+. (A.32)
T T
Note that since Aw  G l2(Z+,R), it follows that 7i(Aw) G L2(R+,1R). Further-
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more, since the function
1 1—> t — ntr  — t — r \ t / r \ , t £ R+ 
is bounded (it takes values in [0, r)), it follows that hc £ L2(R+, R) and moreover,
lim hc(t) = 0. (A.33)
t—* oo
To prove that lim*-^ ||a;(£) +  A 1 Bv(t)\\ =  0, note that by (A.32), (A.33) and 
the strong stability of T  it is sufficient to show that
i-if T t -8A 1 B(H Aw)(s) ds — (Fhc)(t) —> 0 , t —> oo.
Jo
We first show that
lim /  T t s A - 1  B(HAw)(s) ds = 0. (A.34)t^oo J0
Since,
[  T t- aA - 1 B(HAw)(s)ds = A ' 1 [  T t. aB(H Aw)(s)ds  
Jo Jo
and H A w  £ L2(R+,R), an application of 9.1.4 shows that (A.34) holds. Noting 
that
(Fhc)(t)=  [  T t- aBhc(s)ds,
Jo
and hc £ L2(R+,R), again applying Lemma 9.1.4, we see that
lim (Fhc)(t) =  0.
t—*oo
Hence we have that lim*-^ ||x(t) +  A~l Bv(t) || = 0 . □
R em ark  12.1.8. The proof of Lemma 9.1.5 is inspired by similar arguments to 
those used to prove Lemma 5.2 of [38]. The result in [38] differs from Lemma 
9.1.5 in that, the input v is assumed to be in W1o<!(R+,R) with derivative v' £ 
L2(R+,R), whereas, we make no assumptions about the derivative of v, or the 
integrability of v. O
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